
Ower strike talks follow day
bf blackouts around country
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:'A new attempt to settle the Elec-
tor Corporation strike was made

night after serious power cuts
alysed factories and disrupted
He. Representatives of the Elec-
Corporation's management and
kers met with a high-level
itadrut team led by Ylsrael

head of the Trade Union
at.

anagemeat representatives
left last night's talks,; to see U

Histadrut and the workers could
mer out an agreed stand,
ergy Minister Yitzhak Moda'l

‘ take part In the meeting, an-
ig beforehand that he had

tag new to offer and would only
iss earlier proposals.
We'll .sit in the dark,
gerators won't work and there
be no hot water, blit we shall not

- i;jive in to every pressure group that
«

: ;
*ys its hands on the throat of the

/••
cjOonomy,

M Moda'l said yesterday
'
‘•’I.Owning, sitting in his darkened of-

J’*': Moda'l said the government was
:

:

.fctermined not to give in to the Elec-
£fc Corporation workers' demands,
>Uch would constitute a precedent

'M-tad undermine the wage policy. The
‘ government is only prepared to
^jjrant the striking workers wage
-.-.^implements (haslOamot sacbar)
~

‘.-jnd coordinate wage, differentials
".!»

|

petween different groups of workers
- -.ptthin the Corporation, but is deter-
r

.joined not to give in to excessive

demands.
"If they don’t go back .to work,

we'll take all-the measures we can to
preserve law and order and public
services," he said.
The electricity workers sharpened

their action yesterday by reducing
regular supply by a third, causing
prolonged cuts all over the country.
This followed the breakdown of
negotiations on Monday night.
As current in Tel Aviv stopped

flowing yesterday morning, traffic
lights went out of action, plunging
downtown streets into traffic chaos.
Huge queues of vehicles Jammed the
southbound lanes of Defech Haifa,
Derech Petah Tikva and Rehov Ibn
Gabirol. Rehov Arlosoroff was also
backed up.
Police in Jerusalem reported no

unusual incidents during the 90-
minute blackout in the capital
yesterday.

In Haifa, traffic was snarled main-
ly on Mount CarmeL Traffic police
were sent to main Junctions in the
cities, and by late afternoon most
traffic lights were working again. .

"Darkness at noon," a CarmeUt
passenger said yesterday when the
lights went out at the underground
stations in Haifa. The trains went on
running, though, because their
power supply is hitched to two
networks, only one of which is shut
down when electricity Is short.

In the morning police were colled
to the power station in Haifa where
strikers barred entry to those of

their colleagues who had received
back-to-work orders.
Dozens of people were caught in

lifts and had to be rescued,
sometimes by the maintenance com-
panies, but in many cases the fire
.brigade was called In.

In Nazareth and villages
. near

Ashdod, power and water supplies
were cut off from early yesterday
morning to the night.
The electricity cuts temporarily

paralysed industrial activity and cut
off water supply to factories and
homes.
While Electric Corporation super-

visors yesterday debated where to
cut off the current and where to
resume the regular flow, angry
citizens who telephoned to report
power failures abused the strikers,
accusing them of depriving children
of milk and forcing them to stay in
the dark.
Yesterday afternoon electricity

workers initiated a wave of cuts aim-
ed at domestic consumers, following
their assault on industrial supply In
the morning. The workers an-
nounced that they will go cm disrup-
ting supplies in this way as long as
their demands are not met.
Histadrut representatives said

yesterday the dispute could be solv-
ed Immediately if Moda'l and the
Electric Corporation management
agreed to the compromise offered by
the corporation's works committee.
Kessar called on all parties to avoid

'

(Continued on page 1, eeL •)

Hua, Carter to visit each other
.-.PEKING. — Chinese Premier Hua

.. -.Guofeng (Kuo-feng) yesterday
.-- accepted an Invitation from U.8.
r,,.. President Jimmy Carter to visit the

.. UJS., and the two nations signed new
< agreements on hydroelectric power
and cultural exchanges.
. Hie official New China News Agen-

.- .cy said Hua had accepted “with
'pleasure" the Carter invitation,

.. ..which was included in a letter hand-
ed to the Chinese leader by visiting

,. r..Vice-President Walter Mondale.
China said Hua would visit the U.B.

..it an "appropriate time," and that
.
Carter also was invited to visit China
.at a. "convenient" time. Carter is ex-

pected to visit China sometime early
next year.
The accords on building hydroelec-

tric power plants in China and on
further cultural exchanges were the
most important agreements so far to

come out of Mohdale’s visit;

Earlier yesterday, Mondale told a
news conference after two days
of talks with Chinese leaders that the

stronger the ties between
Washington and Peking, the more
stable the world would be.
"A secure and modernised Chinais

asmuch in the interests of the U-S> as
.a strong and prospering America is

in the Interests of China. Despite

sometimes some profound
ideological differences between our
two systems, we can see eye to eye on
a wide range of global and regional
issues," he said.

MOndaie stressed, however, that
despite the expected rapid expansion
of bilateral economic and cultural
ties during the 1980s, "we don't have
and do not anticipate having a
military relationship.”

He said that during his meetings
with Hua and Senior Vice-Premier
Deng Xiaoping (Teng Hsiao-ping) he
had long discussions on the situation
in Indochina and Cambodia.

Minister Nissim appointed

itonomy team coordinator
erosalem Post Reporter

sr without Portfolio Moshe
Minim was yesterday appointed

’- coordinator of the ministerial team
responsible for the West Bank and

__ Goja autonomy negotiations with

™ Nlaaim —- working under com-
mittee chairman Interior Minister
Yosef Burg — will prepare position

papers for the autonomy
. negotiations, which are now dealing
with issues of substance. He is

.. . reportedly planning to consult of-

. . ficials and Independent experts on
. controversial issues such as the
. . •cope and source of authority the

autonomous administration in the
- territories should enjoy.

Nissim *s appointment as coor-
. dInator was announced yesterday at

.-the end of a meeting of the
... ministerial negotiating team. The
team reviewed agreements reached

.- with Egypt on procedures and the

, disagreements between the two
countries on substantive aspects.

The autonomy talks with Egypt
have been bogged down over two of

Cairo's recent demands^ that East
Jerusalem be included In the
autonomy constituencies, and that
the projected self-rule council in the
administered territories be given
governmental and judicial powers.
Two workinggroups — one dealing

with the mechanism of autonomy
and the other with its authority and
powers — will meet with their Egyp-
tian counterparts in Alexandria on
September 9 to hammer out the
differences between the two coun-

tries. The plenary ministerial teams

are scheduled to meet there a week
later...

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
yesterday took part in the autonomy
team meeting for the first time in two
months. He had been at odds with
chairman Burg over the approach to

the autonomy negotiations.
Dayan, Burg and Defence Minister

Ezer Weizman — who has quit the
committee — were expected to join

Premier Menahem' Begin In the

latter's summit meetings with Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat in Haifa
next week.

Kahane gets 3 months for defying ban

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

uh movement leader Rabbi
' Kahane was yesterday sentenc-
three months in jail for defying
.by the Judea and Samaria
government on his entering

military court in Ramallah
ered that he begin serving the
i on September 20, and also gave
a nine-month sentence suspend-
for three years. Kahane an-

that he would appeal the

let.

ie was arrested in mid-June
' ripping up another in a series of

in banning him from entering

i, where he and his supporters
i been active in the struggle for a
owed Jewish presence in the city,

fore being taken into custody,
rabbi made a speech In nearby

Kiryat Arba praising attacks by Ms
supporters on a number of Arab
homes in Hebron a short time before.

He was released on ILSO.OOO bail

after a first hearing but arrested

again a fortnight later after holding a
demonstration in Nablus, where
Kach members called for the expul-

sion of Mayor Bassam Sh&ka from
the country.
Court president Sgan-Aluf Ya'acov

Or said that he was sending Kahane
to jail because the rabbi was proud of

what he had done, and that no fine

would deter him from doing it again.

Kahane'

b

secretary, Yosef Dayan
of Kiryat Arba, told reporters yester-

day that Kach members would not

rest as long as Kahane was in prison.

He said the movement would
henceforth concentrate its activities

in Hebron.
The rabbi's wife declined to com-

ment to The Jerusalem Post on her

husband's imprisonment.

irts probe cause of London radiation

Jeraukra Post Reporter

JNDON. — Experts from the
tonal Radiology Protection Board

i work last night on an indepen-

Id survey to determine the cause of
| infrequent high readings on cer-

i radiation monitoring equipment

^ in fire station, which Is

door to the Israel embassy.

> survey is being carried out ad

request of the London Fire

Brigade, wnose own experts have

failed to discover the cause of the

radiation leak, which was first notic-

ed last Friday morning.

While the survey Is being done, fire

engines and other equipment from

the station have been moved out.

At this stage it is not certain

whether the experts will want to ex-

amine the embassy, which at first

was thought to be the source of the

leak.

Genscher in Amman
on 3rd M.E. stop
‘AMMAN (AP). — West German
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher arrived in Amman yester-

day an the third leg of a four-nation

Middle East tour.
Genscherwas welcomed at the air-

port by Jordanian Prime Minister
Mudar Badran and top Jordanian of-

ficials and officers.

Genscher came to Jordan from
Beirut where he discussed the situa-

tion in South Lebanon, the Palesti-

nian question and the Middle East
with Syrian and Lebanese officials.

Tbe German minister will start his
talks today with a lunch with King
Hussein and Queen Noar.

ConnaUy urges talks

between U.S., PLO
Jerusalem Pest Reporter

WASHINGTON. — Former Texas
governor John ConnaUy, a candidate
for the Republican presidential
nomination, yesterday came out in

favour of talks between the U.S. and
the PLO.
Speaking In Florida, Connolly said

it was premature for the U.S. to ac-

tually recognize the FLO. But he
basically accepted outgoing UN Am-

'

bassador Andrew Youngs' contention
that talking to that organization was
Important in trying to resolve the
Palestinian question-

Jemayel, Chamonn

back Israel attacks

Two of Lebanon's most prominent
Christian leaders, Camille Chamoun
and Pierre Jemayel. last night said

they supported* Israel's attacks on
the terrorists in South Lebanon, even
though Innocent people may be vic-

tims. They called on the Lebanese
government to cease its pressure on
Israel, through the U.S., to stop tbe
attacks, according to Israel Radio.
The two said in a statement issued

after a meeting of the leadership of

Lebanon's largest Maronite body,
the Lebanese Front, that the
Lebanese government must expel

the terrorists from South Lebanon
and force them to stop their attacks

on Israel.

Bolshoi ballerina Ludmilla Vlasova, left. Is hugged by her mother
Alexandra Drozhdlna on her arrival In Moscow from New York
yesterday.

(upi telephoto)

Vlasova returns home,
hits U.S. as ‘arbitrary’
MOSCOW. — A.tearful but smiling
Ludmilla Vlasova arrived home In
Moscow yesterday and stepped Into
the waiting arms of her mother, en-
ding a diplomatic tug-of-war touched
off almost a week ago by the defec-
tion to the U.S. of her husband, ballet
dancer Alexander Godunov.
Tbe plane had been grounded for

three days at New York's Kennedy
airport while American authorities
negotiated with Soviet diplomats
over the right to question Vlasova to
see if she was leaving the U.S. volun-
tarily.

.

Vlasova, appearing a bit weary,
paused slightly on the rain-spattered
ramp and her eyes filled with tears
as she gazed at her mother waiting
with a bouquet of red, pink and pur-
ple flowers.
"M£m&, mama,” she said softly,

as she set down her luggage and em-
braced the short, plump woman.
As well-wishers with flowers and

dozens of correspondents swarmed
around, Vlasova walked arm-in-arm
with her mother and on aunt toward
Sheremetyevo airport terminal and
out to a waiting gray sedan.
The ballerina declined to comment

to correspondents at the airport on
her ordeal in New York, saying only
that "it was difficult not only for me
but for all the passengers on the'

plane."
Later Vlasova said In an interview

broadcast on Moscow radio: "X con-
sider (the Americans') actions to be
arbitrariness because they occupied
our plane by force. They got inside
with guns and handcuffs to guard
me. It was just madness

"I am very happy that I am back
on native soil," said the dancer, who
convinced U.S. authorities at a
meeting on Monday night that she
was returning -to Moscow of her-own -

free wifi. - — ;

The Soviet media has failed to
report that her husband, Bolshoi star
dancer Alexander Godunov, had
defected last 'Wednesday, setting off

the chain of events that ended with

her arrival home-
The only reference Tass made to

her husband was a statement that
Vlasova "did notwant to find herself
in a situation similar to that of her
husband ... who had disappeared
shortly before that under cir-
cumstances which are not yet clear."
Vlasova refused to comment about

her husband, but she did praise the
Soviet government, saying, "I felt all

the support I needed" from her
relatives and countrymen.
Tass accused U.S. authorities of

lacking "responsibility and common
sense" throughout their dealings at
Kennedy airport and of planning an
international Incident between the
two nations.
The Bolshoi company, meanwhile,

Is continuing its tour of the U.S.
Vlasova was escorted to the car

quickly and without going through
passport formalities. The rest of the
plane's 52 passengers filled out their
customs declaration forms In a
special VIP lounge.
The passengers cooped up in the

Aeroflot jetliner for three days said
they played cards, held a chess tour-

nament and put on “very jolly"
amateur entertainments. (AP, UPI)

E. German cellist

defects at Festival
LUCERNE, Switzerland (AP). — An
East German 'cellist of the world-
famous Dresden "Staatakapelle"
appears to have defected while his
orchestra was here for concerts at
the International Lucerne Music
Festival, a festival spokesman said
yesterday.
The cellist, Horst Schoenwaelder,

vanished before the orchestra gave
its second 'concert here on' Sunday
night under its Swedish conductor.
Herbert Blomstedt. The orchestra,
including more than 180 players,
came here on a group visa that was
limited until Monday and had to
leave without Schoenwaelder.

U.S. newspaper wants probe

of Israeli spy activities
By WOLF BL1TZER

Jerusalem- Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — "The Washington
Star" yesterday called upon the U.S.
Justice Department to begin^k im-
mediate inquity Into aUegtajfljpBfcgal

Israeli spyb^f' activities in the U.S.
Noting that Attorney-General

Benjamin CSviletti said he had not
received a request from Congress or
any of its committees to look into

Israeli espionage activities, tbe
newspaper said in an editorial:

Well, we hope such a request will

materialize."
'Die editorial went on to assert that

It strikes us that the reports of
Israeli bugging have been sufficient-

ly informed that Mr. Civllettl would
show more concern. In his official

capacity, over who's doing what to

whom."
Over the weekend, Civfietti issued

a statement saying that he had

received "no information or
evidence” to suggest that outgoing
UN Ambassador Andrew Young's
meeting with PLO representative
Zehedi Labib Tend had been "bugg-
ed or surveUled.”
A congressional subcommittee is

already looking into the intelligence
activities of other countries in
the U.S. and tbe recent wave of

publicity regarding Israel is likely to

result in its Inclusion in the investiga-

tion.

One Israeli source here complain-
ed that Israel’s Intelligence services

have themselves been partly respon-
sible for the current wave of negative
publicity because of their tendency In

the past to "glorify" their in-

telligence successes.
As a result, this source said.

“Today’s headlines appear credible,
when in fact they are just a bunch of
vicious lies."

Syria gets 50-70 latest Russian tanks
DAMASCUS,' (Reuter) . — Syria has
taken delivery of between 50 and 70
of the Soviet Union’s latest battle

tank, the T-72, Western diplomatic
sources said today.

They said the tanks, never before
deployed outside Warsaw Pact coun-
tries, were unloaded from Soviet
freighters In the Mediterranean port
of Tartous In the first week of
August.
Western military experts rate the

U-72 as superior to the American-
made M-48 and the British Cen-
turions which make up the backbone
of Israel's armour.
It was not known whether this was

a once-only delivery, or the begin-

ning of a modernization programme
aimed at giving Syria's tank force an
edge over Israel.

But military experts said they ex-

pected the Russians to supply Syria
with at least 150 of the new tanks, ad-

ding that the number shipped so far
was not enough for a full tank
brigade and posed maintenance and
spare parts problems out of propor-
tion to the tank's military value.

Swiss refuse PLO
extradition request
BERNE (Reuter). — Switzerland
has rejected a request by the
Palestine Liberation Organization
for the extradition of 22-year-old
Lebanese Mohsen Jaroudi, arrested
In Geneva last week on suspicion of
taking part in the assassination of a
top PLO official.

Swiss law permits extradition only
to another state, and the PLO is not a
state, the spokesman said, adding
that permission for a PLO official to

examine a dossier of documents on
Jaroudi's arrest had also been refus-
ed.

Weizman tells Defence C’tee:

Raids on PLO
will continue

By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Defence Minister Ezer Weizman
said yesterday that Israel win stop
helling PLO centres in Southern
Lebanon when 'the Palestinian
terrorists stop shelling the Christian
enclaves there. However, at the
same time, the IDF will continue to

initiate operations aimed at preven-
ting terrorist strikes against Israel.

Weizman told the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defence Committee. He
said the IDF had shelled PLO con-
centrations In Southern Lebanon this
week as a response to heavy shelling

by the terrorists against the Chris-
tian enclaves.
The defence minister vigorously

rejected criticism by the Alignment
and Shal opposition factions about
IDF operations in South Lebanon.
He said the IDF had followed a

two-pronged strategy. It had heavily
shelled PLO concentrations in recent
weeks; and, ever since the Nahariya
terror outrage In April, it had
launched a policy of preventive
strikes aimed at blocking terror
operations.
Weizman said that during tbe past

fortnight the PLO had hurled
"murderous" artillery barrages
against the Christian enclaves. Their
motive may have been frustration,
he said, or perhaps there was some
other reason. In the past week six
civilians in the enclaves died in this
shelling, .including a two-year-old
child and 'a woman of 24.

He said that the IDF sought to pre-
vent the Christian enclaves from
"collapsing." So it directed
heavy artillery fire against PLO con-
centrations. "Were we supposed to

let Major Haddad's people fall

apart?" he asked the committee.
"Without those (Lebanese Chris-
tian) enclaves, the PLO batteries
.would be stationed right on oar
border," Weizman said.
He said there were 15,000

terrorists in the area north of the
Litani river and of the UNIFIL
forces lnJSouth Lebanon.
Preventive operations which the

IDF was mounting by air, sea and
land against PLO strongpoints, and

which were all based on intelligence
knowhow, had ensured that outrages
like the Coastal Road bus massacre
last year and tbe Nahariya terror
outrage had not been repeated since.

"These preventive operations
have nipped dozens of terrorist
ptrikes In the bud." Weizman told the
committee.
The Alignment's Haim Bar-Lev

and Yosef Sarld and Meir Talml
(M&pam) charged that the top
echelons were not maintaining ade-
quate supervision over the IDF’s
operations, and that a re-evaluation
of their effectiveness and purpose
wap called for. Weizman replied that
the government was doing all it

possibly could to make sure that
civilians were not harmed.
"It Is a well-known fact that some

Alignment-led governments in tbe
past followed a clear policy ofhitting
at civilian centres." Weizman charg-
ed. “This was the case along the
Suez Canal, during the 'war of at-
trition, ' and atoo in the Jordan
Valley, when Bar-Lev was chief of
staff of the IDF."
Bar-Lev conceded that such a

policy had then existed, but said its

purpose was to exert pressure on the
Arab governments to halt operations
mounted from their territory against
Israel.

“The problem is that in Lebanon
(Conttnned on page t, «L 7)

Security Council may
convene tomorrow

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — The UN Security
Council is expected to convene
toorrow to take up the fighting In
Lebanon, U.S. officials said yester-
day.

Israel's UN Ambassador Yehuda
Blum met briefly yesterday with out-
going U.S. Ambassador Andrew
Young to discuss technical aspects of
tbe council session.
UN sources yesterday predicted

that the Council session will probably
not wind up with any formal resolu-
tion adopted, but will merely enable
the parties to express their views.

Backtracks from earlier stand

Dayan: Attacks on PLO
in Lebanon must go on

Post Political Correspondent

ZAHALA. — Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan yesterday declared that
Israel's present policy of unremitting
attack on PLO bases in South
Lebanon must continue.
The foreign minister, who was ad-

dressing 300 members of the UJA
Prime Minister’s Mission in the gar-
den of his home here, seemed in his
cut meniA on Lebanon to' be
backtracking from his reported posi-
tion at Sunday's cabinet meeting.
Dayan was then reported to be urg-

ing a reassessment of the policy of
air and artillery attacks on PLO
bases located In or near refugee
camps or other civilian localities, in
the light of their adverse effect on
Israel's image in Western opinion.
Dayan has subsequently come un-

der strong attack for making that
opinion public. The Ministerial
Defence Committee meeting, which
was scheduled to consider the policy
issue yesterday, was put off at
Defence Minister Ezer Weizman's
request. Dayan himself was sharply
criticized by Weizman and by,
members of tbe Likud Knesset fac-

tion who met yesterday.
In explaining Israel's international

public relations difficulties because
of its actions in Lebanon, Dayan said
American TV showed scenes from
the Lebanon fighting which the
public there regarded as evoking im-
ages of Vietnam. These scenes were
obviously saddening, he said, but
added that the attacks had to go on to
prevent PLO attacks on Israel.

Fatah to invite Young
BEIRUT (UPI). — The Central
Committee of Yasser Arafat's Fatah
has decided to invite Andrew Young,
the outgoing U.S. Ambassador to the

UN, to visit the Middle East, Palesti-

nian officials said yesterday.
They said similar invitations

would also be extended to black
American leaders "to visit the
Palestinian revolution and have a
first-hand look at the conditions- of

the Palestinian people."
' Tbe Palestine Liberation
Organization's news agency, WAFA,
said Young and other black
American leaders would be invited

to visit the region, but did not say
when the invitations would be
forwarded.

Fighting in Beirut

BEIRUT (Reuter). — Explosions
and heavy firing rocked West Beirut

last night, and security sources said

pro-PLO forces and Lebanese
Moslems were locked In fighting.

They said the clash was between
Lebanese supporters of the Fatah
and the Independent Nasserltes
Movement (Murabltoun).

Old City dig poised on brink of David’s time
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By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Archeologists digging at David's

City may have penetrated at last to

the century David lived ini.

Ceramic and structural remains

tentatively identified as being from

the ninth or 10th century BCE have

been found by a team headed by Dr.

YJgaJ Shiloh, which wound up its se-

cond digging season -this week. It

marks the first time that Israeli

archeologists, who have been digg-

ing in ancient Jerusalem since tbe

She Day War, have had a glimpse of

Israelite Jerusalem before the

eighth- century^ David occupied

JcfusaJom-at the beginning of the

20th century.
The finds from what might be the

city David really knew are thus far

few — only enough pieces of crude

pottery to fill several pails, and
small stone structural remains. Bat

Shiloh hopes to follow this
archeological level into adjacent

areas when the third digging season

gets under way next summer. The
major objective of the five-year ex-

pedition Is to uncover remains of

Davldlc.and Solomonic Jerusalem,
of which no trace has yet been found,

and of the Jebusite city which
preceded Jewish settlement.
Ceramic finds from

,
roughly the

same period as were found this

summer — Iron Age 2, Jn the
archeologists’ lexicon — were also

reported by the late Kathleen Ke-
nyon when she dug at David's Cttyjn
the early 1960s.

More substantive finds from the

First Temple and later periods were
uncovered by Shiloh's team this

summer, ranging from clear
evidence of "a well-ordered town
planning scheme in the eighth cen-

tury BCE to what may be the most

ancient toilet seat ever uncovered,

at least in Jerusalem.
Digging on' the eastern side of

David's City, which is located south

of the Temple Mount, the
archeologists cleared a 40-metre
stretch of an ancient city, wall two-

thirds of the way down the slope.

Mounting from Its upslope was a
scries of four terraces, which ap-

parently served as bases for bouses.

A plastered drainage ditch cut

through the terraces and the wall to

carry rain runoff.

Taking archeological colleagues

on a tour of the site last week. Shiloh

pointed to the Arab village of Sllwan

on the slope across the Kidron Valley

and said that it was in major
respects a' mirror Imago of the

Israelite city. "The main difference

Is that the ancient city was better

planned," he said. Unlike Sllwan.

which grow organically as one house

after another was- added, the

Israelite city uncovered was planned
from the start with terraces and
drainage. "It's the difference
between a city and a village," he

-said afterwards. Shiloh identified the

well-planned city as being "no
earlier than the eighth century" — a
period in which King Hezekiah built

the Siloam water tunnel, a
massive city wall and other struc-

tures whose ample remains can still

be seen.

On the topmost terrace, the
archeologists found remains of a

large, well-built structure which had
been destroyed in 536 BCE when
Nebucbqdnozzcr's array ravaged
Thirst Temple Jerusalem. As with

most buildings destroyed in ancient

wars, the Artifacts it had contained
were harboured in the collapsed

(CenUnard on paxr S. rol. 4)

Declaring the Lebanese situation a
"mess" without Lebanon having
either an effective government or an
army, Dayan distinguished between
two kinds of Palestinians in
Lebanon: the PLO, which deserves
to be attacked time and again
because the terrorists send
marauders into Israel and direct
terrorist activities in this country;
but th?re w**re r**

ro ">**,000 Palesti-
nian refugees there, he said.
Dayan made a sharp attack on

France in noting that the rest of the
world had abandoned the Lebanese
Christians to Moslem and PLO at-
tacks.

He explained that Israel was there
partly because of Christian calls for
aid. The French had abandoned their
traditional responsibility for
Lebanese Christians because of their
interests in buying oil from Iraq.
He saw the U.S. administration

caught in conflicting currents, nudg-
ed towards a change In its Middle
Eastern policy because of its desire
to insure orderly oil supplies, and
also because the administration had
wrongly assessed that Saudi Arabia
and Jordan would finally be won over
to support the Egyptian peace in-

itiative.

In answer to a question, Dayan
said that despite the PLO's success
with ' U.S. public opinion — par-
ticularly in the black community —
he strongly doubted whether such an
organization of killers could make
permanent. Inroads among the
Americans.
Later he said the Palestinian

Arabs were not a nation, tbe
autonomy scheme would not end in

the establishment of an Independent
state, and Egypt's President Anwar
Sadat and U.S. President Jimmy
Carter were committed to this posi-

tion after Camp David. Dayan saw
the association with Egypt as a most
optimistic element In the Middle
East, despite current differences.

No eYidence Israel

used cluster bombs
The commander of UN forces In

Lebanon said yesterday there was no
evidence that Israel had recently
used 175mm. artillery or cluster

bombs against the South Lebanese
port of Tyre.
Questioned about press reports

which said Israel had used the
powerful weaponry, General Em-
manuel Erskine told Israel Radio:
"UNIFIL has no evidence of 375s be-

ing deployed or being fired into the
area."
The general had been asked to

comment on an American television

network report which showed an
empty canister of a cluster bomb
which, when detonated, breaks open
and sprays bits of shrapnel. The
television report said Israel had used

them on Tyre.

POP IN!
While cooling your beefs

at Ben Gurion Airport take

steps to keep in touch

with Israel, fifty-two times

a year. How? By reading

The Jerusalem Post

Weekly International Edi-

tion.

P.op into one of the two

Bronfman
.
Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on- the spot.

Have a good journey.

Shalom.
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The Weather
at Main

swissair

Destinations

AMSTERDAM 8 40 17 S3 Goody
BRURSKU

10 50 19 68 Qesr
BlTtNOS AIRE8_ 11 82 13 89 o«n
CHICAGO— IS 04 *9 77 Ckwdy
COPENHAGEN— It 04 IS 04 Goody
FRANKFURT 7 48 IS 66 Rain
GENEVA . —

—

—— 7 43 18 84 Gear
HELSINKI H 57 19 68 Gear
HONGKONG n U SI 88 Cloudy
JOHANNESBURG B 40 20 68 Cloudy
LISBON 14 07 ZB 79 Gear
LONDON — to 80 17 SS Gear
MADRID — 18 61 31 88 Char
MONTREAL 17 83 » 71 Goody
NEW YORK a 72 32 90 Goody
OSLO 9 48 13 SS Gear
PARIS 10 30 17 63 Sonny
RIO DE JANEIRO 14 37 78 82 Goody
8AO PAULO 13 SB 84 79 Goody
STOCKHOLM 14 37 18 61 Goody
TOKYO 28 79 29 H Ckmdy
TORONTO— 18 61 22 72 Goar
VANCOUVER is BS 21 74 Clear
VIENNA 12 54 19 68 Gear
ZURICH— 7 49 19 66 Goody

* For the latest weather conditions, contact
Swissair

Offices in Israel

Te! Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda, St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.
Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

THE WEATHER

Yesterday's Yesterday’s Today’s-

1

Humidity Min-Max. Uax
Jerusalem

.

33 20—82 32
Golan 32 19—33 . 34
Nahariya 73 20—30 21
Salad 27 22—32 - 32
Haifa Fort 79 26—29 30
Tiberias SB 22—38 38
Nazareth 39 • 21—32 31
Afula 39 22—38 34
Samaria 1

44 19-30 SI
Tel Aviv 70 23—30 30
B-G Airport 44 21—32 33
Jericho 30 29—40 40
Gaza 75 22—29 30
Boersheba 36 22—89 85
Eilat 22 37—41 40
TIran Straits 30 28—38 84

SOCIAL &.RE8SONAL

Housing Minls^ei^P^yfd Leyyyestecr.
day received the freedom of Central
Galilee from the regional council
there.

Ethiopian Archbishop A. Bina
Matias called yesterday on the
Interior Ministry's Jerusalem
representative, Raphael Levy.

Horace Kadoorie of Hongkong, with
Dr. and Mrs. A. Dawson-Grove and
Dr. and Mrs. A. Eliahu, attended a
luncheon yesterday in their honour at
Beri-Gurlon University.

David Coren, chairman of the Public
Committee for the Development of
Western Galilee, will speak today at
the Haifa Rotary Club, l p.m. at the
Nof Hotel.

In Memoriam

Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich,
Bank of Israel Governor Arrian Gaf-
ny, Knesset members and other
public figures yesterday took part In
a ceremony at the Kfar Sava cultural
centre marking four years since the
death of the late finance minister,
Plnh&s Sapir.

DEPARTURES
Ben-Gurlen University president Yosef

Tekoab, to the U.S., on university
business.

Aluf Tamir carrying

Santa pullback plans

Jerusalem Post Staff

Aluf Avraham Tamir Is due back
in Israel today from a two-day trip to

Cairo, where he is thought to have
made final arrangements for the

early return of Santa Katerina to the

Egyptians.
The gesture is being made on the

eve of the visit to Haifa by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat

Justice Minister Shmuel Tamir was
not travelling to Cairo, as reported in

Cairo's “Al-Abram" newspaper
yesterday. The official said Aluf

Tamir was not carrying messages
for Egyptian officials, as reported in

the Cairo press.

Lord Fisher due Friday
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

LONDON. — Lord Fisher ofCamden,
chairman of the governing board of

the World Jewish Congress, is due to

arrive in Israel on Friday. He will be
accompanied .by Lady Fisher. The
main purpose of their visit will be to

attend the wedding of their grand-

daughter, which will take place -at

Kibbut; Mishmar Hasharon.

During his visit Lord Fisher, Im-
mediate past chairman of the Board
of Deputies of British Jews, is

scheduled to meet members of the

Israel government and opposition.

VOLUNTEERS. — About 300
volunteers from kibbutzim In the

Jerusalem area are expected to at-

tend a meeting tomorrow at Kib-

butz Tzora, organized by the Govern-
ment Information Centre. Centre and
Foreign Ministry representatives

will attend the question and answer

evening on foreign! affairs, security,

energy and oil.

HOME NEWS
Following dissenting report

Ministers to reconsider

telephone company plan
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Several ministers are considering
demanding a new cabinet debate
over the plan to turn the country's
telecommunications services ihto a
government corporation after lear-

ning of Civil Service Commissioner
Avraham Friedman's reservations
about the plan.
Friedman said In & letter dis-

tributed to all the ministers that the
creation of a telecommunications
corporation would mean better pay
for telecommunications workers and
this in turn would cause havoc in all

the government and public service
wage negotiations.
The cabinet secretariat had asked

Friedman to prepare a report on the
implications of creating the new
company, but this report was not dis-
tributed to ministers before August
19, when the cabinet decided on the
issue.

Asked why Friedman's report had
stayed off the cabinet table. Cabinet
Secretary Arye Naor told The
Jerusalem Post that only ministers
can table such documents, and no
minister had asked that Friedman's
report be taken into consideration.

Friedman told The Post yesterday
that be would meet soon with'
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich and
ask him why his report was not tabl-

ed before the cabinet.
Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer said that he opposed the
idea of creating a telecom-
munications corporation in the

Begin to rule on all Patt-Sharon rows
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
has decided fo adjudicate all of the
disputes that come up between two of
his ministers, Ariel Sharon and Gi-
deon Patt, The Jerusalem Post has
learned. The premier’s decision -was
reportedly taken to stop these dis-
putes from being conducted through
the news media.

A test esse for the new procedure
came up yesterday when Begin was
asked to rule on an argument
between Agriculture Minister Sharon
and Industry Minister Patt about the
price of cotton sold to Israeli mills.

But the premier was unable to band
down a ruling In this case and decid-
ed to bold another on the
issue, so the two ministers left the
premier's office with no resolution to

their argument.
Up to' this year the Cotton Board

sold raw cotton to local mill* at inter-

national prices. The local mills
bought 25,000 tons of the country's
animal 75,000-ton crop. The Cotton
Board now wants to add an extra 15

per cent onto the price asked from
local mills. It says growers get better
prices for raw cotton they export
(although the price Is the same)
because of government export credit

programmes.
Patt sided with the mills, saying

the growers could not ask more than
International prices just because
they get cheap credit for the part of
their crop that goes abroad.

Agriculture Minister Sharon sup-
ports the cotton farmers, saying they
deserve compensation for the
smaller profits they make on sales to
local mills.

Street bus parking adds to TA woes
By ALAN ELSNEB

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEt'AVIV.—The traffic Cfaaoscaua- -

ed - here -yesterday the- Electric-
Corporation workers' : strike: was-..

aggravated in the“Vicinity-ef the cen-
tral bus station by scores of buses
parked in side streets, blocking the
way to moving vehicles.
The clogging followed the closure

of the Pa* parking area, which Egg-
ed had been using for the past three
years. The lot is owned by the Netivei
Ayalon company, and was made
available to Egged as a temporary
measure some three years ago. It

was used daily by between 600 and 1,-

000 buses, which were parked there
between trips during the day and at
night. a.

When the-ooirrpaijyfeveuriy'krii^:
for the land..which.Itrintends-to das'
for industrial development, Egged
refused to hand it back. But on Mon-
day, the cpmpany, backed by the Tel
Aviv Municipality, obtained an in-

junction from the district court
ordering Egged to evacuate the area
by 5 p.m. that day.
In future, buses will have to park in

the side streets around the central
bus station, which is expected to
cause permanent traffic congestion
in the whole area.

Anti-strike laws futile — Marshall
Jerusalem Post Staff

TEL AVIV. — U.S. Secretary of
Labour Ray Marshall told staff
members of the Tel Aviv University
yesterday that anti-strike legislation
would be ineffective unless workers
had other ways to resolve disputes
with management.
Marshall noted that U.S. federal

and most state and local employees
are prohibited by law from striking.
But despite these laws there have
been many disruptive work stop-
pages by firemen, policemen and
teachers, he said. "State and local
laws on collective bargaining in the
areas where these strikes have oc-

curred have proven ineffective In
. dealing with the situation," he said.

After the meeting Marshall toured
the Beit Hatfutxot museum and
attended a reception in his honour by
Histadrut Secretary-General
Yeroham Meshel.

hi Ra’anana, Marshall expressed
interest in the methods used at Belt
Levenstein to rehabilitate persons in-
jured in accidents or wounded hi ac-
tion.

He was accompanied by Prof.
Haim Doron, medical director of the
Histadrut Kupat Holim. and Prof.
Theodore Najensan, medical direc-
tor of the 270-bed hospital.

Judge rejects police bid,

grants suspected gunmen bail
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A magistrate yester-
day denied a police request that four
men suspected of attempted murder
be remanded in custody, and instead

ordered them released on ball.

But Avner Kah&lon. Avraham Katz
andAvraham Naim, all of KIron, and
Menashe Eliahu of Pet&b Tikva.
were ordered to report this morning
to the court which is to hear a police

appeal against the magistrate’s rul-

ing.

The four are thought to have
attempted to shoot released convict

Mbsbe Xdsky on Saturday night.

Police say Katz, Kahalon aqd
Naim had sexual relations with
Idsky’s wife while he was In jail.

Knowing of this, Idsky quarrelled
with her on his release and she left

home to join the three suspects,

police said. She was arrested on Mon-
day, but police say she is not
cooperating.

Police allege that Idsky fought
with the three men last week. They
say the pistol used to shoot him was

found*near Naim’s home. They also
claim Naim’s alibi for tbe time of the
attack is faulty.

Eliahu’s Involvement in the case
stems, police say, from motives of
revenge. They claim they have
secret Information linking him to the

affair and say that he and two others

wanted to murder Idsky because he
passed on information about them
while he was in prison.

Idsky, they say. Is afraid to testify.

given Kahalon a pistol. The descrip-

tion that he was given of the weapon
matches the pistol found near
Naim’s home, police allege. -

Magistrate Yosef Cohen-Megory
said he has not altogether followed

the long police reasoning for the re-

quested remand. The police, he said,

had also admitted that they were in-

vestigating in . another direction

altogether.

A district court judge rejected a
police appeal to keep the four in

custody, but he said he would discuss

it In court this morning.

Two underworld brothers

shot to death in Netanya
NETANYA (Itim). — David "Dada"
Amar .and his brother Avraham
"Babar" Amar, were fatally shot
here yesterday as they returned to
their home in a jeep about 7 a.m.
Police believe it was an underworld
murder.
A green Subaru car was seen leav-

ing Rehov Sha’ar Ha'emek at high
speed immediately after yesterday’s
shooting, which left the two Amar
brothers soaked in blood in the jeep

of a neighbour now in prison on a
drug charge. Tbe Subaru, a stolen

vehicle, was later found abandoned
nearby.
Avraham Amar, 24, was well

known to the police. He was arrested
'a few months ago at Ben-Guriou Air-

port when he returned from France
after being injured in the legs during
a gang shoot-out. Two brothers, Mar-
co and David Hazan of Beersheba.
were killed in that shoot-out.
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cabinet debate on August 19 because
not enough data were given to the
ministers before voting on the issue.
He said he will now study Fried-
man's report and consider raising
the subject In the cabinet again.
Labourand Social Affairs Minister

Israel Katz said yesterday that he is

also considering asking for a new
debate on the subject and that "it is a
pity that all the material was not put
before us (the ministers)."
Interior Minister Yosef Burg told

The Post that though he favours the
creation of a telecommunications
corporation in principle he would ex-
amine the subject on its merits. If it

would only cause labour trouble with
no increased efficiency he wouldnow
oppose the corporation. Burg said.
Transport Minister Haim Landau

also supported the Idea of a new and
more detailed cabinet debate on the
subject taking Friedman’s report
into consideration.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda'i

does not support the idea of a new
. debate to reconsider the decision. In
fact, he sent a harshly worded letter

to Friedman accusing the latter of a
"biased position" implying that the
civil service eommiaafor ar merely
wants to keep the telecom-
munications workers under his
aegis.
Senior civil servants expressed

astonishment at ModaT’s letter.
They saw it as a departure from
basic government procedure, es-
pecially since Moda'i and bis
ministry are not connected at all

with the Civil Service Commission.

Members of the HeWeH>erg youth band blastaway yesterday nearJaffa Cate.The band,
which is a guest of the Jerusalem Municipality, plays old folk tunes and dresses tn

traditional German outfits. (Zoom 77) -

Treasury scrapping employers loan
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Ecomomlc Reporter

The employers’ loan, at the rate of

4.75 per cent of every employee's
wages (excluding fringe benefits

such as car allowances), will be
abolished throughout the productive
sector at the beginning of October,
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich told

Manufacturers Association presi-

dent Avraham Sbavlt. The under-
taking was made on Monday, during
a four-way meeting with Industry
Minister Gideon Patt and Bank of
Israel Governor Arnon Gafny.
The loan's abolition was the only

good news the manufacturers heard

from Ehrlich. The finance minister
said he supports cuts in loans given
to exporters and raising the interest
rates they pay on the loans. II infla-

tion is to be fought, Ehrlich told
them, then there is no choice but to
cut back on sources of financing,
since raising interest rates alone is

insufficient.

But Patt did not agree, saying he
supported only a raising of interest
rates.

Gafny said the government had to
cut back on the loans it gave ex-
porters in light of current economic
circumstances.
With disagreements still outstan-

Swedish PM asks Soviets to

clear Wallenberg mystery
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP). —
Swedish Prime Minister Ola Ullsten
sent a letter last week to Soviet
Premier Alexei Kosygin demanding
a new Investigation Into the esse of
Raoul Wallenberg, a Swedish
diplomat who was Imprisoned by tbe
Soviets in 1S45, the Foreign Ministry
confirmed yesterday.
No reply has been received so for. .

Ullsten stressed in his letter that it

would be beneficial for Soviet-
Swedlsh relations if the mystery
about what really happened to
Wallenberg was solved.
Wallenberg, born in 1912. worked

during World War U at the Swedish
embassy In Budapest. He was sent
on.a special mercy mission — spon-
sored |by4he U.S. to saveaasnapv *

Jewa.from4he Holocaust as passible,
j

by Issuing JJwedish passports to~
them.
Toward the end of the war in 1945,

Wallenberg was arrested by tbe
Soviets and disappeared in the
Soviet Union.
Swedish governments have made

several inquiries about Wallenberg

to Soviet leaders, but have always
received tbe same answer— he died
in 1947 at Ljubljanka Prison la
Moscow.
But over the years numerous ap-

parently reliable witnesses have
testified that they have met
Wallenberg In different Soviet
prisons and camps later.

One recent witness, Jan Kaplan,
claims that in 1975, at Butyrka
Prison, he met a Swede who had
been held in Soviet prisons for about
30 years.

Ullsten asked for a thorough re-
investigation of the case, taking into
account the witness reports, to throw
new light on the case. Ullsten
suggested that a Swedish, official be
allowed to. attend an. interview with.
Kaplan, who bas.again been jailed in
fheJ56.vfot .Union .since la#,year,

.

The plight of Wallenberg has
recently received international
attention, mainly as a result of the
efforts of his relatives. Four U.S.
senators have formed a committee
to try to shed light on what happened
to Mm-

TNT found in false botto

of Israeli’s car in Venice
VENICE. (UPI). — A senior police

officer and yesterday thatan armed
Israeli owner ofa false-bottomed car
containing explosives had been
arrested at Venice harbour.
Other police sources said the

arrest of 37-year-old David Tzerkes
of Tiberias came on Saturday after a
tip-off from an unidentified Middle
Eastern country through Interpol.'

Tbe Israel Police spokesman said
Interpol had been tipped offby Israel

police- who had information that
Tzerkes was trying to smuggle a
shipment of drugs in the car. The
spokesman said he knew nothing
about the report^ that explosives
were found in the car. Tzerkes is a
criminal well-known to Israel's
police, he added.
The cMef of the Venice flying

squad, Arnalda la Barbera, said:
"We found the explosives inside a
false-bottom section of the Opel
car."
Police said Tzerkes’ arrest was

kept secret for several days so that
checks could be mode with Italian
counter-terrorist and criminal detec-
tives.

They said that Tzerkes was also

found in possession of a 7.65mm.
Galesl pistol. They earlier Identified

him as a member of an international
terrorist organization.
Detectives said they were trying to

determine to whom Tzerkes was to

hand the 3 kg. ofTNT and gelignite,

manufacturedby a process unknown
in Italy, a dozen detonators' and

David Tzerkes of Tiberias pic-
tured In a Venice police station
yesterday after his arrest when
poUce found explosives in a false
bottom of his car. He is
suspected of being a member of
an International terrorist
organisation - (upi telephoto)

several metres of fuse found is his -

car.

The car was unloaded on Saturday
from the Greek ship ApoUonia that
had arrived from Haifa via
Limassol, Rhodes and Piraeus.

Eitan: S. Lebanon terrorists

put guns in civilian areas
Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan said

yesterday that terrorists in .Lebanon
build many of their positions in pop-

ulated areas.

"Their weapons are in civilian

concentrations. In this kind of war
civilians can be hurt. It is a war
without rules. Were Shlomi and
Kiryat Shroona (where terrorist at-

tacks took place) military targets?"
Eitan'said in an interview in yester-

day’s "Yediot AharonoL"
Rav-Aluf Eitan said Israel knows

where the terrorist bases are and
can direct fire accordingly. "But
Christian militia commander Major
Sa’ad Haddad does not have such ln-

. formation and be shoots at any
target which appears suitable," he
said. "Wc con tell Haddad not to fire,

'

but as far as he is concerned that Is

taken only as general advice."
The chief of staff also said Israel

frequently refrains from firing at

.

known military targets because of

tbe risk to civilians.

Questioned about Israel’s relations
with Major Haddad, Eitan said:, "it

is completely wrong to say thatHad-
dad is controlled by Israel:.. Tbe
enclaves are being continuously
shelled by the terrorists. Haddad
and his men fire baek to reduce the
attacks."
Asked more about Israel's role In

the area Eitan said: “If the
terrorists stopped their activity
against Israel we would not bomb
them. If they stopped trying to in-

filtrate into Israel we would not blow
up bouses harbouring terrorists and
their collaborators.

"We retaliate and take .preventive
action against those intent -on at-

tacking us. When we fail we have
Nahariya and Ma’aiot" (two towns
where PLO infiltrators succeeded in

killing Israeli civilians.) .

'TOURIST.-— An Italian tourist.
Ricardo Castclll, distributed 20,000
Turkish lira- (about IL1D8.000)'*
among airport personnel when told
he. couldn’t change it back into
Italian currency. Turkish
newspapers reported yesterday.

ding, it was decided that Ehrlich,
Patt and Gafny would meet to for-

mulate the government's stance
within the next few days In prepara-
tion for next week's meeting of tbe
Ministerial Economic Committee.
The manufacturers were also told

that the Treasury will soon publish
exact instructions governing
development loans granted to in-

dustry. In an effort to prevent in-

vestors from benefiting from infla-

tion, the income tax laws will be
changed so that it will be impossible
to deduct payments for linkage
differentials from statements of In-

come.

POWER
(Oootlmed fnm page 1)

intensifying the dispute, which was
causing suffering to the population

and damage to the economy.
The Manufacturers Association

yesterday called on the government
not to buckle under the pressure of

the Electric Corporation workers,
who, they said, are holding tbe coun-

try's industry and economy hostage.

The association spokesman stated
that surrendering to the strikers'

demands would lead to further
deterioration of the economy and
complete chaos in work relations.

Manufacturers Association presi-

dent Avraham (Buma) Sbavit asked
Industry Minister Gideon Patt to

request Defence MinisterBaer Webe-
rnan to provide major Industrial
plants with power generators from
emergency military stores.

' Mamifoctbrers Association deputy
president Dov Lautnjan said_yeatfcr>

'

day that the electricity workers "are
the highest paid in the country, out-
distancing bank employees by for."
He supported Shavit’s call for the
use of generators from army
emergency stores to supply power to
industry. The strike Is a "crime
against the state," he said.
ME Meir Cohen (Likud) last night

called on Moda'i to sack Electric
Corporation director-general Ariel
Amiad because Amiad was not run-
ning the corporation, despite the ex-
istence of back-to-work orders
issued by the courts. The director-
general should have called In the
police to ensure tbe corporation's
functioning and prevent public suf-
fering, Cohen said.
The Likud Knesset faction yester-

day unanimously urged the govern-
ment not "to surrender to the strik-
ing Electric Corp. employees under
any circumstances. The strikers are
people earning top salaries and have
only recently been awarded pay
hikes."

Members added to

film censor board
Additional members were ap-

pointed yesterday to tbe film cen-
sorship board by Interior Minister
Yosef Burg.
Dr. Mbrdechal Nissan, head of the

School of Education at the Hebrew
University; Yisrael Gur, editor of the
theatrical magazine “B&ma," .Dr.
Aharon L&ngerman of the Van Leer
Foundation; Dr. Aviv Ekroni, a high
school principal; journalist Moshe
Hbvav; and students Alisa Amitai
and Ronit Raz.

RAIDS
(OnctsiMd fnm t)

today there is no government ft*

can be pressured in ;h*» a
there's no point in our maintaining

that kind of policy." Bar l*v said

Welxman also rejected ac-

cusations by Talmt and by Labour

Party Chief Shimon Peres that Hit-

IDFs moral principle of avoiding

harm to civilians In its operations

had been violated by the masaivr

shelling of Southern Lebanon. He
said he would not advise them to

keep a bookkeeping ledger to tot up
adherence to this moral code and
violation of it. "The IDF abided by
this principle la the past, and still

abide* by H today." Welxman
declared.

He said: "The IDF strategy is not
to hit away at the terrorists
everywhere, sR the time. We weigh
up the- need for each and every
operation we carry out"
The chairman of the Knesset body.

Prof. Moshe Arens, Mid after the

meeting that It seemed to him Wciz-

maa got overwhelming support from

the committee members. Speaking

to journalists outside. Arens said

that obviously each operation was
ordered on Its merits, after careful

examination.
"There is no question of the IDF*s

stopping the light against the PLO,
because the PLO has taken over the

entire area of Southern Lebanon
between the Litanl and ZahranI

rivers, and it Is using that area as its

base to mount a war against civilian

populations," Arms said. "It is at-

tacking Christian and Shis
(Moslem) civilians in Southern
Lebanon and Israeli civilians in

Galilee. That is unprecedented."
He noted that the PLO deliberately

built its bases and strongpolnta in-

side civilian areas In the towns and
countryside, so civilians were
sometimes hurt when the IDF struck

against the PLO.
Also after the session, Bar-Lev

told reporters that the operations -

against the PLO in Southern
Lebanon ought to continue, in his opi-

nion. But “operations which harm
civilians should be cut down from!

time to time, or even halted," tie

said.
Two committee members made

sharp attacks outside against
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan for

transforming his reservations about!

military policy in Southern Lebanon!
- into an issue for public debate.

Pess&h Crupper (Likud) describ-

ed Dayan's criticism as "grave and”
irresponsible" because it waa meant
for the ears of the public.

Yehuda Ben-Melr (NRPi *ai£
Dayan had done incalculable harm
to Israel'a cause abroad. "The full

cabinet, where he aired his points, is

like a mass public meeting, and
Dayan knew it. He should have dlf.

cussed them privately with Premier
Menahem Begin and Welxman — or

at the most spoken out in the
Ministerial Defence Committee,”
Ben-Melr said.

Rirah Goodman adds:
Weizraan managed on Monday fo .

convince Premier Begin to drop a
meeting scheduled for yesterday d. *

the Ministerial Defence CommiHM
to diacusa the Lebanese situation, -- ' "

Welxman apparently told the
’

premier that the subjecthad become -

too public to be discussed rationally
at this time, and that he fell it izo-

"

possible to bold a candid conversa-
tion given the propensity of saint

'

ministers to leak pertinent Informs*
'

tion.

The defence minister Is knows fo .

be angry with Dayan who, he
believes, caused Israel's Image
great harm by openly attacking
Israel's policy in Lebanon at Sun-
day's cabinet session, and making
sure bis remarks reached the press.

Relations between the two-
ministers In general have

. deteriorated recently to & new nadir.

No date has been set for a new
debate on the Lebanese situation fo'-:

tbe cabinet.

SARAH HONIG adds:
Tbe government yesterday wen a

unanimous vote of support tar Its.-.;

counter-terrorist policy in Southern'-!.

Lebanon from the Likud Knesset fac-

.

tion, which met with the defence ;

minister and beard him blame the

bloodshed in the area "on ferocious

onslaughts by the PLO on the Chris-
_

tlan enclaves." >
A resolution drafted by MK"

Menahem Savidor.was pasted, ex-

pressing the faction's " identification
with the government in its defence,
policy aimed at preventing murder t

and -bloodshed. The faction blames -

those who make It possible toga,
terrorists to organize and locate theEVL
own artillery batteries within®^
civilian areas for the suffering caus-fl
ed to the civilians who were caught tow
the crossfire." 1

Tbs Vary Reverend

Abbess Tamara

formerly Mother Superior of the
Eleon Russian Convent on the Mount of Olives

passed away on August 28, 1979 I

The funeral will take place at the cemetery of the Eleon B>
Convent, today, Wednesday, August 29, at 1.00 p.m. I

Her Britannic Majesty's Ambassador
announces with deep regret the death on 27August ofthe

EARL MOUNTBATTEN of BURMA
K.G, P C.. G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O., D.S.O.

wiU be 0Pen for signature in iheJFoyer of
the British Embassy between 9 a.m. and l p.m. on 28, 29and SO
August.

BRITISH EMBASSY
.

192 Hayarkon Street. Tel Aviv.
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est Bankers’ travel
pendent on obedience
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. By MW HEMS
„ ?‘l

£J •. JM-UMlem Post Reporter

=! *1 F^KrTfSa P»b|te figures
:• n:

,r
<uJ,V 10 f

dB,i
i
lte

i*
red territories to.

(•i
^v^abroad wUl be considered on

, A of their obedience to the
,-

(l m SnV authorities and the extent to which
• • thH *ey !“»• criHcixcd Israel.

- . V
,:

r
r M^tary government sources told

, Post yesterday that
. .

* ah?*-. elthpWRh each such request would be
•

/""l. Av "Judged, on }ts own merits," Arab
• ' leaders.- especially from the WestN *“*

"IJTOuW not be permitted to
,,

11 ' ;*irKv,
leave the country if they had

,r
i,. r

K

ro
V. repeatedly defied the authorities.

The sources denied that there had
.. .. “«u J* been any “decision to principle’' to

= k.. [
prevent West Bank mayors from go-

' r-, Wi to* abroad, and they explained that
.

V'1 the response to such requests would
*

''tin remain "selective.”
They also insisted that there was

. 1 . 1. , -VuC no Twntical significance” to the fact

„
Ar

'n« J :
that while Nablus leader Hlkmet al-

;««ion M**ri ***& been given permission to
cajS-' visit the U.S.. a similar request by^ city mayor Baasam Shake had met

;
l,f

the i[w- with a flat refusal.

p
Lo':

- Bo*11m*n Participated in a banned
,

0vertk protest march against the Gush
1 t'W- BSmunlm settlement at Ellon Moreh

»,
^ aJirw But Sbaka, the sources com-“ "unaavoury past”

.-. !V .J
1

? CtllJ. ft®1 included far more than lust one
i

11
li at!-

*** ot defiance. -

Sfcji. 'AVMaarl, a former speaker of the
:

s
-?uihe^. Jofda^ian parliament and one of the

. r....
.' "‘Sna X most prominent ex-Hashemlte of-

1 flclals in the West Bank, left for Jor-
on Monday en route for the U.S.

^fPalni/j-F for a six-week visit during which he
' taring, .will attend various Palestinian

- ii!
,:an8 ineetin®a ‘

^Pairw “bi a rare interview, al-Masri told
The Post in July that there was ‘‘still

.
“ ^Pcraifc.

s
°uihS

*SBfh &
«0*bS-

V,,R bailed^

a chance” thatthe people ofthereat
Bank would accept autonomy if the
scheme was an interim stage that
would lead to full Palestinian self-
determination.
According to yesterday’’aeditionof

the. East Jerusalem . daily. *«A1-
Quds.” al-Masri will also be dealing
with the affairs of Nablus' Al-Najah
College in his capacity as chairman
of Its board of governors. He will be
Joined to the U.S.' by college presl-
.dent Dr. Ka'id Abdul-H&q, the paper
said.

The military government sources
confirmed to The Post that Halhoul
Mayor Mohammed MUhexn had also
received an unequivocal “no" to
reroonse to his request to visit the
U.S.

Mayor Fahd Kawasma of Hebron,
the. sources said, had also been
denied permission to leave the coun-
try “liar the moment," although they
implied that this decision was less 1

final than to the cases of Shaka and
j

Milhem.
Military government officials

have not forgotten that although
something of a moderate where the
PLO Is concerned, Kawasma has
defied standing orders on a number
of occasions. In June be went *hw«rt
with a previously banned 'public
meeting to the town hall called to dis-
cuss sensitive political issues.
The only West Bank mayor who

has left for the U.S. is Kariwi Khalof
of Ramallah. described by the
sources as “something of an excep-
tion.”

The sources could not confirm re-
cent speculation that the relatively
tough new policy on visits abroad by
Arab mayors is designed to dis-
courage official U.S. contacts with
public figures close to the PLO.

Army funds boost Arabic
teaching in Jewish schools
.

: By BENNY MORRIS
*! 0c

™ - Jerusalem Post Reporter
V .ftr DaSS n>p wiU transfer ILi2m . to the'
>•••<

r%aii6n
‘ Education Ministry this year to

::rlfrn hoists the teaching of Arabic among
the country's Jewish children, the

i.naj, ministry's director-general EUezer
>rilJ

c:S

j

Shmueli, told The Jerusalem Post^ yesterday.

:
The army’a move was agreed to on

."
! Monday at a meeting between
^ Shmueli and Aluf Moshe Natfv, head

of the army Manpower Branch. The
.. 17 *"**. money will help to establish new

. .
Arabic teaching posts and to pay

..
‘ ^ salaries of teachers filling existing

“VS positions.

'v V.
Shmueli also said his ministry was

”•>*! -r considering appointing Israeli Arab

-Jl ^ graduhtes of the HadarAm Arab
•

.
, teachers college (in the Sharon, near

• Tel Mond) as Arabic teachers In
' Jewish schools.

- \i ...... Some 135,000 Jewish pupils will
• . study Arabic next year in Israel's

..... *.

t
.
schools, stuwv niore{than

I
la|dtrr

• • ;•'—i' -y eMr, tto n
spokesman; yest«nf»3f»:o : j

• • *.a: beccr

• S™ impatient over

*
,V|

.'’rra

•i R

an impatient over

irption hassle

- - . : Jerusalem Post Reporter

irsx fflonist Executive chairman Arye
DtMu maintained yesterday that

, tether delay in a decision on what
...7 institution will deal with allya and

j
absorption may cause a “serious

. ,.
£

crisis with American Jewry.”

j, peaking at the fflonist Executive
meeting after returning from a

\r.f three-week visit to North and South
• ' ‘j America. Dulxin said Jews abroad
nu£ are “sick and tired” of the

procrastination on the issue. Months
: c i ago. the agency agreed with Prime

' Minister Menahem Begin that a
1

single '“national aliya and absorp-
i tion administration” be set up, but

nothing has been done since, Dulzin
said.

r: V IhE Absorption Ministry, whose
abolition Dulzin still demands, has

iruf- annoyed about Begin’s
r Jf

T delay in finding a successful conclu-
r 'v-

r
'

• ska to the decade-old dispute.

TIBEBIAS. — The contribution of

r.^
t. Jews from Oriental countries to the

( development of ancient Tiberias’

culture will be the subject of a

, ltr- Ipeoial Bar-Dan University study

ordered by the Education Ministry.

girl soldiers, graduates ot Middle
-Blast studies to secondary schools,
will be trained to teach Arabic to a
joint Education Ministry-army
seminar at Belt Berk
Altogether, 15 different in-

stitutions will be training some 470.
students as Arabic teachers.
The coming school year will also

see the start of Arabic broadcasts on
educational television. In addition to
language teaching, the broadcasts,
which are experimental at this
stage, will deal with Arab culture
and ways of strenghtentog Arab-
lewish ties.

Spoken Arabic is a compulsory
subject to some Israeli schools to

grades five and six, while literary
Arabic is compulsory to some Junior
high schools (grades seven through
nine). Most high schools offer
Arabic, and French, as second
foreign language choices.
Shmueli said the ministry thinks

the teaching of Arabic is Important

-

jorian-

:

understanding; nf;dK88lU
pdgbboura and for 'bi/ttresatag'fbe

peace pk-tx&Ss.
‘

1 • • • •«*' V

School road safety

Four centres in which
schoolchildren will be taught traffic

rules and road safety will be opened
at the start of the school year in

Rishon Lesion, Netanya, Petah
Tikva and Ashkelon. The centres

were built by the Education
Ministry, the police and the National

Council for the Prevention of Road
Accidents.

Warner Bros, regrets

hurting Orthodox Jews
NEW YORK (AP). — The dis-

tributors of the successful film
"Monty Python’s Life of Brian"
have expressed regret that it offend-

ed some Orthodox Jewish rabbis who
have called it a “vicious attack on
Judaism.”

“It was never our intention to of-

fend anyone's beliefs, and we cer-

tainly regret having done so," said
Warner Brothers in a statement
issued on Monday on behalf of the
company and Orion Pictures.
Rabbi Abraham Hecht, head of the

Rabbinical Alliance of America, said

that the film, which displays the
British six-man comedy group’s
usual irreverent manner, was
"grievously insulting" and con-
ducive to violence.

Tax-Free Cortina
for less than
aTax-Free Cortina
Being a new Immigrant, now is the best time to

buy a car.

Not only can you now have a tax-free Cortina,

you'll pay less for It than for ...a tax-free Cortina!

How come? Simple!A few new 1979 models are

still available at the oW price. So, If you are quick

enough, you can make the car deal of your life and

drive away in an elegant, spacious yet economical

car. with many features and high safety standards.

And that is not all!

fIf you buv a 79 Cortina before September 30 (or
’

as long as the supply lasts), you'll reoBlve with It

an intriguing gift a SHARP portable TV set—

a

special bonus for you and yours to enjoy on your

family outings. a

The central area of excavation at the end of this season's City of David dig. In the
foreground Is the Israelite period city wall. Above the wall are the ascending steps of
buildings dating from the eighth to the sixth centuries BCE, resting on the city wall.

(Lake Powell)

Poultry farmers

fazed by too

many eggs
. Post Economic Reporter
Overproduction coupled with

financial losses will lead to an egg
crisis to the near future

,
government

sources in Jerusalem warned yester-
day.
Even after the recent Increase in

the price of eggs, the poultry farmer
still loses 50-60 agorot on every egg
he markets. But because of the
money he has tied up to equipment
and operations, he ia compelled to go
on producing. Some 7,000 families
depend at least partly on poultry far-
ming for their livelihoods.
The Treasury is prepared to pay a

minimum price of IL1.40 an egg for
surplus eggs, and is expected to ab-

|

sorb m this way about 200 million
eggs out of a total production
forecast of 1.5 billion.

One of the problems of the poultry
sector is how to prevent too many
people going into production as egg
farmers and creating surpluses.
Fines for over-production and ex-
ceeding quotas are much too low, ex-
perts say.

Industry Ministry sources say
there will be no problems of supply
of the sector’s other mala product,
poultry meat, during the High Holi-

day period. Frozen beef, too, will be
plentiful. ,

. The Hlstadrut’s AgriculturaJ Cen-
tx^^^rffemandtog yet^another price

:

‘
bfeiff.^froto: thev

government, but this is.6ppoaed. by
the mtofttry? There toimlMcelyftrb^
any increase in the price of meat un-
til after the festivals;

Honour Polish couple

for sheltering Jews
WARSAW (ReuterK — American
Ambassador William Schaufele
on Saturday presented a special com-
mendation from the Massachusetts
State Legislature to a Polish couple
who sheltered a Jewish family dur-
ing World War II

.

The commendation said Jan and I

Maria Wikiel had extended “the

,

humane hand of brotherly love" to

Sevek and Lonia Fishman for 18

months from 1942 to 1944. It praised
their “individual resistance against
totalitarianism."
The Fishmans, who escaped to

1944 and emigrated to the U.S. now
live to Malden, Massachusetts. The
Wikiels live to the same house to

Wegrow, east of Warsaw, as they did
during the war.

Economic ministers plan
closed-door session

By 8HLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The Ministerial Economic Com-
mittee isdue to meet next Tuesday in.

closed session, without any aides,
about the deteriorating state of the
economy. The ministers will concen-
trate on the ever-increasing rate of
Inflation and the bad state of the
country's balance of payments.

Most of the nan-ministerial of-

ficials concerned with the matter In-

sist at this stage that they know ofno
drastic steps being planned by the

ministers.
The ministers will consider a

IL70b. addition to this fiscal year’s

budget, raising it from IL820b. to

IL390b. The addition to the budget

will come up for Knesset approval as
a Budget Adjustment Law rather
than a Supplementary Budget Law
because of a change in terminology
adopted by the Knesset this year.

*nie ILSBOb. budget will be about
twice as high as last year’s budget
and will raise the current budget —
which has been.raised once already
during the fiscal year — by 21 per
cent.

The State Revenuer Administration
has promised to cover IL44b. of tbe
extra IL70b. needed to balance the
budget — mainly through higher
(inflation-based) revenue from tax-
es. Another ILi2b. will, according to
the budget supplement, come from
increased sale of government bonds;
and another HA2b. la planned to
come from government profits on
dollar deposits caused by stepped up
devaluation.
Other topics expected to be on the

ministerial committee’s agenda are:
• Affecting a IL5b.-IL7b. slash to
the budget by forcing ministries to
absorb part of the higher prices they
will have to pay for goods and ser-
vices.

• Raising the interest charged on
credit given to exporters from 5 to 6
per cent on dollar loans and from 15
to 20 per cent on loans to Israel
pounds. The government also plans
to cut the amount of cheap loans ex-
porters can get from the Treasury.

!

• Reducing the amount of credit
granted on income taxpaymentsand

' increasing the rate of interest
.

demanded by tbe tax authorities on
j

deferred payments.

Dan hotels only ones to

preserve lavish breakfasts
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Dan Hotel chain has decided
not to go along with a move by the
country's hotels to stop serving
lavish buffet Israeli breakfasts. The
Jerusalem Post learned yesterday.
Simon Cooper, the newly ap-

pointed director of the chain, told

The Post that the breakfasts were
one ot the unique aspects of Israel's

hotels and despite the recent rises to

food costs the chain would continue
to provide them for its guests.

Ironically, the chain is acting in

the face of a recommendation made
by the Hotel Association, of which
Shmuel Federman. a member of the
family which owns the chain, is

president. Cooper, wbo took over to

June, Is the first “outsider" to direct
the hotel group.
Meanwhile the Industry, Trade

and Tourism Ministry also reacted
sharply to the decision to replace the
lavish Israel breakfasts with the roll

and coffee of a continental

breaEJast'. Tie ministry warned the
hoteliers that any reduction to ser-
vices. without a reduction of rates
constituted a de facto rise in prices.
Such an increase needs the approval
of the ministry.
The decision to end tbe Israeli

breakfasts was made by the Hotel
Association following the recent In-

creases in the price of basic
foodstuffs.
The hotel owners claimed that food

was becoming an ever increasing
factor to the industry's costs and
that If it did not abolish the big

i

breakfasts, it would have to make a
mid-season price rise. This is

something that would have a dis-

astrous effect on the country's
tourism image.
Meanwhile it was also learned that

the hotels are now talking about an
increase in dollar rates of 20 per cent
for the 1980 summer season.
Only a few weeks ago the Hotel

Association had been considering a
15 per cent rise, but the hotel owners
felt that this was insufficient.

UJA upset at Egyptian refusal
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

There was deep disappointment
yesterday among United Jewish
Appeal contributors and organizers

over the Egyptian government’s
last-minute failure to allow the UJA
prime Minister's Mission to fly to

Cairo for an eight-hour visit. But
there was no apprehension to the

Foreign Ministry that the turndown
signified tension, in Israel-Egypt
relations.

The 300 mission participants from
the U.S. were to have flown to Cairo

on two Israel Boeing 707 planes
yesterday morning to visit the

Jewish community, see tourist sites

and have lunch with U.S. Am-
bassador Alfred Atherton. But tbe

scheduled trip, called "On the Road
to Peace" in the UJA brochure, was
cancelled and the Americans went to

visit Ophlra instead.

The UJA, eager to be the first such
group to travel from Israel to Egypt,
had received confirmation for the

trip from officials in Cairo — by way
of the U.S. Embassy In Tel Aviv and
an American travel agent they had
dispatched to Egypt — two months
ago.
But the Egyptians had asked that a

foreign commercial carrier make
tiie flight. The UJA contacted all air-

lines and none agreed to take the
’mission participants. With no other
alternative, the Israel Air Force ap-

proved the use of two of Its planes,
and the UJA expected approval
since official Israeli delegates had
flown to Egypt that way many times.

Shortly before midnight Monday,
the UJA was told finally that the trip

was off, and given the official Egyp-
tian* explanation that according to

the peace agreement, no direct
flights would be allowed during this

period of implementation and
neither Israeli planes would be
allowed to go to Egypt nor Egyptian
planes to Israel.

After breaking the news to the par-

ticipants, UJA general-chairman

Irwin Field noted that "peace Is just

apiece of paper" and that American
Jewry must work to make it a reali--

ty.

While noting' their general
satisfaction with the way normaliza-
tion with Egypt Is being carried out.

Foreign Ministry sources said they
were surprised by Egypt's "ex-
aggeration" in sticking to the letter

of thejieace agreement in dealing
with a mission of American Jews in-

vited to Israel by the premier.

They did not comment on the
suggestion that final approval for the
flight was not granted because of

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat’s
vacation until September 10 and
Minister Butros Gball's current visit

to Havana for the conference of non-
aligned nations. Approval of tourist

visas for Israelis who wanted to visit

Egypt were recently held up because
Ghall was away in Monrovia. “We
don’t know whether the reason for
the turndown was an Egyptian-style
baUtann. " said the Bource.

Jerusalem food shops:

The good, the bad, the unspeakable

FORD CORTINA
$«eyour nearest Ford P—ter todayll

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jenulaem Post Reporter

The Israel Consumer Council has some good news and

some badnews for Jerusalem shoppers. The good news Is

that an extensive survey of food shops found 29 groceries

and five self-service stores which the council said were

outstandingexamples of cleanliness and service. The bad

news Js that 17 stores were unspeakably dirty.

May?. TAvori, director of the council, told a press con-

ference yesterday that the survey, carried out by students

hired
1

as inspectors,,covered about three-fifths of the food

shops in West Jerusalem. A start was made on East

Jerusalem groceries and food markets, but It was discon-

tinued for “technical" reasons, Tavori said tbe shops

visited In East Jerusalem were found to be very clean.

Tavori said the survey suggested that the muniripallty

has been failing In its responsibility to inspect food shops.

The worst shops seen did not have prices marked on the

goods, were often without cash registers, and were even

infested with bugs and mice.

. Tbe worst examples of dirty conditions and neglect of

basic services to the customer have been reported to

Mayor Teddy Kollek. Tavori said the Consumer Council

would check these shops in a month and see what action,

if any. the city authorities had taken.

Dr. Gideon Hasis, Health Ministry chief veterinarian,*

who aided the survey on a voluntary basis, said among
the worst offenders were the self-service markets, where
in some cases no effort was made to remove rotten

vegetables from tbe shelves.

He stressed the very direct link between bugs and dis-

ease, especially Intestinal disorders. He also condemned
the practice’ of some self-service markets to sell

defrosted or partially defrosted frozen meat.
Tavori told reporters that the council receives no for-

mal cooperation' from the Health Ministry. Although the

ministry had promised to send the council the results of

its own studies, it has so far failed to do so. .The council Is

funded by the Industry, Trade and Tourism Ministry; -

Five outstanding shops win receive certificates from
the Consumer Council. They are Meir Cohen, 2 Rehov
Hanurit; MottI Levy, 11 Rehov Ein Herein; Nahum
Bczalol, 7 Rehov Bcn-Zakai; Makolet, 27 Rehov Alfaai;

and Deli, 18 Derech Azo, These and the other 24 cited

shops were found to be cleanand their goods,were dearly
displayed with prices marked.

OLD CITY
(Continued Crom page 1)

ruins, and the archeologists were
able to retrieve considerable
pottery, glass and other items. Last
year, the archeologists found in the
same area fragments of an inscribed
stone plaque which may be con-
nected with the building found this
summer. (Shiloh has speculated that
the plaque mayhave adorned a royal
budding.)

Found elsewhere to the ruins wasa
well-carved, "throne-llke" stone
slab with a hole to its centre whose
resemblance .to a toilet seat la strik-
ing. The slab is slightly hollowed,
which makes for easy sitting, and
the hole opens to a ditch which leads
outside the house. It is located in a
Small cell in a corner of the house.
The archeologists half-jokingly sur-
mised that it might be an
“agricultural device,” but Shiloh
concluded that it ia apparently a
toilet.

The archeologists visiting the site
last week questioned whether such a
luxurious facility would have been
built before the sixth century BCE,
but Shiloh noted that the house to
which it was found was itself lux-
urious.

From the pre-Israelite period, the
archeologists found remains from
the C&naanite city of the 14th cen-
tury, the city mentioned in the
Amarna letters found to Egypt. They
also found additional pottery from
the earliest settlement In Jerusalem
at the end of the fourth millennium
BCE. Post-Israelite finds extend
through the Second Temple period to
the Byzantine.
The season’s work included

salvage operations to preserve
remains endangered by municipal
road building and sewage work in
tbe area. The expedition also remov-
ed part of the dumps created by
previous archeological expeditions
during the past century on the slope.
These dumps give way periodically
to the winter rains. Six children from
Silwan village have been killed in re-
cent years by such slides.
The City of David expedition is

sponsored by the Hebrew University
Institute of Archeology, the Israel
Exploration Society, the Jerusalem
Foundation, a group of sponsors
from South Africa beaded by Mendel
Kaplan, and Keren Hanadiv (the
Rothschild Foundation). Six hun-
dred volunteers from several con-
tinents worked for at least two-week
periods during this summer's dig.

Plumber held as

burglary suspect
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Police have arrested a 24-

year-old plumber they suspect of
having committed the recent
burglaries at the Beit Sira apart-
ment house here. The old Rehov
Balfour building has been burgled a
dozen times during the past ' five

weeks.
The plumber at one time did all the

maintenance work at Belt Sira but
was fired when a tenant said a purse
with ILj;500-in Uwae missing-after
one of his visits)*

’

'

After.his ortfeaLon Monday, nighty

police said the plumber confessed to'

one of the burglaries in the building,
but they suspect he was involved in

more because ofthe similar methods
used in all the break-ins.

Burning tanker

sinking off Dubai
ABU DHABI (UPI). — The Greek-
owned oil tanker Putiaxma, on fire li

km. northwest of Dubai, is beginning

to sink, Dubai police commander
Nasser al-Sayyed said yesterday.
The Putianna's 49-member Greek
crew have been rescued.
Meanwhile, the search for the five

missing crew members of the ill-

fated Singapore-registered oil

tanker Cherry Duke continued
yesterday. The Cherry Duke explod-

ed and sank off Das Island on Sun-

day. killing a crew member.
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Public help asked

for woman missing

from Kiryat Ono
TEL AVIV. — The family o! a 31-

year-old woman. last seen on August
1 when she left her mother's house at

G Rehov Hnhavntzclct in Klron. has
asked the public's help in locating
her.

Thcresc Mcitlls, a divorcee with a
four-yoar-old son, was wearing a
long beige skirt and pink blouse with
while dots when she left the boy with
his grandmother. She is 1.53 metres
tall, has a round, full face, brown
eyes and short brown hair, slightly
curly.

She was carrying two passports —
Israeli and French — to her hand-
bag. She immigrated with her family
li years ago.

A sister told The Jerusalem Post
that Theresc Mcitlls had suffered, a
scries of personal disappointments
and was depressed when she dis-

appeared. The police have been
notified. Anyone with information Is

asked to call the mother, Gusta
Mcltlis, at 03-759970.

Kollek: Stadium

supporters giving

no material help
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek
maintained yesterday that vocal
supporters of the proposed soccer
stadium in the capital have offered
him.no.material help to his struggle
to get it built, but only left him
"isolated”- in- a battle with "ex-
tremist elements.”

•Interviewed on-

the army radio
programme, Kollek said he thought
many other things were more Impor-
tant to Jerusalem, but that he was
working on the stadium because of
difficult conditions in the existing
facilities.

Asked about a photograph to a
newspaper yesterday showing him
sitting on the steps of the Jerusalem
Theatre — and not next to Interior
Minister Yosef Burg — the mayor
said this was not due to hostility to
the minister, with whom he has bad
a running battle over police and in-

terior affairs.

He said he had been asked to sit

with Burg and police Inspector-
General Halm Tavori, rather than
with two police officers he had sat
next to originally. “I wanted to

protest these frozen rules of protocol
that govern where a mayor has to
sit," explained Kollek.
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WORLD NEWS
World pays tribute to Mountbatten

Deaths from IRA blasts rise to 23
LONDON (Reuter). — Government
and religious leaden paid tribute to
Earl Mountbatten, who died on Mon-
day in one of two savage attacks by
Irish guerrillas fighting British rule
in Northern Ireland,

More victims died yesterday from
injuries received in attacks on
Mountbatten*! fishing boat off the
west coast of Ireland and a British
army patrol across the border in
Northern Ireland. The death toll In
the two Incidents now stands at 23.
A Buckingham Palace spokesman

announced yesterday that Lord
Mountbatten would be given a
ceremonial funeral at Westminster
Abbey next Wednesday*
Die latest victim of the ffahing boat

blast was the dowager Lady Doreen
Braboume, 82, mother-in-law ofLord
Hountbatten's eldest daughter'
Patricia. She died In Sligo hospital on
the west coast of the Irish Republic.
Lady Patricia, her husband Lord

Braboume and their 14-year-old son
were still on the critical list in the
hospital yesterday.

In Northern Ireland, three more
British soldiers died of wounds
received in the guerrilla ambush of
their army patrol at Warrenpaint,
bringing the death toll in this attack
to 18.
Ironically, another person con-

nected with Queen Elizabeth also
died in Monday’s violence. He was
Michael Hudson, 29, son of one of the
Queen's coachmen at
Palace. Hudson was on a fishing holi-

day in the Irish Republic, and was
killed in cross-fire across the border
between British troops and Irish

guerrillas in the wake of the Warren-
point mine explosions.
Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher cut short her Bank Holiday
vacation yesterday and returned to
London for urgentsecurity talksat10
Downing St.

The funeral service for Lord
Mountbatten will be held Wednesday
morning and bis body will
afterwards be taken to Romsey
Abbey near his home at Broadlands
in Hampshire for a private burial.

Court mourning will continue until

after the funeral.

Mountbatten, 79, a great-grandson
of Queen Victoria, was related to
most of the royal households of
Europe, but the palace spokesman
said it was too early to sayhow many
members of foreign royalty would be
attending the service. All members
of the British royal family will at-

tend.

In a BBC television interview
screened In tribute yesterday,
Mountbatten said, "I hope people
won't cry” at the funeral. “Dying
doesn't worry me."
The interview was recorded some

months ago when Mountbatten heard
the. BBC were working on an
obituary. With typical attention to
detail, he wanted to take part in the
programme, in which he said that he
did not wish to be cremated or buried
at sea. He said two of bis favourite
hymns were “Jerusalem" and "For
Those in Peril on the Sea."
Government and religious leaders

yesterday paid tribute to Mount-
batten and many expressed horror at
the way he bad been killed.

President Carter expressed dis-

may In Washington, saying he was
"“profoundly shocked and saddened
by the tragic and violent death” of

Lord Mountbatten.
Australian prime minister

Malcolm Fraser described his death
as “a violent and callous act of
terrorism" and said It was “a stark
and horrible reminder of the total

ruthlessness and indiscriminate
terror with which modem political

murderers pursue their cause."

Prime Minister Robert Muldoon of
New Zealand said bis countrymen
“deplore the murderous act which
ended the life of a man who at no
time marred it fay any ignoble deed.”
In Rome, Pope John Paul con-

demned it as an “act of shocking
violence” and said it was an Insult to
human dignity. He sent a message to
Buckingham Palace offering his
sympathy for what he said was a
Jx&gic murder.

Irish Prime Minister Jack Lynch
condemned the Irish Republican
Army (IRA) guerrillas who claimed
responsibility for the Ljnrder. He
described them as the,real enemies
of Ireland, adding; ‘“They bring
shame to all Irish people at home and
abroad."
India yesterday began a week-long

period of mourning for Mountbatten,
Britain's last viceroy in the subconti-
nent. Die government of Burma,
from where he launched the Allied
land battle against the Japanese in

the Second World War, ordered a
three-day period- of national mour-
ning. It was the first time in Burmese
history that the country declared
mourning for a foreigner.

N. Ireland braces for more violence
BELFAST (Reuter) .— Die prospect
of Protestant gun gangs stalking
known Irish terrorists in an escala-
tion of the blood-letting loomed In
Northern Ireland yesterday alter the
murder of Lord Mountbatten.
Amid widespread feelings of

hopelessness over the future among'
both Catholics and Protestants, the
Ulster Defence Association (UDA).
claiming 30,000 Protestant sup-
porters, said, "We are ready to take
the lhw into our own hands.*1

Monday's double-edged carnage,
with the terrorists massacring 18^
British soldiers hours after a bomb'
blew up Lord Mountbatten's holiday
boat, surpassed anything which {he
crisis-hardened people of Belfast
have seen in 10 years.

It showed"the Provisional wing of
the Irish Republican Army (IRA),
now assessed at a strength of 600
terrorists, at maximum sophistica-

tion and striking capability after 10
years of struggle with the 18,000-

strong British Army and the Irish

Republic's own much smaller army
and police.

The full psychological impact of
the death of a member of Britain's
royal family has yet to be felt. Queen
Elizabeth was deeply shocked by the
loss of Lord Mountbatten — whom
she called “Uncle Dickie* ' as be was
the uncle of her husband. Prince
Philip.

Catholics debated Immediate
fears of Protestant retaliation,
perhaps even during Pope John
Paul's visit to the Irish Republic
beginning on September 29.

Renewed pressure on the British
and- Irish governments to solve the
Northern Ireland problem Is ex-
pected to be a main result of Mon-
day's carnage.
The alternative, moat people here

believe, will be escalating blood-
abed, with the IRA going to ever
greater lengths toforcethe British to
withdraw their 13,000 troops and
leave Northern Ireland to unite with
the Irish Republic.

Many influential Britons,
however, believe the problem is in-

soluble in the short term. To with-
draw might unleash civil war which
could engulf the whole of Ireland if

the one million British-descended
Protestants decided to fight, they
argue.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

has reiterated that Britain will only
end its link with Northern Ireland at
the hehest of a majority of the
province's people — which means
the Protestants.

Protestants called for much
tougher measures against the IRA.
which' British army experts now
recognize is unbeatable without
drastic emergency powers.
The UDA said it would stop the

IRA itself If the British failed to
“protect our people."

“This was the last straw. We real-

ly mean what we say and arb
prepared to take action," a UDA
spokesman said.

Bomb in Brussels may be
work of Irish terrorists
BRUSSELS (Reuter).—Ten people,
including at least two members of a
British army band due to perform in

the town's main square, were In-

jured when a bomb went off in the

centre of Brussels yesterday, police

said.

No one was seriously hurt inthe In-

cident, which came only a day after

the murder of Earl Mountbatten in
Ireland, for which two Irish terrorist

groups have claimed responsibility.

Police said the device had been
placed tinder the floor of the stage,

on which the band of the Duke of

Edinburgh's Royal Regiment was to

play.
It destroyed the floor and all the

lights and sound equipment on it.

Dozens of cobblestones in the street

were shattered.
Police said they had no immediate

clues as to the motive for the blast,

and no one had claimed responsibili-

ty for It.

It followed an explosion on July 5

which severely damaged the British

consulate in Antwerp.
Brussel's Mayor Pierre van

Halteren said the IRA claimed

responsibility for the talaat in a
telephone call to city hall.

After the Antwerp blast, British of-

ficials said they believed it could
have been part of a chain of attacks

.

which have also killed a Belgian
banker in Brussels and the British

ambassador in TheHague this year.
Brussels police believe Irish

terrorists were directly or indirectly

Involved In the killing in March of

the ambassador and the banker, who
was shot dead in a Brussels suburb
hours later.

The killers may have mistaken 47-

year-old Andre Michaux'for his near
neighbour, Paul Holmer, Britain’s

No. 2 diplomat at NATO head-
quarters in Brussels.

CHOLERA. — Four persons died

and 39 others were hospitalized

because of cholera that swept over

the border area between the two
west Java districts of Karawang and
Bekasl in Indonesia, the armed
forces news agency PADB said In

Jakarta yesterday.

'China hits

Viet forces*
BANGKOK, Thailand (UFI). —
About 200 Chinese troopsarmed with
machineguns launched three attacks
on Vietnamese border forces this
week, the Vietnam News Agency
claimed yesterday.
The attacks, among the largest in

a month of skirmishes along the
tense Sino-Vletnam border, borne on
Wednesday and Friday last week in
Hatuyen Province, 290 km. north of
Hanoi, the agency 'said.

It said .Vietnamese border troops
“firmly fought hack, repulsing the
Chinese from Vietnamese
territory."

Die two former communist allies

have fought hundreds of small
battles since a large- Chinese inva-
sion army withdrew from Viet-
namese territory in March.
Both sides have warned of the

possibility of a second war.
The agency report yesterday said

“the Chinese side must stop at once
Its armed provocations in violation
of Vietnam's territorial sovereignty.
It must bear full responsibility for all

consequences of its acts."

Bahrein tells Iran:

don’t intrigue
BAHREIN (Reuter) . — The govern-
ment yesterday asked Iran to stop
Intrigues against the Gulf Island
which could disturb their mutual
relations.
Die warning came in an Informa-

tion Ministry statement denying as
• “baseless and ill-lntentloned” Ira-

nian press reports that pro-
Palestinian marches in Bahrein on
August 17, proclaimed by Iran's
Ayatollah Khomeini, had been sup-
pressed, and that the government
was hostile to Iran's Islamic revolu-
tion.

The statement said, "Such
allegations are aimed at creating
-enemies of the Iranian revolution

when it Is in need of friends.

“We hope that the authorities in

the friendly Islamic republic of Iran
would realize that the repetition of

such Intrigues could disrupt the at-

mosphere of Islamic brotherhood
and friendship between the two coun-

tries."

Relations between the two coun-
tries have been strained since the
Iranian revolution, with some Ira-

nian clergy reviving Iran's
territorial claims to Bahrein,

. renounced under the shah.
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Khomeini persists in

tough policy on Kurds
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Wreckage of Earl Mountbatten’s boat “The Shadow V” Is collected
from the beach at Mnilagftmore, Ireland, for examination by bomb
experts. “’(APnuiiqpboto)

Konstantin Simonov dies, 63
MOSCOW (APj. — Famed Soviet
novelist, poet and playwright
Konstantin Simonov died yesterday,
Tasa reported. He was 63. The cause
of his death was not disclosed.

Simonov was best known for his

extensive reportage and fiction

works about World War H, including
his novels “The Quick and the Dead**

(1958) and “Soldiers are Not Born"
(1964).
Simonov's career managed to sur-

vive episodes of sharp criticism dur-
ing the last years of Soviet Dictator
Josef Stalin's rule, as well as later in

the 1950s, while he served as chief
editor of the literary journal “Novy
Mir."

Simonov initially assumed the
editorship of the journal In 1946, but
was replaced by poet Alexander
Tvardovsky in 1950 — leaa than a
year after Simonov was severely
criticized in print for publishing a
“decadent1

* love poem.

After four years as editor of the
weekly Writers Union newspaper
“Literaturnaya Gazeto." Simonov
regained the “Novy Mr" post in
1954. He edited the journal until 1957.
when he was removed as editor after
“Novy Mir" published Vladimir
Dudinstsev’s “Not by Bread Alone."
which was heavily slated by official

Soviet critics.

Konstantin Simonov (left) In Israel In 1968, with his wife and the then
mayor of TelAviv, the lateMordechai Namlr. (Toeef Hot)

Viet refugee wave resumes
MANILA, Philippines (UPI).— The
U.S. Navy yesterday reported
sighting seven refugee boats packed
with 268 Vietnamese in the South
China Sea, Indicating "that the
refugee wave from Vietnam was
resuming after a two-week lull.

A Navy spokesman said U-S. P-3
long-range patrol planes made the
sightings in the past four days. Three
of the boats were spotted yesterday.
One of them, carrying 09 Viet-
namese, was rescued by the Dutch
merchant ship Marinula.
The two other boats sighted yester-

day carried 42 and 45 refugees and

were spotted 450 nautical miles west
of Cam Ranh Bay and 800 nautical
miles south of Saigon, respectively,
the Navy sold. The second boat was
“dead in the water" but in no ap-
parent distress, It said.

Dxese brought to 13 the number of
refugee junks sighted by patrol
planes of the U.S. -7th Fleet since
July -21 when President Jimmy
Carter ordered the fleet to search ac-
tively for refugees In the South China
Sea. Altogether 158 Vietnamese have
been rescued by 7th Fleet ships since
the mission began.

Canada grabs U.S. tuna boats
SEATTLE (AP). — Eight U.S. tuna

.

boats were seized by a Canadian
cutter and were being escorted to
port on Monday for alleged fishing

rule violations in the first such inci-

dent since a U.S,-Canada fishing
agreement expired 14 months ago,
authorities said.
In Seattle, the fishing vessel

owners association called for an em-
bargo on Canadian fish Imports to

the U%S. to protest the seizures.
Canadian officials said seven of

the boats were spotted entering
Canada's 334-km. fishing zone off the
west coast of Vancouver Island but
refused to to leave and were boarded
by teams from the cutter Tanu early
on Sunday.
The eighth boat was seized in a

separate Incident late Sunday in ap-
proximately the same location. All
right were being escorted to Vic-
toria, said John Cairns of the
Fisheries Department's office in
Vancouver, British Columbia.

Calms said the vessels were given
“every opportunity to depart the
zone."

Officials said it was the first
seizure of U-S. tuna boats since the
U.S.-Canadian fishing agreement ex-
pired in June 1978.

Wally Johnson, Pacific regional
director for the Canadian Depart-
ment of Fisheries and Oceans, said
the fishermen faced possible seizure
of their vessels or catches, fines and
imprisonment.-

Water-starved Javans to migrate
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP). —
About 12 million people from the
densely populated island of Java will

have to be moved to Sumatra and
other islands because of shortages of

water supply? the Minister of Public
Works said.

Purnomosidi Hadisaroso said this

weekend that between 8 to 12 million
farmers In Java island have been
cultivating land which lacks -water

reserves.
He said the government’s plan to

remove 500,000 families, or about 2.5

million people, from Java to other
islands within the current five-year
development programme is nothing
.compared with the need to move
.about 12 million people from this

island as a step to protect water
reserves and aspects of the environ-
ment

TEHERAN.— Iran’s unofficial head
of state. Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, has turned down a Kur-

dish peace bid and refused to en-

dorse a negotiated cease-fire, a

senior Revolutionary Council
member said yesterday.

“The Imam (Khomeini) has made
no concessions,” Abol-bassaa Said-

Sadar told Reuters.

In an interview which he said

reflected the views of the Iranian

leader, he said, “There Is no

justification whatsoever for the

systematic subversion of minorities

which want to impose violence on

our people. As soon as they stop ac-

ting in this manner, brotherly

Islamic cooperation can begin.

.“It is not up to ua to declare a
cease-fire."

An unofficial cease-fire is in force

on all fronts in the Kurdish region, as

both sides await the outcome bf
peace moves In Teheran.
The spokesman for a five-man

Kurdish delegation told Renters
Monday night that Teheran’s
religious leader. Ayatollah
Mahmoud Taleghani. had given

assurances a formal cease-fire

would be announced yesterday.

But the move has apparently been

scuppered by Khomeini's hard line.

The goodwill Kurdish delegation

from Mah&b&d which arrived here

on Monday had scheduled con-

ferences with Prime Minister Mehdi

Bazargan and Jnflurntisi M»s!ctn

clerics to try 10 pave the way for

negotiations to end hostilities

But government forces, backed by

heavy armour, remained poised 3a

km. north of Wahabad, and
thousands of Kurdish troops con-

verged on the city from all parts of

Kurdistan to bolster the Kurdish
stronghold's defences. Press reports

from Turkey said S,000 Turkish
Kurds had joined the forces In

Mahabad after being recruited in

Turkish villages bordering
northwest Iran.

Meanwhile, JO people were of-

ficially reported shot yesterday In

the battle-scarred Kurdish town of

Saqqex.
Reported by Pars, the government

news agency, the executions brought

the number of Kurds officially shot

by Islamic revolutionary firing

squads to over 40 in the past seven
days.
Kurdish sources in Mahabad

claimed yesterday that 57 Kurdish
prisoners were executed in Saqqex
and “their bodies dumped into the

street outside the town's garrison."

Die same sources said that when
news of the executions reached
Mahabad, “groups surged into the

streets, demanding reprisals on 166

captive revolutionary militiamen,

and forcing us to double our guards
at the prison where they are being

held." (Reuter, API

S. Africa may face revolution

Premier Botha tells whites
KOEDOESPOORT. South Africa

(AP) .
— Prime Minister P. W. Botha

has warned that South Africa faces

Internal revolution by dissatisfied

population groups.
Speaking on Monday night In sup-

port ofa Nationalist Party candidate

for a by-election, he said, “This
country does not only have whites,

but blacks, coloureds (mixed race)

and Indians as well, and X will take

their interests Into consideration as

long as I am prime minister."
Botha and the candidate were

heckled by 50 supporters of the

rightist Herstigte Nasionale Party
(HNP).
"Do not think that South Africa

cannot have & revolution. Revolution
is not a remote possibility," said

Botha, who earlier this month an-

nounced a general plan to ease the
government's racial segregation

policies in a country where 4.4

million whites dominate 19 million

blacks, 2.4 million coloureds, and

765,000 Aslans who enjoy few
politico! or economic rights.

A heckler shouted that all blacks

should be sent to the 10 homelands

set aside for separate black develop-

ment under a plan that would leave

the bulk of mineral-rich South Africa

to Its white population.

“If all blacks were in the
homelands, who would bring you

your coffee in the morning? And you

probably need someone to change

your nappy as well." Both said.

The HNP campaign charges that

the government is "selling out the

white man.” It Is expected to drew'

support from hardliner nationalists

opposed to Botha’s policy adap-

tations.

Paris police catch tunnelling

burglars underneath a bank
PARIS (UPI). — Police arrested
seven men tunnelling under a busy
street in a fashionable left bank
^Wjghbourhogd yesterday and charg-
*“ed fhem with planning to loot money

valuables from bonk vaults
aoouf'a metre away.

The arrests marked the end of a
two-month investigation police said
went on while the alleged robbers,
disguised In blue coveralls worn by
workers of the state-run electric ser-
vice, bored their way through sewers
up to the basement wall ax a major
bank branch.
The seven were nabbed In their

tunnel while unsuspecting Parisians
were going to work and early-
morning tourists walked the streets
above, near the famous Luxembourg
Gardens.

Police Identified the gang leader
as Rene Manuelo, a night club owner
In the Riviera city of Nice. They said
they were tipped to the alleged plot
while investigating Manuelo's
criminal contacts following an explo-
sion at his club.

(

Investigators said the seven had
“come to work" each weekday, ex-

plaining to occupants of a building

around the corner that they were in-

stalling new electric line* and mov-

ing in cutting torches, drills ud
other equipment. -

.. They, then burrowed from 0*

cellar through adjoining building

walls to reach an unused sewer

tunnel, which they followed to an ac-

tive sewer that led to the bank, in-

vestigators said. They said the only

remaining obstacle when the arresh

were made was the basement wail of

the bank itself.

The plan was similar to the July

16, 1978 “robbery of the century" to

which Nice photographer Albert

Spaggiari tunnelled Into a safe

deposit vault at a Soclete Generate

branch in the resort city and looted it

of an estimated $H)m. In valuables.

In addition to Manuelo. two other

Nice men. three Parisians and an

Italian were being held In the case.

Police said one of the men, Jeanv

Lebras, was a well-known “alarm

specialist" who two years ago hod

neutralized all the alarms at *
Societe Generale branch in a publfa

demonstration that they could be ch*

cumvented.

Gandhi is in trouble again
NEW DELHI (AP). — A leading
police officer has testified before an
official inquiry commission that.
Sanjay Gandhi,'son of former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, and several
supporters attacked him during a
May 1 riot In the capital.
New Delhi deputy police com-

missioner P.R'S. Brar told the com-
mission on Monday that Gandhi, 32,
grabbed hold of him when his arrest
was ordered and urged his sup-

porters to beat him.
Brar said he was hit with wooden

and cane clubs. He was rescued after

the rioters were driven away by

policemen using tear gas.
After the incident, Gandhi and 286

supporters were arrested and char?
ed In court with attempt to murder^
rioting, armed robbery and
Injury to public servants.,
charges carry a maximum
of life Imprisonment.

Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Martin Buber Adult Education Centre

Habrew-Arabic Ulpan

Courses in Spoken Arabic

for Beginners and Advanced

will be held from Thursday, September 6, 1979 until the end of
December, 1979

rskuwmi will be held on Mondays and Thursdays from 0,00 pjn. to

7.30 p.m., at the Martin Buber Centre on Mount Scopus, (Tel.

882444).

Registration from Sunday, September 2, to Wednesday,
September. 5, at the Martin Buber Centre, from 9.00 ajn. till l.oo

p.m., and from 4.30 p.m. till 5.30 p.m.

Tuition fee for course: IL500.

The I.L.P. demands a positive policy on the

Palestinian question
The postponement Of the Security Council vote on the Kuwait resolution on the Palestinian question has given Israel only a
short breathing space.

The Independent Liberals have always maintained that there can be no real peace in the absence of an acceptable solution to

the Palestinian problem — that this unsolved problem will even endanger the peace achieved with Egypt.

The Independent Liberals repeat their demand that the government respond to the mounting pressure of public opinion, and
the policies pursued by other countries.

The Independent Liberals repeat their warning that, in the absence of positive Israeli proposals on this subject the countries

of the world, including our friends, win become hostile to Israel, and will force-on us a potmcal. international decision com-

,

pletaiy at variance with our essential interests.

Accordingly, the Independent Liberals demand:
1 . That the negotiations on autonomy be speeded up, and that Israel submit proposals demonstrating our genuine intention

• re implement the idea of ’W autonomy; in line with the agreements we have signed.
2. That Israel abstain from establishing provocative settlements in Judea and Samaria, with its dense Arab population, and

from defiant polemics on this subject
That the “boycott" of the negotiating process by the Ministries of Foreign Affaire and Defence be discontinued, and that
these ministries be harnessed to promote the progress of the negotiations.

That the Government of Israel declare its readiness to negotiate with Palestinians who are willing to declare their explicit

recognition of the State of Israel and of Israel's right to exist within defensible, recognized: borders, and their willingness
live in peace with Israel.

3.

4.

- S

JERUSALEM POST CUPPINGS ARCHIVES.
Prominent People,

(J-95-I). Zug, 1978 Vsixmann Chaim 38-71
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CHAIM WHZMANN
his life and times as seen through the columns of The

Jerusalem Post and before that The Palestine Post is
-f

only one of the hundreds of subjects available

Microfilm or Microfiche.

Today, the individual scholar interested in Pa -

Israel, the Jewish People, the Middle Hast
associated subjects, can bq virtually liberated fr

dependence on a large library with sped
.resources. - : i

Take advantage of The Jerusalem' Post inform
service from our extensive archives, founded in t

For detailed information write .to.

Jerusalem Post Archives, POB 81. Jerusalem;
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®0I3^e ^°Ddon s finest pubs are buried in the maze of that vast city. Michael Nolan reports
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“’THERE IS nothing by which so

HSfiJ'K1-."!." ‘* Proceed,"
Jhnhhicd Dr. JoJuwon, *’aa by * good

or lnn*"'ftnd what was true of
.(he Engliah pub in the good doctor’s
day is Just as true In 1979,
Nonetheless, the visitor to

England all too often misses the
perfect pubs. Some of the best are
*1*°, be*t hidden. In addition
guide books steer the tourist towards
pubS; that have historical
associations or are touriat-
ffienttted. .

-Of course some of these are ex-
cellent— the “Spaniard's Inn" on
Hampstead Heath,, frequented by
Dick Turpin and Coleridge: the
"King’s Head" in Upper St., a pub-
cum-theatre; the “Prospect of Whit-
,by.‘ the "Bull and Bush.” However
they are less pubs than tourist at-
tractions, and tend in consequence to
be more expensive and to lack some
of the atmosphere of other pubs. On
the. whole, they are avoided by the
British pub-lie.

?. Ww many tourists England is Lon-"
don. Some would argue that as a
result tourists don’t find good pubs
because pubs- belong in villages. I
disagree. I shall list here IX London
pubs that Dr. Johnson would have
approved of. However, I think first
ifhat a glossary of pub terms might
Help-

.
TOURISTS in pubs can be easily

' .picked out because they are the only
people who ask for a "glass of beer."

* No one does this because of the
numerous types of beer available.'
The tourist would do best for a start
to simply sat, “I’d like a pint (or half
pint) -of bitter, please." .

Bitter Is the most popular draught
beer, that is beer pumped from a
metal keg by carbon-dioxide.
Formerly draught beer used to be
pumped by hand from, wooden
barrels by barmaids 'who In conse-
quence had enormous biceps, The
beer tended to be murky and flat, hut
it tasted rather good. Then however
someone told the brewers about
carbon-dioxide and keg beer was
,bom.

If
5

was clear, had thick foam on
'top, looked attractive, kept longer
than barrelled beer and it had .a
uniform taste.

"Uniformly bad," went the cry
and people' who were fed up with
finding the same beer in pubs from
Cornwall to John O’Groats started
patronizing pubs that still sold beer
from wooden barrels. “The Cam-
paign for Real Ale" was founded,
and the beer snob (who is quite as
dull as the wine snob) was born, Real
ale Is now found.ln many pubs. Nor-,

mally it ia ordered by its tradename.
In London the most common are
“Youngs" (which Is delivered by

,
horse and dray) and "Fullers,"

LONDON’S HIDDEN TREASURE
although if you ask for a pint of beer
from the wood, the publican will also
know what you are talking about.
Despite the qualities of real ale,

keg beer is still the most popular
drink, probably because it Is
generally cheaper, and bitter is the
most popular keg beer. Bitter is so
called to distinguish It from the less
bitter mild, a draught beer that is go-
ing out of fashion and is found In so
few pubs that we. can ignore it. All
bitter is draught, in bottles It is call-
ed "light" or "pale" ale.

THE QUEEN of the beers is
Guinness, a thick black drink made
with roasted, malt with a creamy
white head. Most pubs sell' draught
Guinness, but because some people
for reasons that I have never been
able to fathom prefer bottled
Guinness, they also sell this. One
should therefore ask specifically for
draught Guinness. ,
”
-ft is a member of the genus Stout,
possibly because people who drink It

in abundance tend to be. It originates
from Ireland and is a meal in Itself.

Because of Its high Iron content it is
occasionally prescribed by doctors.
The best Guinness Is made with

the waters of Dublin's Liffey River
and is infinitely superior to the
English variety. Even in England,
however, it is delicious, although it Is

an acquired taste. The Irish have
never forgiven Bismarck, who in-

_ vented "Black Velvet," a mixture of
stout and champagne, because every
year thousands of pints of Guinness
are ruined by being diluted

,

with
champagne.
The final type of draught beer Is

lager, which Is almost as universal
aa Coca Cola so does hot need to be
explained. It is Hie only beer that is

always served cold in England.
Pubs also sell bottled beers like

brown aJe, which is a sweeter,
thicker beer than bitter, and of

_ course wines, spirits and soft drinks.
Finally there is shandy, a mixture

of bitter and lemonade. Although it is

very refreshing, serious
.drinkers look down' on it.

And so to our li pubs.

beer

THE “DICKENS" at St. Katherine's
docks is indubitably a tourist pub.
Nonetheless, Londoners drink there
because of its marvellous position,
looking over the dock where old sail-

ing barges and river boats are
moored. It is the ideal place for a
meal or a drink after a visit to- the
Tower of London, which is five
minutes walk along the Thames to
the west.
Tourists tend to stick out in City -

pubs because they are the only peo-
ple not wearing suits. However, in

the "Black Friar” in Queen Victoria
St., opposite Blackfriars station, the
sea of pinstripe is diluted to a certain
extent by more scruffily dressed
journalists,' who come there from
Fleet St. The pub Itself is a delight.

Wedge-shaped , its decor isa mixture
of Victorian baroque and art-
nohveau, with bronze bas-reliefs by

the Academy artist Henry Poole.
Several years ago London's fruit

and vegetable market at Covent
Garden was moved south of the river
to Battersea. The old market
buildings are now being spruced up
and converted into offices, shops and
restaurants. Near the centre of the
old market, in Russell St., is

"Brahms and Liszt." Although
strictly a wine-bar rather than a pub,
I mention it because It is a good
place for a drink and a cheap meal
near to tbe theatres, the National
Gallery and Trafalgar Square. Its

name comes from Cockney rhyming
slang. As 11

apples and pears" are
stairs and “titfer" (short for tit for
tat) 'is hat, so a Cockney after an
evening at the pub might say “I feel

•completely Brahms and Liszt." The
next day he will probably feel "reels
of cotton" — rotten.

The wine-bar serves excellent
salads and succeeds in being light

and airy by day, and dark, smokey
and intimate in the evenings. It is

full of art students and advertising
executives pretending to be art
students.

VICTORIAN pubs in London arc
legion. One of the best examples is

the “Bunch of Grapes” in the
Brompton Rd. about 10 minutes walk
west of Harrods. With its dark wood,
painted mirrors and frosted glass
partitions, it is a typical Victorian
pub.

Another example of this style,
which I mention mainly because of
its being 20 metres from Oxford Cir-
cus, is the “Argyll" in Argyll St.
Because it is in a commercial, rather
than a residential area, it lack's the
atmosphere that regular customers
bring, to pubs like the “Bunch of
Grapes," but Is as good a place as
any to rest in the middle ofa harrow-
ing shopping expedition.

The next four pubs are close
enough together to all be visited in
an evening’s pub crawl. You should

start at the "Antelope" in Eaton
Terrace, which is "Upstairs
Downstairs’* country. In the
Bellamys' day, pubs would have
been regarded os “Downstairs." but

now the "Antelope" has a mixed
clientele, with a fair smattering of

clipped, “upper." accents.
The pub par excellence for James

Bellamy is. however, the
“Australian" in Milner St., which is

a sort of annex of Eton. IS minutes
walk west of the "Antelope." Here
you will see Britain's future leaders
falling over and generally letting

their hair down'
A more interesting pub in the same

area is the “Admiral Codrtagton" in

Mossop St. A crowded pub with a
small garden at the back, it has an
enormous range of whiskies. The.
rich and famous drop in from time to

time, and Dylan Thomas used La

drink here.
From the "Cod," as it is fondly

known, it is only 10 or 15 minutes
walk to the “Anglesey Arms" in

Onslow Gdns. This is the classic beer
snobs' pub. A free house, which un-
fortunately just means that it is not
owned by one of the breweries, it

sells a wide range of beers including
n healthy selection of real ales. Par-
ticularly recommended is “Old
Peculicr." a Yorkshire beer which it

is impossible to drink in large quan-
tities. The clientele here are serious
beer drinkers and have waistlines to

prove it. As a result the pub becomes
crowded after comparatively few
regulars have entered. When you
leave you may well discover why a

pub crawl is so named.

IN THE KING'S RD. is the "Chelsea
Potter," which was a popular
meeting place in the Sixties. Now
you tend to find androgynous punk-
rockers chained together by the
ears, with spiky, shocking pmk,
orange or green hair, sitting, of

necessity, side by side.

Finally we come to the “Dove." A
riverside pub. it is reached by walk-
ing west from Hammersmith Bridge
along the Hammersmith side of the
Thames. The haunt of rivermen.
writers and artists. It serves good
snacks and a lethal beer called
“Dynamite," which should probably
not be sold quite so close to the river.

All of these pubs arc good places
for observing the Englishman in his

ma;.y guises, doing what comes
naturally to him: drinking beer.

Must of them also serve food, but the
beer is the important thing.
“What two ideas are more in-

separable than beer and Britannia?"
I said to Joe one evening, quoting
Sydney Smith. “So Brit," 1 said,

"what would you say to a pint of

bitter?"

And Joe, of course, replied, “I'd
say, ‘Hello, pint of bitter’."
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GREEK-Cypriota- have performed
an enterprising feat by transplanting
their lucrative tourist trade totbe
South' of thto.dftfAedisland |nthe five

since Turkish troops invaded
ill-developed north.

most coveted sea resorts
are patrolled by the Turkish
and controlled by Turkish-

Cypriots who lack experience In the

trade and are politically Isolated.

The. flood of foreign tourists is

washing up instead on the often less-

desirable beaches along the southern
•ad western coasts on the Greek-
Cyprlot side.

This year, for the first time, the

number of foreign teurH“- visiting

the south is' expected \ th
: pre-

invasion record o: set for the

By MOBAJD ASI/Nlcosla

whole of the island in 1973 when the
northern resorts were flourishing.

Foreign exchange income from
tourism on the Greek side this year
will rise to an estimated SI12m. from
the equivalent of flOOm. In 1978, help-

.

Ing to offset the south's trade deficit.

Hotels In the developing Greek-
Cypriot beach resorts of Limassol,
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Santa Katarina Monastery

(Mount Sinai)
Just one hour away from you
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^

Details at all ARKtA office*:
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11 Fritchmann St. Tel. 226640, 231735
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Netwiya; 7 Ha'atzma'ut Si.. Tel. 23844
end travel agents.

Paphos, Larnaca and Aya Napa are
often booked up months in advance.
Despite a construction boom, there
are still only 10,000 hotel beds to ac-

commodate this year's onslaught of

more than a quarter-million guests.

BY CONTRAST, Cyprus '

b

"Miami
Beach" of the north— the once thriv-

ing Famagusta suburb of Varosha —
is a ghost town, sealed off by Turkish
troops and held as a pawn in stalled

peace negotiations between the

Island's long-feuding Greek and
Turkish communities.
Sidewalk restaurants in the pic-

turesque northern port of Kyrenla,

once teeming with tourists, go begg-

ing for customers.
It was 10 kms. west of Kyrenla that

Turkish troops first stormed ashore

in July 1974 to abaort an Athens-

inspired coup aimed at annexing the

Island to mainland Geeece.
A Turkish force of up to 30,000.men

continues to occupy nearly 40 per

cent of the island, which is now effec-

tively divided along ethnic and
religious lines. The Greeks are
Christians and the Turks Moslems.
The forced partition of the island

cost the Greek-Cypriots 70 per cent

of. their hotel faculties. In the

Famagusta-Varosha area alone, the

“OB” TravelAgency Ltd.,

20 Gaaton Ave., P.O.B. 383,
Nahariya, Tel. 04-926319, 04-

924219

We cater

for every type of

travel arrangement

Manager; Helga Ungar
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Greek-Cypriots lost 95 modern
hotels.

According to Turklsh-Cypriot es-

timates, 120,000 tourists are ex-
pected to visit the north this year.
Only 15,000 will be front hard-
currency Western countries and the
rest from the economically depress-
ed Turkish mainland.
The Greek-Cyprlot tourist boom

has been fuelled by government-
. backed loans and tax Incentives to

hoteliers, aggressive salesmanship,
business savvy and diplomatic clout

“TOUR operators doing business
with the Greeks are going to think
twice before dealing with the north,”
a Western diplomat here com-
mented. “The (Greek-Cyprlot-
controlled) government ia quick to
make diplomatic protests whenever
any nation becomes involved In what
It considers illegal business dealings
with the north."
The Turkiah-Cypriots complain

that they are being subjected to an
economic boycott by the government
of President Spyros Kyprlanou, but
the Greek-Cypriots maintain they
only are protecting their legal
property, noting that most of the
hotels in the north belong to them.

LACK of international recognition

has hampered Turkish-Cypriots’ ef-

forts to expand their tourist traffic.

Only Turkish and Turkisb-Cyprlot
airlines fly to the north's new air-

port. To get there, air travellers

have to go by way of Istanbul.

Few persons-, other than
diplomats. UN personnel, newsmen
and a smattering of foreign residents

of the Turkish side, are able to cross

between the south and north, cutting

down further on the potential
number of foreign visitors to the self-

proclalzned'Turkish Federated State

of Cyprus.
The Greek-Cypriots' Larnaca air-

port, on the southern coast, is busy
with international air traffic, much
of it charter flights from eastern and
western Europe.
For Americans, Cyprus remains

relatively undiscovered. They' ac-

count for only 2,500 of the annual

visitors.

Since the Turks have refrained

from settling Varosha or making use

of its towering, white hotels, Greek-
Cyprlotacherish the hope of one day

.

being .allowed
. to return

.
to . this

.

Famagusta'suburb. ' '

'"BeacheiTm^araa^ the
best in Cyprus," said Andreas
Lorodos, a Greek-Cyprlot who lost

,

two hotels In the north. “I neve^
thought to invest anywhere else

before the Turkish invasion."
Lorodos, who now owns a hotel in

Nicosiaand is a partner in anotherat
Larnaca Beach, told a reporter that
If Varosha were to be relinquished

by the Turks, “I would freeze my in-

vestments here and go hack to invest

in Famagusta."
G. M. Georgiades, manager of the

five-star Amathus Beach Hotel In

Limassol, speculates that if Varosha
were to reopen, "we may have a

recession for one or two years (in the

south) . After that, we will recover."

RECOVERY chances would be rated
good since officials here predict that

tourism will continue to grow at the

rate of 15 per cent a year.
Sea, sunshine — more than 300

days of it a year — and a wealth of

archaeological sites are among this

eastern Mediterranean island’s chief

tourist assets.

"I was promised sunshine and I

got plenty of it," said a 24-year-old

blonde from Czechoslovakia who
vacationed in Limassol. However,
she and other younger tourists com-
plained of a lack of excitement.
“Night entertainment here is

mostly disco," she said. “But the
music is repetitious and one or two
years behind what is played in my
country."
Hotel managers and tourism of-

ficials agree that night life could be
improved. “Currently, there are
about 60 applications to open casinos
in Cyprus awaiting government ap-
proval," said Georgiades. A number
of gambling casinos, Including one in

Kyrenla, already have opened in the
north.
With the possible exception of Aya

Napa, beaches in the south cannot
match the golden sands of the north.
Even the best of southern beaches
often lack -proper care and local

picknickers tend to leave their litter

on the sand to be washed out by high
tide.

(Associated press)
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PERILSLURKON
ITALY’S BEACHES

By NORRIS WILIATT/Milan

OF THE THREE main attractions
Italy lias traditionally offered
holiday-makers — sun, sand and sea
— the firsttwo are still as welcoming
as ever. But the would-be bather is

advised to look before he leaps.
The European Economic Commis-

sion in Brussels is threatening to
take the Italian Government to the
EEC Constitutional Court in Luxem-
bourg for failure to observe the
minimum health standards laid
down by its experts for bathing in
seawater.

Pollution has been building up all

around the Italian boot for decades,
and only recently has any effort been
made to deal with it. Chief among
the sources of pollution has been the
evolution of the tourist industry
itself, involving the mass construc-
tion of hotels and holiday flats, and
the infrastructure to support them.
As a result, enormous volumes of

waste, including human waste, are
regularly discharged into the sea,
and often at very short distances
from the shore. In many formerly
isolated resort areas, industries
have sprung up, and their waste
flows out by. the same channels.
The chief outside source of pollu-

tion is crude oil. Italy is one of

Europe’s main oil-refining areas,
and that inevitably leads to con-
siderable leakage into the sea of both
crude and refined products.
Information about pollution is

lacking; the subject is one that
neither the government nor the
resorts care to refer to. But there's
plenty of evidence to support the con-
cern being expressed in Brussels.
For example, a recent UN survey

showed that into the waters surroun-
ding Italy are discharged every year
some 30,000 tons of organic sub-
stances; 26,000 tons of phosphorus;
69,000 tons of nitrogen; 100,000 tons
of detergents.
According1

to World Wild Life Fund
sources, the water in the Adriatic
contains nearly 5,000 parts per thou-
sand million of hydrocarbons, com-
pared with a Tn«iTnnm of only 2,000

in the North Sea, which has a thriv-

ing offshore oil industry.

THE ADRIATIC coast has a cleaner
bill than the rest of Italy, and
bathing is safe off Rimini and other

resorts in that favourite European
summer holiday region. The same
cannot be said for certain other pop-
ular areas.
For example, Genpa has banned

bathing in its resort suburbs of Nervi

and Voltrl. In the Bay of Naples, all

the main beaches of the city have
been ruled out of bounds for bathers.
Many have defied the bah and the

result has been a noticeable Increase
In the number of patients in Naples
hospitals suffering from skin com-
plaints, virus disorders and
hepatitis. The authorities fear
another cholera outbreak like that of
1973.

Parliament has passed a law set-

ting minimum standards of
cleanliness, and penalties for non-
compliance. But enforcement has
been delegated ,o the regions, and.
many of these have been dragging,
their feet.

It hasn't helped that the country
has been virtually without a central
government for several months. Ac-
tion by the commission in Brussels is

said to have been prompted mainly
by the lethargic response to Its direc-

tive.

When the possibility of judicial

proceedings was mooted in
February, the government asked for

a postponement of action lor six

months, which was granted. That
means nothing will be done during
this holiday season.

(Observer Foreign News Service) The Bay of Naples.~jtU the main beaches have been ruled oat of bounds. (Unlptx)

JUST BEFORE the opening of
Beaubourg cultural centre in Paris
each day there is a feeling of anxiety
among the staff. The huge forecourt
is black with waiting visitors,' a
foretaste of the rest of the day when
an endless procession of people clog
the long moving stairway Into the
ultra-modern building, which has
become Paris’s top tourist attrac-

tion.

“There is a feeling that we are
about to be overwhelmed," one of
the hostesses said. “We are really
here to help open people's eyes to

culture. Instead, with such a crowd,
we are more preoccupied with show-
ing tourists the way out."
One of Beaubourg's critics recent-

ly described the sensation at the
three-year-old centre as “massive
flocking towards a place of
catastrophe." The sheer weight of
interest could be suffocating its

original mission as a place where
people would be able not only to see
but to participate in the arts.

The success of Beaubourg, whose
proper title is the Georges Pompidou
National Centre of Art and Culture,'.

Is staggering. In the first year, six
million people came despite the fact
that nine out of 10 were highly
critical of its architecture.
The novelty was expected to wear

off, letting the centre settle down to
its real role, but last year 6,750,000

were welcomed. This year the figure
is likely to be 7.0 million, well over
twice as many as visit what used to

Museum for

the masses
By PAUL WEBBSTER

Paris

up to the fifth floor and look at the
view of Paris.”
The view Is one of the main attrac-

tions and one of the causes of over-
crowding. Recently the manage-
ment asked tour operators to cut
down on the number of coachloads of
tourists but it la still the priority,
particularly for the Japanese.

he Paris’s favourite tourist spot, the
Eiffel Tower.

There Is no pressure yet to charge
an entrance fee at Beaubourg but
it may come to that if the staff are to
be allowed time ‘to help people to

accept and Interpret cultural
progress.

OFFICIALLY, the management has
no complaints. However, most of the
staff believe the centre will never
fulfil the objectives set by President
Pompidou to be "both a museum and
acentre of creation" until the human,
tide is checked.
For instance, the best-known part

of the Beaubourg experiment, the
three floors of the public Information
library, long ago became saturated.
The casual visitor who hopes to

make use 6f the self-service
reference library or, .1anguage
laboratories has no hope of finding a
chair. Already there has' been

-

a
strike because the staff feei they are-
little more than cloakroom' atten-

dants.
“There's no place for someone

who wants to make an unhurried
contact with culture," one staff

member said. “Beaubourg is an
open museum only if you want to go

“MOST VISITORS don't understand
modern art and often become very
aggressive, blaming us for trapping
them into seeing something that
shocks them," a hostess said.

“There’s no time to discuss the
other point of view. Most visitors are
just passing through the place seeing
as much as they can inthesame way
as they would go to the Arc de
Triomphe."

This feeling that Beaubourg la just

another tourist' trap la reflected
around the centre, where art
galleries are closing one after
another.
"We came here because we ex-

pected Beaubourg to be the centre of
an artistic revolution," one dealer
said- “We have discovered that we
would be better off selling plastic
souvenirs."

(Observer Foreign News Service)
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THE SAVOY HOTEL, that most
British of British Institutions, has
this month been celebrating its 90th
birthday. When it opened in 1889. it

immediately made the headlines by
being the first building In the capital

touse concrete, and It also generated
itsown electricity. Since then, it has
never stopped making news and at-

tracting for its clientele those who
make news.
The great Italian tenor Gigli, for

example, always stayed there when
he was in London. The Prince of
Wales,’later Edward VH, regularly
dined in its restaurant. The exquisite
Pavlova danced in cabaret there,

and the one and only Charlie
Chaplin, on his first return to London
after achieving world-wide fame,
waved to thousands of fans from his

suite overlooking the Thames.
Among other famous names who
were frequent visitors to, or guests
at, the Savoy have been Noel Cbward
and Sir Winston GhurchllL
At its opening, a single room in the

Savoy cost seven shillings and six-

pence a day (about 3?p in today’s
money) and a doubleroomwithbath’
was 22 shillings (60p). Apart from
the electricity, another innovation
was the “speaking tube,” the
forerunner of the telephone. Guests

Hotel of charm
and elegance

was a young impresario who In-

troduced writer Gilbert to composer
Sullivan. Such was the success of the

Gilbert and Sullivan operas that

D’Oyly Carte decided to Invest in a -

theatre in which to present them.

By HYAM CORNEY/Post London Correspondent

were provided with instructions on
its use and could order anything
from a cup of tea to a cocktail to be
brought to their room “in the twinkl-

ing of an Embankment lamp.”
It was not these new-fangled in-

ventions, however, that really es-
tablished the reputation of the
Savoy, it was rather the excellence
of its management and of its cuisine.

Richard D'Oyly Carte, first owner of
the hotel, succeeded in persuading
Cesar Ritz, one of Europe's leading
hoteliers, to desert the Continentand
come to England. And he brought
with him as the maStre chef des
cuisines the great Escoffler.
Between the two ofthem, they mode-
*the Savoy the legend it is today.
- Cesar Ritz. for examnlpyengaged
Johan Strauss to play in the

restaurant and insisted, too, that
diners wore evening dress. Within a
short period of time, the Savoy was
the most fashionable place in Lon-
don. Escoffler, who gave its cuisine
an international reputation, had a
similar penchant for the flamboyant
gesture. When the famous
Australian opera singer Dame Nellie
Melba dined there, he invented In

her honour the “p4che Melba" — a
fresh peach poached in vanilla
syrup, served on a layer of vanilla
Ice cream andcoated with raspberry
puree: For her diet, he Is reputed to
have invented Melba toast.

„ The Savoy has always had close
links -With the famous Gilbert and
Sullivan fight operas. It is through

rfhat pair, in fact, that the hotel came
to he built. Richard D’Oyly Carte

He bought a piece of vacant land

and In 1881 the theatre, named tbs

Savoy, opened (it la atUl then
today). It waa, Incidentally, the first

.theatre in London to use electric

fights. Three years later, he decided
to buUd a hotel on a large piece of

weed-covered land alongside the

theatre.
The family connection with the

hotel has been carried on right up to

the 1970s. Richard D’Oyly Carte’s
granddaughter, Bridget D'Oyly
Carte, is in charge of the hotel’s In-

terior decoration. The Gilbert and
Sullivan link is still evident in the

names of private dining rooms —the
Gondoliers Room, the HMS Pinafore
Room and the Mikado Room.

Though the hotel today has all the

modern conveniences of the '70a In

Its 400 bedrooms and 100 suites, it

still retains much of the charm tad

elegance of a bigger era. And dr
restaurant is still acclaimed sa on* -

of the best In London/ if not in the

'

world.
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AMONG the tens of thousands of
tourists trekking about the world,
few have any real contact with peo-
ple from different cultural
backgrounds. The West African
country of Senega] has recognized
this and is doing something about it

with a different formula for young
tourists.

It is not for the seeker after
strange things but for the dis-

coverer; the tourist goes to a village

that has had little contact with
foreigners and lives In a complex
buflt and run by the villagers. The
amenities are simple: a bed made
from raffia, a mattress, mosquito
net, lavatory, shower and an abun-
dance of often good local food.
The first project is being organized

by the Artisan Centre at Zinguinchor
in Cas^mance, a region of Senegal
south of The Gambia, recognized as
one of Africa's most beautiful areas.
Its coastline Is dotted with many
small Islands and bays ideal for
fishing.

The project has a double. advan-

Holiday of discovery
By UVEDALE TRISTBAM/London

tage. For as well ss promoting fruit-

ful contacts between tourists and the
natives, it enables the people to play
a major role In their own develop-
ment. Profits are ploughed back into

other activities.

There have been many initial

problems. Regional and local
authorities backed the Idea with
enthusiasm, but in many villages the
local people were wary at first. At
Enamore, one of the new complex
sites, 52 meetings were lfe2d before
the villagers accepted the .Idea.

For -the first complexes, outside
finance had to be found to pay for
materials and labour. For later pro-
jects the villagers supplied both. The
administration is responsible only
for plumbing and equipment such as

oil lamps and crockery.
Then there have been tribal

rivalries, with squabbles between
villages. The Senegalese magazine
‘‘Famine, et Developpment" reports
that in several villages the price of
food shot up, as the farmers believed
they would he selling directly to the
tourists. Evidently the profit lure
was stronger than the Idea of collec-
tive Interest.
- And the tourists themselves create
problems. Their forma of ‘’undress"
have had a more serious effect In the
villages than in the towns. Also there
were those who scattered sweets and
loose change in patronizing handfuls
and took snapshots of all and sundry
with & total lack of consideration.
Hallmarks of the accommodation

are coolness and cleanliness
"Famine et Developpment" make*
this comment: "Tourists discover,
to their great amazement, that they
are perfectly capable of living
without all the gadgets they thought
so indispensable to their comfort.”A
room in a village complex costs

about £1.50 a day, and midday and
evening meals about £1.25.

Projects can be established with a
comparatively modest outlay. A
typical complex costs about 80,000
African francs. ,(£i - *28 African
francs), while a first-class hotel'
costs eight million African francs.
Moreover, most furniture and equip-'
ment for a luxury hotel h*s to be im-
ported.

The complexes are run entirely by
the villagers, as cooperatives, and
profits go for other economic and
social activities, market gardening,
fruit growing, animal breeding,
fishing, handicrafts and auxUUary
medical services.

(Gemini New* Service)

SABENA
beloiMWDPMjUrtfaMMB,

Three afternoon flights weekly
direct to Brussels.

A privileged location

Sprawling,- overcrowded alr-

.
ports are all too common in
Europe. The Brussels airport is a
welcome exception. Although cen-
tre of a vast international
network. It maintains a “human"
dimension by grouping all ser-

vices within a single terminal,
thereby eliminating long, walks
.through endless corridors.

.

And as a crossroads of the Con-
tinent, Brussels Airport la geared

to the needs of transit pafc*engers.
So crowds are smaller, waits are
shorter, baggage handling quick,
efficient and sure. v

The airport has two other im-
portant advantages. First, it has
one of the most varied and in-
teresting “tax free"- shops in
Europe. And second, it is only a
swift 16 minutes away .by direct
rail link from the air terminal in

.
the centre of the city.

The Sabens network
..Brussels is both the capita] of
the Common Market and the hub
of European business. As a
trading nation, It was only natural
that Belgium should be a pioneer

. -of civil aviation.
Bounded in. 2923, Saben* today".

, /lios 2-million passengers annual-''
ly to some 75destinations in more
than 50 countries round the globe.

. 'And the • Sabcjta network cbn-
•••’ tinuea- to vm*. -

PLIGHT SCailS

Sunday* sad

-Departure: Tot i^tv
Arrival:

TbtirvdayM.

Departure - ifel 'A
Arrival:
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MUSICAL ROOTS
. By ALEC FORREST and ERIC MASON/London
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REPUTEDLY the largest and most
complex Institution of its kind, the
{rational Maritime Museum oc-
cupies an elegant group of huDdings
designed by Sir Christopher Wren—
and attracts more than 1,500,000
visitors a year.
* Its parkland site by the Thames at
Greenwich, in southeast London,
formerly housed the Tudor palace of
Placentia where Henry vm held
court and Queen Elizabeth I was
bom.
Masterminded by Director Basil

Greenhill, the museum has now com-
pleted a 10-year programme of
reorganization. An artistically
reconstructed west wing includes
galleries devoted to the archaeology
of water transport. There glasafibre
moulds are displayed of three
significant recoveries from British

mud.
.During, drainage work in the

'.Gravenft^ m&jrsbes orXertfrftfhe

itofmari ^orj^gfept wreck, no^qf^led
. Graveneypoat , was discovered.
pfthe stem and two thirds of the
-Jfflfth survived. Excavated with
jBpt care, these parts were dated
w&adio carbon assay to the znid-

fith century C.E. Study of details

. Surviving in the boat's frames, keel
’ wank and oak stem post disclose for

pt- first time how boats of that
period were crafted.
More sensational, because of the

treasure recovered, the Sutton Hoo
ship burial in eastern England is

thought to commemorate the East
Anglian King Raedwald who died In

{05 CE. Its superb furnishings, in-

cluding the dead man’s decorated
face mask, and gold belt fittings and
purse lid mounted with decorated
gold plaques, are displayed In the

British Museum,
. Owing to the aerated soil in which
the .bdat was embedded no wood was
preserved, but the sand did retain

the boat’s shape — almost perfect in

its soil printing.

? From 500 photographs taken of

this site the gallery’s specialists

have reconstructed the boat's bow.
The ship's total overall length was
27.15m, maximum beam 4.6m and
internal depth amidships x.3m.
Though no sign of mast or mast sup-

..port appeared, the boat was
probably propelled by a single
square sail with a large steering oak
bn the starboard.

THE RIVER Humber In northern
England provides the museum with
ita earliest recoveries. Skeletons of
three boats, drawn out of the ooze at

Ferrfby between 1937 and 1963, date

to the Bronze Age (c 1,500 B.C.E.)
and rate as the oldest plank boats In

tThey are too fragile for show, but

fhe glassfibre mould of the finest

jpee&nen shows that its keel plank

put close to the centre of an oak
least 13.13m long with a

injimum diameter of 79cm. No
jtfere used in the boat's con-

tfaeir planks being sewn or

together. Admirably water-

tight It seems, they served ancient
man to ferry passengers and stock
across rivers.

Besides showing these major boat
finds and panoramic views of their
riverside settings,' the gallery il-

lustrates archaeological techniques
for conserving, wood that has been
waterlogged for centuries. There are
displays, too, of tools used by ancient
boatbufldera — from stone age man
with his flint tools to the axes, adzes
and breast augers used by William
the Conqueror’s shipwrights.
An audiovisual display in another

gallery shows how a typical 10th cen-
tury sailing vessel was-handled. The
6m-long model used is that, of HMS
Cornwallis, a 74 gun ship of the line

launched in May 1813 and built of
teak in Bombay. She carried 590 of-

ficers and men, first seeing action in

1815.

.By pressing buttons you can. dis-

^
^

and

ajjchof-g ajjlAcables systemTher com-
munications flagfeork, and%ow &he
was navigated. Each programme is

shown on aback projection unit with
a porthole shaped screen and lasts
five minutes.

THE LIBRARY, a goldmine for
naval architects, historians and
research workers in maritime af-

fairs, comprises more than 80,000

volumes and holds the private
papers of more than 100 of Britain's

top seamen. These include sets of

documents which belonged to two
brothers of the English novelist Jane
Austen, both admirals.
There are some 80.000 marine

paintings, though never more than

3,000 are on view at any one time.

This year marks the bicentenary

of the death of Captain James Cook,

and the new Cook gallery houses
some superb paintings and relics of

his three round-the-world voyages of

discovery. The museum is staging

an exhibition entitled “Captain Cook
and Mr. Hodges, painter.” William
Hodges, the Admiralty’s official ar-

tist on Cook's second expedition,

matched his genius to that of the

adventurous navigator.

ESTABLISHED In a converted shop
at 62 FrincedaJe Road in the Holland
Park district of west London, the

Early Music Centre has expanded
into several neighbouring buildings

-and is seeking bigger premises to

meet the demand for its services.

Far it has become an international

forum for everyone interested in this

fascinating subject.

This year's full-time performers'

course for advanced students of the

renaissance - lute has attracted
players from Denmark, New
Zealand and Canada. Another course

for lutenists will begin in September,
and the same month will see the

start of a course for students of the

viol and another for professional

singers.
The vocal studies, for example,

will cover the renaissance and
baroque periods in England ,

Italy,

Germany, France and Spain.
Specialist singers will teach or-
namentation and the other skills re-
quired.

- The centre serves amateurs as.

well as professional performers and
caters for every age group from
three years upwards. It arranges
master classes and conventions and
students can attend evening classee
on the lute, the viol, early wind and
keyboard instruments, voice,
renaissance dancing and lute mak-
ing.

Saturday morning classes for
children have proved very popular.

- And If you own a harpsichord the
centre will even teach you how to
maintain it.

Of course, if one wants to play ear-
ly music the first'requirement is an
instrument made for the purpose.
The Early Music Centre . is meeting

. .this.need too. Craftsmen are making
there.

: . .

v . _ <&e'of the lute mak^^KWua.Toft
* Jacobsen from Denmark; arrived to
learn the-craft from Michael Sprake
and is now in business on his own ac-
count, lovingly shaping yew and
ebony into fine-tuned Instruments,
At the same time Barry Mason,
director of the Camerata of London,
with child players in mind, has
started the development of a
cheaper lute with a plastics body.

AS THE CENTRE'S reputation has
grown it has naturally had to -deal

with many enquiries. Its information

service answers questions from
many countries about early music
activities in Britain and elsewhere.

The centre has a valuable reference

library with facilities for photocopy-
ing — and next door there is Brian
Jordan’s bookshop, which sells fac-

similes of manuscripts, modern
editions of early music for the per-

former, and gramophone records.

Some of the music dates back to 1300.

The centre also administers the

Early Music Network, which has 11

professional ensembles on tour In

Britain. They give 100 concerts a
year, with financial support fron the

Arts Council of Great Britain and
regional arts associations.

The hlghpolnt of the centre's year
is its annual music festival in Lon-
don. More than 3,000 people attended

the first one in 1977, and last year a
week of concerts ranged across the

centuries from the medieval era to

the baroque. For this year's festival

in September the centre plans it

most ambitious undertaking so far:

a performance of Bach's Mass In B
minor sung In correct style and ac-

companled on authentic in-

struments.
- Peter Williamson, one of the cen-

tre's executives, explained the

problem. “The sound is quite
different when baroque music is

played on the instruments of the

period. But it la not just a matter of

using the right instruments. One
must also learn the playing techni-

ques of the period."
{iMdon Press Service)
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Christopher Brasher reports on a former Welsh layabout who has made a mint out of mountains.

SOME TEARS AGO a wild, black-
haired character known aa Dr.
Death lived undqr a boulder is a
Bteep Welsh valley and spent his
days climbing the most Impossible
routes in Snowdonia.
One rainy November day be was

climbing a route, appropriately
named Cemetery Gates, which the
guide book describes as: "A superb
crack of great exposure; very in-
timidating: leaders frequently have
epics on it.”

A small flake broke away and Dr.
Death plunged downwards hut
Providence saved him, as it did a
few minutes laterwhen he decided to
test whether Ms nerve was stm in-
tact.

To retrieve his equipment, he
roped down the cliff, anchoring hia
rope to the rock with one of his
bootlaces. “I calculated,'; he says,
“that a bootlace has a breaking
strain of 400 lbs. and, as I weighed
only ISO lbs.. It should be all right.
When I look back on it I could
scream."
Now, many years later. Dr. Death,

proper name Denny Moorhouae, one-
time layabout and avid left-wing
Socialist, is a capitalist — the boss
and major shareholder ofa company
which is ' the biggest private
employer in that same Welsh valley.
The transformation makes him
laugh and you have to laugh with
him because the whole story is plain-
ly Impossible.

LIFE WITH DR. DEATH

TO BEGIN with this man who
employs 69 people In a company with
a turnover of 11,800,000, exporting all
over the world, is "totally illiterate"— his own words.
In a strange way his illiteracy has

probably been one of the main
reasons why he has achieved the im-
possible. He has never been able to
read how anything — from forging
aluminium to running a company —
should be done. He has just gone on
and done it, applying his com-
monsense and never giving up.
He left school when he was 19 with

no qualifications whatsoever — he is

dyslectic — and then went into hor-
ticulture, ending up with a job in the
Botanical Gardens in Birmingham.
There he might be to this day if one
of the superintendents had not bawl-
ed him out for being late for work.
Denny, who always worked flat out

and more than the statutory hours,
• just could not understand the princi-
ple that, when working alone and
thus not affecting anyone else, you
must clock on and off at an exact
time. It did not make commonsense,
and his life had been run by com-
monsense, so he “jacked the Job in."
But there was another theme at

work in his life: mountains. He had
started climbing in the usual North
Country way — bicycling out of the
towns to the gritstone outcrop. As he
says: “Climbing Is a disease rather
than a sport. Some people throw
themselves at mountains like
gladiators, others just muse and
walk but, at whatever level, moun-
tains have a unique, calming effect
on you.”
Really what he needed was a job

for two days a week to provide
enough money to climb for the other
five days but nobody has such joba—
unless you work for yourself. So that
was how Clogwyn Climbing Gear
Limited — Clog for short — was-
bora. -

INITIALLY It was a partnership
between Denny and one of the best
female climbers of the 1960s, a
Wagnerian figure of a woman called
Shirley Smith. They lived together
and worked together, first In an old
corrugated Iron hut and then in some
ramshackle buildings high on the
slopes of Elidir Fach, looking across
the Uanberls Valley at the great cliff

on Snowdon called Clogwyn dur Ard-

du (literally “the black cliff') after

which their business was named.
It sounds romantic but there was

no time to gase at the view and In

winter the conditions were '

diabolical. At one time the factory
became so cluttered that Denny and
Shirley had to move out (their
“bedroom" was the stockroom) and
sleep in a tent until that was

devoured by a voracious Welsh
sheep.
Their trade was ironmongery for

climbers — pegs and shock nuts and
ring clips known as K&r&biners —
simple tools of the advanced rock
climber. Their gear had to be good
because men's lives depended on it

and Clog Gear was the best.

"You could call us the Japanese of

One creditcard
doesthe work oftwo

credit
— Two credit cards. One

forlsrad and one for

abroad. Not
neccessary any more.

Visa Leumicard, and

over, is also accepted
inlsrael.

you can draw cash at

more than 73,000

banks all over the *

world, and make
purchases at IB mBHon
business houses in 130

countries (including

more than 4,000 in

Israel).

76 millionpeople throughout
the worldhavemade visa

the No. 1 credit card.
VISA Leumicard — the Bank Leuxm Group credit card.

Wales," says Denny. "We looked at
everything on the market, decided
which were the best features, then
added an idea or two of our own and
then gave it to climbers at a price
they could afford."
Soon the word spread on the clim-

bing grapevine and their gear was
Bought from New Zealand to
Scotland, so they took an advertise-

ment In n climbing magazine,
saying: "Please dent buy Clog
Gear: we can't make enough."
Which was not surprising, since the
factory at one stage had no doors or
windows (there wasnit enough
money to buy them) and In winter
the machines might be covered In
snow when the men arrived for
work.
Aa Shirley said: "You had to be a

climber to work there — the con-

ditions were so tough.”
THEIR turnover that first year was
<1,500 and from that they had to pay
for everything — materials And
wages and heating and their own liv-

ing expenses. It does not sound possi-

ble, but climbers are constantly do-

ing the Impossible.
Now, 18 years after Clog was

founded, they Inhabit their third fac-

tory: 2,000 square metres on that

same hillside and they are building a
new factory three times the size

behind it. The Welsh Development
Agency did offer them a new factory
on the coast, rent free few two years,
but the work force voted against it.

As Denny says: "A village la doomed
unless It has work and we are a tribal

firm rooted In & village, so we'te
building here, in the village-"

The money comes from their bank
manager, Ken Trob, who should
receive an award for commercial
valour. When Clog first cried for

help, Trob detached himself from his

desk, went up the mountain to see
them and ftmi put hia commercial
trust In the people be met.
And they are worth meeting. I ask-

ed one of the employees, who had
worked in a big factory on the coast
run by a firm famous In British in-
dustry, to explain the differences
between a normal factory job and a
job with Clog.

‘•Well/* be Mid. "you can't walk

up to the works manager in any fac-

tory I've been in and talk to him
about a problem because he has no

time to talk to you. Here it's

different. See that bloke over there?

After he'd been working here for

about three week* he said: *When do

X get to meet this boss of oars** Welt,

X said, you know that bloke sitting

alongside yon on the next press for

the last eight days? He's Denny
He's the boss."

DENNY himself explains It tike this

:

"We don't have any middle manage-
ment. We give everyone the max-
imum responsibility for their job and

let them get on with it. Self-reliant

people make better products. Half of

these people* are outlaws, people

who couldn’t get on in what Is called

conventional society-

“Some might say that they are

weeds in the garden of Britain. But
weeds will survive under any con-

ditions and we survived — thanks to

them.- Instead of man-to-boes, it's

manrto-man."

THERE IS only one sadness in the

story: Shirley Smith is no longer

with them. When Clog grew from s
cottage Industry into the major
private employer In the valley,

Shirley, a woman close to the earth,

decided that she would rather return

to the life she sought when she first

came to the Llanderls Valley.

So now she lives high up the Ml]

with her livestock, looking down on

to the factory that she helped to nur-

ture through all those Impossible

days. There Is no bitterness In a

woman like that, a woman who could

hold her own with the best men on

any rock in the world.
Meanwhile. Denny, now sur-

rounded by a team of fellow dlrvc-
*

tom who can read, gets on with what
he calls "the game." "That'a what
life is — a bloody good game. So givev*-

tta try and if it lan't fun then change
it"

(Otaerver Fereif* New* Service) , ,

A French welcom
for Moscow’s gues

By JACK MAURICE/Jerusalem Foot Correspondent
v m*

MOSCOW’S new 1300-room Cosmos
Hotel, which will house the world's
press at the Soviet Olympic Games
next year, was Imported piece by
piece from France.
The Cosmos was built by Sefrl, a

major.Paris real estate promotion
firm -whose- successes Include the^
Tour Montparnasse: The architects
are a French team -whoworkedfrom
a basic blueprint provided by
Moscow’s municipal planning
department.
Except for the sand and ballast

used for the hotel's structure, every
item in the Cosmos was brought In
from France by a convoy of lorries.

These made 2,900 return journeys
across Europe. Their loads
represented 125,000 cubic metres.
The builders set up a French

village on the Cosmos site, where 1,-

200 workers and technicians from
France lived for over three years.
Their cheese and wine were
delivered regularly from Paris. Sefrl
provided them with 6,000 airline
tickets.

Two major French banks, Credit

Lyonnais and Banque Francois* du

Commerce Exterieure, put up60 per

cent of the capital for the Cosmo*.
They will be repaid by the Soviet

Authorities over eight years at in
tfgpenea»intercatratsof 6^ percept
^rimbussement in Jfcenoh currevy
wBrlrtart this autthnn as forc%n
visitors begin paying their bills At

the hotel’s cosh desk.
.Although Fourcade rightly

described the Cosmos, It also has its

factory aspects. It la a modern ac-

commodation plant with 28 identical

Storeys behind a ateel and glass

THE TURN-KEY Cosmos is being
run in by French hotel staff for a few -

months. Then it will be handed over
to Russian personnel. The Soviet
management has asksd for the
automatic dish-washers in the
Cosmos kitchens to be equipped for
manual operation. This will ensure ,
that Moscow's human dish-washers
do hot find themselves without jobs.
At the Inauguration of the Cosmos,

France's former Finance Minister
Jean-Pierre Fourcade, who helped
to launch the project while he was
still In office, said: "The deal was
well worth while.
“An entirely French hotel Is a

much better show-Window for what
France can do than a factory which
outsiders will never see."

Storeys behind a steal and glass

facade.
An Integrated system of elec-

tronics enables customers to be

tracked down all over the buildtaf

thanks to magnetic room keys
delivered by the hotel's computer.
' The Cosmos Is a compromise
between Soviet sobriety andWestern
comfort Its corridors have wall-to-

wall carpeting and the bedrooms
have modern furniture. But the huge
lobby leaves the visitor in no doubt

that ha is in Moscow. It has all the

appeal of an airport concourse. • ...

The hotel faces the Cosmonauts^'
Monument and the Exhibition Pa$k4j
Guests might consider this location/

somewhat suburban compared with’

those of Moscow's other intjr-

national hotels, which are located

close to Red Square. J
.

The Cosmos and & Swedish es-

tablishment in Leningrad are me
first of nine .new hotels which
Soviet Union is having built for the

Olympics.
Intourlst, which is operating the

8,642-bed Cosmos, has told the

French It is delighted with Its latest

acquisition' Encourgaged by the-;

success of this 650m. franc venture*:

In Moscow, the Sefrl real estate
-Is now setting Its sights on Peking-

Britiant play
BRIDGE/George Levinrew

MORATH of Sweden won last year's
Bote Brilliancy Prise for hia play on
this deal, in the 1978 European
Championship. Hia opponents were a
Spanish pair.
• E — WVuI:
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four club bid and the alert by North-
dld West ask what the alert mea& - -

This sudden asking was a warning
signal to South that the club kings#
in danger and that the poulble kip
of two club tricks oould set a slam I® V
•diamonds. So to protect the cljb

king, the final contract was 6 PP
trump.
West led the heart deuce. South

then won. In order, the heart king,

the diamond jack, a spade finesa®*

and four additional diamond tricks

discarding a spade. West discarded -

two clubs on the diamonds. South
won another spade finesse, leaving

this end position; p,.

The bidding with Spain North-
South: ,
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10
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« 0

The bidding was fairly standard,
and with a club lead by East the con-
tract was set one trick.
The bidding with Morath. in. the

South scat:

fftet

o 1*8 g

SOUTH

sr

-RAW
A RW ;

a <***

.

NOATII

IS
3 NT
10-
6 0

SOUTH
1 1

3 <

4 A
4 <

6 J

Jk ,§ *-

The play of thespade ace had W«*t

In trouble.;JU dared not discard*

heart:' thro would establish a l

heari

One no trump invited a slam If it
was followed by three diamozi

'

' the next bid. Four clubs, four 1

and four spades were mic*
Throughout The bidding Not

“

knocked oh the table to alert r
ponents that there were •pebtiti
meanlnsa In thu /vlu

10, wwfcoflcetod the club king
two top.hearts for the contract.

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN’

mmm '***'
,c 1
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Tfastase, Okker to play in

Succot tennis tournament
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1 .-5** Reporter
!Vl- a?®* AVIV. — Rinharfan ace Ete
rjo ‘ ^jj?****®®' title-holder - and former
i f^ Jj4cd*blah champion Tom Okker of

and South Africa's world
• fef 0

fe*»Mea <champions Bob Hewitt and
1

it5
McMillan will be among the

rjjf Saf attraction* of the Israel Tennis
£?* SBwitre s second annual Association

Tennis Professionals tournament
" at Ramat Hasharon from October 8

Wi tolSs
‘

niO
1

:#•
T^.® meeV b€inS Played off during

ie ;? "ft*®
®uccot "oUdays, is worth 950,000

loft' -™"Y'
“fl *»lp>«ted a

f.r.
BX [^fuB Colgate Grand Prix event by the

l£fc r- a status not enjoyed by last
i^autuznn a 925,000 tournament here

,5ft
tournament Is again being

^»*Poasored by Sabra Liqueur,
le, ;

together with AppeltiBer, Elite,

iln ? and HUton Hotels. ITC ex-

Sv * ntfecutive director Ian Proman told the
J w i^oress yesterdav.

jj aSft'A *dll list of participants is still
*i yvawajted from ATP offices In Dallas.

- Texas, and Paris, but it is already
.Wear that the unexpectedly lane en-

tJJJS B#y will necessitate a three-day

f "J® jgfftwflying meet for the main singles
®t jf&B-yr of 82 and doubles draw of 16

-jt^irs- Tournament managers are
Mflman and Gerry Goldbert, and
Swdkle Saul la referee.

leC W.Kasta*e » brilliant but taot-
*0 ftjtempered, has been a controversial

;
character on the International tennis

zK ufrdrcuit for the past decade. He has
a>won most of the game’s top singles** .^honours, including the O.S., French

V7S ^tand Italian championships, and was
® b Wimbledon runner-up to American

"* Mifitan Smith in 1972 — losing 5-7 In the
^5 oo fifth set — and Sweden’s Bjorn Borg

r

' two years ago.
. J* m The Rumanian star has captured
[l** -Kthe Grand Prix masters’ title four

uVtlines and the world championship
ShTeanis Challenge Cup on three oc-

casions, his last victory In Jamaica
In December earning him a record
9180.000 in prise money.

In men's doubles, Nastase has also
collected a string of top titles, In-
cluding Wimbledon. Paris and
Forest Hills.

Okker, who defeated Austrian
Peter Peigi in the final of last year’s

.

Ramat Hasharon ATP tournament,
was a Wimbledon singles quarter-
finalist last month and a semi-
finalist in 1978. He has also gained
many of the game's top honours, and
he and Poland's ‘Wojtek Flbak are
currently second In the ATP's world
doubles rankings.
Springboks Hewitt and McMillan

have taken the Wimbledon doubles

.

crown three times since 1967, and
Hewitt previously won It twice with
Fred Stolie of Australia. They are
also both fine singles players.
' Froman revealed that Egyptian
tennis star Ismail el-Shafei has In-
formed the organizers that he Is con-
sidering the ITC's invitation to play
at Ramat Hasharon. “We are still
hoping that his reply will be
positive, 1 ’ said Froman.
El-Shafei, Egypt's most

celebrated international sportsman,
declined an Invitation to compete in
the 1976 ITC meet. But In an inter-
view with The Jerusalem Post In
London last summer, he said: “The
political situation is still not yet quite
ready for me to come to Israel. But
when our two countries get together
and establish full peace, I will be
very happy to play in Tel Aviv."
Sabra Liqueur has undertaken to

sponsor Israel's Grand Prix tourna-
ment for the.mext three years. Its

general manager Aaron Leben&t
reported.
Helping Froman with the local

organization of the upcomingmeet is
Bruce Dlker of New York, who
coaches groups of Israeli juniors'.'

U.S. Baseball I
Moscow eyes UK-South Africa rugby

AMERICANLEAGUE

W L PCT. GB
Baltimore 84 44 .666
Boston 77 53 .002 7
Milwaukee 79 53 '-598 7
New York 70 57 .561 1314
Detroit 70 81 .534 »K
Cleveland M 65 .504

Toronto 42 88 .323 43

West
California. 71 60 .542
Kansas City 69 a .531

Minnesota. 68 61 .327 2

Texas 62 69 ATS «
Chicago 58 74 .481 My
Seattle 56 76 .424 13 >4

Oakland 41 91 .311 30*4

Monday’s Games
Tomato 7. Oakland 0? Minnesota 4-1,

Baltimore 8-5; Seattle 6, Cleveland S, 12
timings; Detroit 3, California 2; Boston 4,
Chicago 8; Kansas City 10, MOwankee I,

10 Innings; New York 7, Texas 4.

Israel’s Bern! Miron watches the shoulders of Radi Marro of
Switzerland as he works on a pin In their 74-kilo match on Sunday at
the World Wrestling Championships in fen Diego, California.

(AP radlophoto)

JOHANNESBURG (Reutert. —
Plans announced late Monday for a
multi-racial South African rugby
team tour of Britain and Ireland in

October, initiated by British Isles
sports unions, have already threaten-
ed to raise controversy over the
hosts* participation in next year's
Moscow Olympic Games.
Danie Craven, president of the

South African Rugby Board, said the

“Barbarians," made up of eight
whites, eight coloureds (mixed race!
and eight blacks, would play twice
each in England, Ireland. Scotland
and Wales.
Earlier this year, a mixed-race

Barbarians team played against the
touring English country side
Middlesex.
Craven said he was confident the

planned South African rugby tour of
France would also go ahead, in spite

of threats of action by black African
nations.

African nations boycotted the last

Olympic Games In Montreal because
NewZealand was allowed to compete
after a rugby team from there

toured South Africa.

Asked to comment on the an-
nouncement of the tour, a spokesman
for the Soviet Olympic organizing

committee in Moscow said: “We are
and always have been opposed to all

sporting contacts with the racist

regime of South Africa.” Concerning
the possibility of Britain being ex-

cluded from the Olympics if the tour
goes ahead, the spokesman said: “If

the International Olympic Com-
mittee takes any decision, we shall

carry It out."

Informed sources said the Soviet

Union is unlikely to take the initiative

in seeking to exclude Britain or
France from the games, but will take
a tough line in the IOC If there is a
threat of an African boycott over the

South Africa Issue.

NATIONALLEAGUE
East s

Soviets dominate wrestling meet
SAN DIEGO, California (Reuter). —
Soviet wrestlers captured three gold,
one silver and one bronze medal, and
the U.S. three silver and a bronze, as
five freestyle weight class cham-
pions were crowned at. the World
•Wrestling Championships here Mon-
day night.

Sergey Kornalaev retained his title

at 48 kilos, and Russian compatriots
Mikhail Charachura and Ilia Mate
respectively won the 68 kilos and 100
kilos.

Other winners Included Japan’s
Hideftki Tomlyama at 57 kilos and
Iatvan Kbvacs ofHungary at 82 kilos.
Torn!tarna also won last year.
Komelaev claimed a convincing

15-7 decision over American Bob
Weaver, the silver medalist, in the

final match of the weight class.
Tomiyama.recovered from a point

deficit to score a pin with only five
seconds remaining against Joe Corso
of the U.S. in their deciding ™
American hopes of gold were dash-

ed in the final matches of both the 82
and 100 kilo classes. John Peterson,
an Olympic gold, medalist, needed a
victory over the 'Soviet Union’s
Magomet AraUUov at 82 kHos to
clinch the gold medal. The match
ended at 5-5., but Aratzllov was
declared the winner under a system
determined by FILA, wrestling's
governing body.

Pittsburgh
Montreal
Chicago
St. Louis
Philadelphia
New York

Houston
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Atlanta

W L Pet. GB
75 54 .581

69 54 Jfll 3
69 58 .543 5
67 60 .528 7
65 65 .500 10)4
52 75

West

.409 22

75 56 .573 —
75 57 .568 H
61 69 .469 134
59 71 .454 134
58 76 .424 194
51 79 .392 234

A bad day for Indian cricketers

THanHft^a jauwaq
Houston S, Montreal 0; Cincinnati 4,
Philadelphia.2; 8u Diego fi, Chicago 4. 10
Innings; Loa Angeles 4, Pittsburgh 2;
Only games scheduled.

U.S. officials protested, but after
nearly two hours deliberation, FILA
upheld the result.

BASKETBALL. — Argentina
defeated France 102-81 at home Mon-
day night in a second leg match of
the third Intercontinental Basketball
Cup. Argentina led 46-33 at halftime.
In today's matches, Argentina faces
the USSR and the U.S. plays against
France.

NOTTINGHAM. England. — The In-

dian cricket team lost a match and
had Mohinder Amamath injured in a
disastrous day at the Trent Bridge
ground Monday.
Nottinghamshire bowled the In-

dians out for 161 In their second in-

nings and then scored 213 for four to

win by six wickets.
Amamath, top scorer for the In-

dians with 59. was bit on the head by
a bouncer from Richard Hadlee, the
New Zealand test bowler. He collaps-

ed unconscious on to his stumps, was
given out hit wicket, and was taken
to hospitalJor treatment.

The accident to Amamath happen-
ed immediately, before another run
had been added. That left the Indians
in a pretty hopeless position but
Venkat, batting at No. 10,' hit out
bravely and scored 22 before being
caught.
Hadlee took four wickets for 38. in-

cluding the controversial wicket of
Amamath, and was Not-
tinghamshire's most successful
bowler. Clive Rice, the South African
fast bowler, took four for 44.
At Taunton on Monday, another South

African all-rounder, Mike Procter,
acored a spectacular 93 for
Gloucestershire in an English Coun-
ty Cricket championship match
against Somerset.
Procter raced to bis 50 in

25 minutes with eight sixes off left

arm spinner Dennis Broakweil. six
of them coming off successive balls
In two overs. He had been batting for
only 46 minutes when bowled by.Ian
Botham. •

Essex, assured of the county title,

led Surrey by 13 runs an first innings
at Chelmsford but then lost the in-

itiative as 21-year-oid fast bowler
Hugh Wilson reduced them to 44 for
three In their second innings.

1 ‘ ' r, » !»'“»»8fr»ih , YOUR
inteRent CAR
WILL BE
WAITING IN

FRONT OF
YOUR HOTEL
'hat is :Sc Wird o: service you'll get
from Israel's largest renl-o-car network.
1’ ren'.oi stations ail ever !hc country.
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L EDUCATIONAL:
jjft.00

Telepele 9.20 Cartoons 9.45 The
oHcgend of Paul Bunyan 10.40 Holiday
ggKories. U.OO The Lady on the Tiger,
pleased on the story by Frank
-Stockton. 11.15 Smith and Jones —
Western 16.00 Talpftput — with Tslpi

: Shavit 16.80 Road Safety quiz 16.40
' English 17.00 Lost Islands (Part 18)

4 ,>.CBQhBra%EB06l4iaiES^.,.-.
jiij jet
^ - . Snow, bear(part 2) .

l^ •[•••y

A&ABIO-LAWflDAGE programmes:
18.80 News roundup
1M2 Youth Magazine
10.00 Mr. Ed
19.27 Programme announcements
1BJ» News

20.60 Beauty Spot — Url Dvlr
recommends sites and tours-iu Israel
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.36 Moked
22.0S Tire Over England. ’JOSitan.G
Howard's historical drama filmed in

1987. Starring Laurence Olivier,
Flora Robson and Vivien Leigh
23.80 Almost Midnight — news

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES- Jerusalem; Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 pun. an Thursday. Tel'Aviv and
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's

.
paper: 12 noon Thursday.
-Ads-ave accepted at. all-officee-Qfj&a-Jeowadc niegewrt -ffo&qddremeije»qiasthead jap-

,

back page/ and at all recognized advertising agencies. ~
-Weekday rates:- Minimum chargj of IL434.40 for eight words: Hdfl.80 for each additional
word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of HJ88.00 for eight words:
EL23.50 for each additional word. All rates Include VAT.

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Upstairs,
Downstairs: Roae'a Pigeon

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40 Cartoons 18.00 The Partridge
Family. 28.80 French Hour. 18.40 The
Waltona (JTV 3) 20.00 News in Arabic
20.30 On the Buses 21.10The Sullivans

22.00 News In English 22.18 The 19th

Century 22.40 The Love Boat

DWELLINGS
RAMAT GAN

JERUSALEM

TO RENT 8 rooms, luxuriously furnished,

television, aircondltioner, 5 balconies,
Ramat Gan, Tel. 734562.

2-ROOM FURNISHED FLAT + telephone,

for September. Gilo. Tel: 02-719868.
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7.07 Morning Concert — Rossini:
qemiramidc Overture: Arne: Harp-
sichord Concerto No. 5 (Malcolm);
Stamitx: Symphony in D Major;
Debussy: L'apres-midi d'un faune

(Previn)
8.08 (Stereo): Couperin: L'Apotheos
du Lully: Haydn: Symphonic Concer-
tsnte for Violin, Cello, Oboe and Bas-
soon (Zukerman): Berio: Folksongs

~ (Cathy Berber!an) ; Prokofiev : Plano
Concerto No. 2 (-Ted

.

Joss elaon.
Eugene Ormandy)
10.08 Radio story
10.18 Bible reading in the Sephardi
tradition

10.88 Lesson in spoken Arabic
10.40 Education for All — Earth
Bdence, Prof. Emanuel Maxor
UJ8 (Stereo): Little Concert
XIJS (Stereo): Prayers of the Arme-
nian Catholic Church
12.08 (Stereo): Carol Klein, piano —
Brahms: Sonata in F Minor, Op. 8;

Oration: Adagio; Melavsky: Five

Miniatures
134)0 (Stereo): Noon Concert —

'Boccherini: Symphony; Mer-
' cedante: Flute Concerto (Goneloni)
14JO Children's programmes
1088 Notes on a new book
16.08 (Stereo): Recording of South-

West Germany Radio, Baden-Baden;
Christabs! Halffter. conducting;
Christian gachariaa . piano— Weber:
Der Freiachuetx Overture;
.Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 2.

Opus 19; Halffter: Requiem: De-
Falla: Three-Cornered Bat. Suite No.

2
'

17.48 Programmes for OUm
30.00 (Stereo) : For the Collector

21.00 Everyman's University

21.80 Music Symposium — Bartok.
folklorist pianist (part three)

22.05 (Stereo): "The Excursions of

Mr. Broucek" by Leoa Janacek
(complete opera, The Prague
National Opera, Vaclav jNeumann
conducting)

2nd Programme
•7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8JO Good Morning — songs, chat
10.48 Travis McGee — radio thriller

series (part 21)

13.08 Midday — news ,commentary,
music
24.10 Operatic- selections

15.05 Israeli songs
16.10 Press conference
17.10 Lucky Winner — radio game
18.05 Programme fori Senior Citizens

18.38 Sports magazine
15.48 Bible Reading — Job 23. 24

19.00 Today — people and events in

the news
20J0 My Fathers Home
21.05- Light Classical Music
22.06 Edna Peer's talk show (repeat)

23.05 Radio Information —
everything you < always wanted to

know and didn't know whom to ask

74)7 “707” — Alex Anaki presents

selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel

9.05 Israeli Summer — songs, skits

with Eli YIsraeH
31.00 Favourites — familiar tunes,

and skits

13.08 With Love — special regards

14.06 Two Hours — music and talk,

magazine
16.08 Galll Festival — folksongs

17.05 XDF evening newsreel
17.45 Sports newsreel

18.05 Special Interview with Deputy
Director General of the Defence
Ministry Arleh Sarig

18.45 Foreign Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat — radio transmission of

the TV newsreel
21.35 Hebrew songs
22.05 Tonight — Music, and inter-

views presented by Michael
Handelsaltz
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with

Ronny Toren

NEVE GRANOT, 5 rooms, from 1.9.79 - S3S’£SSd ’Sl
31.12.79. Tel. 02-681742. 02-283919.

+p0rt membership, partly furnished. TeL

WANTED FLATMATE (f> starting Sept- 1

for 3-room furn. apt. in Neve Ta'akov. Call

Toby. 528182 exl/ZH (evening), or 864143. FURNITURE

.

TEL AVIV

PRIVATE SALE NAVEH AVIVIM. Luxury 4
room apartment. High floor. 9170,000 or best

offer. Tel. 03-411054.

EXCLUSIVE SCANDINAVIAN furniture

direct from importer, reasonable prices. 03-

922043.

Jerusalem
‘

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions: Valerio
Adam!, paintings. One-man exhibition of
large canvasses (1972-1979). Coins of the
Procurators of Judea. Gift In honour of
Miss Marlon B. Savin of Plymouth
Meeting. Pennsylvania. U.S.A. Turnerand
the Bible . Colour at the Youth Wing. Selec-
tion from the Dept, of Art Photography-
New Buildings in Old Environments.
Display of Mexican Coins. Nash Old
Masters Gallery — Special Display. Art In

Palestine In the 19th Century. From Still

life to Object. Yocbeved We Infeld: Forms
of Visual Images. Words In Freedom.
Neolithic Figurines from Shaar Hagolan.
Exhibit of the month: The Smiting God.
Bronze statuette of a Canaanite deity, gift

of Mr. Leon Pomerance, New York. Two
.
bronze statuettes from the Canaanite pan-
theon. Statue of an Ibis, encoring the

^nftfinpSytrf tffifsacred bird. Egypt, jBvfcSn
?r

tury, B.C.E.. wood and bronze. Presented
< by Mr. Anwar Sadat, President of Egypt,
to Prof. Ylgael Yadln, Deputy Prime
Minister of Israel, on hla recent visit to
Egypt. Rockefeller Museum: Exhibit of

the month: "War and Peace" — head of
Janus (bronze). Special exhibition:
Islamic Arts. NOTE. Floersheim Pavilion
.(Art) closed.

Visiting Honrs — Israel Museum: Sun.,
Mon.. Wed.. Thurs. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m., Fri. 10 a.m. -2 p.m. Sat. 10 a.uu-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun., Mon., Wed.. Thur. 10 a_m.-C
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 10

a.m. -2 p.m. Rockefeller Mnseum: Sun.-
Thur. 10 ajn.-5 p.m.; Fri., Sat. 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Nairn or major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel
Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and Kaatel. Free
guided toon In English, at the Israel
Mnsetxm only- Sun., Wed., Thurs., 11 .00

a.m., Tues. 4.80 pan. from upper entrance
halL

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also
st 10.00 p.m. in English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. In French. Tickets
at the entrance. Please come warmly
dressed.
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood.
Romema. Tel. 814822, 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot Shaul
Hamelcch. Exhibitions — Maryan 1927-

1977, Retrospective. David Hockney —The
Blue Guitar. Etchings 1976/77. New Ac-
quisitions. 20th century painting, sculp-
ture, drawing. Israel Photography, Work
by pupll9 or the Museum workshops.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — "There Is

something In it, after all" — exhibition-

workshop on buildings In Tel Aviv.
Visiting hours: Sun. — Thur. 10 a-m.-lO
p.BfcFrl. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat. 7-11 p.m. Sat
xnormng. 10 a.m.-l p.m. FREE. Helena
Rubipztein Pavilion: Sun.—Thur.9 a.m.-l
p.m.; '<£" p.m. Fri. 9 a.m.-l p.m. Sat. clos-

ed.

Beth Hatefutsoth. Jewish life in the
Diaspora, past and present, presented
through the most modern graphic and
audio-visual techniques available: slide-

shows, mini-cinemas, audio-visual dis-

plays, video-booths, computer terminals,
etc. Visiting hours: Sun., Mon., Thur.. 30
a.m .-6 p.m. Tues.. Wed.. 8 p.m.-zo p.m..
Fri. closed, Sat. 10 a_m.-2 p.m. Children
under 6 are not admitted. Beth Hatefutsoth
Is located on the Tel Aviv University cam-
pus (Gate 2) Rehov Klausner. Ramat
Aviv. Buses: 13, 24, 25. 27. 49. 74. 79. 572. 1

RENTAL, near Savyon. In Neve Moalnzon. 4
'

furnished. TeL 03-756471.
.

INSURANCE
GOOD OPPORTUNITY ! North Tel Aviv. 2)4

rooms 4- telephone. HA ,280,000, Geri Geriun.
Tel. 08-249111.

FOR SALE in Raanaoa, Schwarts St. : ex-

clusive 6-room apartments. Tel. 03-981598.

BEFORE RENEWING household
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 03
717811. Jerusalem 02-719176.

HERZLIYA
LESSONS

PLOTS AND VILLAS tor sale in HerzUya ™ -S125,
0 * 0rerW1 -

PfhlOfth In nrima a rAA ** nuf AO. qu&linca teacner. Tc*» 02‘2349o2.

SSgf *” pnmc ““ M immmmmmmimimHimmmmmmmm

BIETANYA

VOICE OFAMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kiloHertz:
6-6 and 8-8.80 a.u. — Dally

breakfast show with news, popular

music and Interviews.

11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.

791 kiloHertz:

6-8J0 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,

as above.
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with

Americana, science and cultural

news, roundup of news.

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays —
hourly 7.00 ajn.-18.00 pan.: 22.00-

24.00, Saturdays 9 a.m.-18.00 p.m.;

22.00-24.00.

3 LARGE ROOMS beautiful views near
centre, 970,000. Large 4 rooms, bargain, near
sea. 965,000. Anglo-Ssuson Netanya. Tel. 053-

28290. 052-25489 (after hours).

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

FOR SALE Paolo Soprani accordion, 80<

base. IL16.000. Tel. 02412795.

'NEWS COMMENTARY .

Second Programme: Following the

news at 7 a.m. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Army Radio: Following the 8 a.m.

and 5 p.m. news and at 21.40 p.m.

NETANYA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL
apartments for sale, right on seashore.
Magnificent view. Superbly finished. 3, 4, 5

rooms. Spacious, very luxurious (160 sq.m.).
From 9130.000. Terms available at bank in-

terest. Exclusive to Anglo-Saxon Netanya.
Further details Tel. 053-28290, 052-25489

(after hours).

PURCHASE/SALE

3 ROOM, sea view, furnished. 9120,000. Nobil-

Greeiiberg. Usslshkin 2, TeL 063-28735, 053-

32556.

OCCASIONAL SALE New English Smith-
Corona electric typewriter; new Bell A
Howell film projector, 03-249806, evenings.

SEGAL BUYS EVERYTHING, televisions,
stereos, furniture, liquidations. TeL 08-

838790. 03-802856.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
L Medical Centre, in Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9. 10. ll ajn. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour lncludea Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8 a.m. —
by appointment only. Tel. 436383.

2. 'Hie Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from 1.30-

4,00 p.m. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and
27.

3. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30 to

32.80 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. Tel.

818W.
4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. S3 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416833.

Hbbrew University, touts in English at 9
and ll a.m, from Administration Building.

Giv&t Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 11.00 a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Building- Buses 9 and 28 to last stop.

Further details: TeL 862819.

Emunah — National Religions Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre. 28 Rehov
Ben Malmon. TeL 02-682468, 830820, 812888.

American Mlzrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,

Jerusalem. Tel- 232758.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women.
186 Ibn Gablrol. Tel. 440318, 788942, 70S440.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 238281, 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem, Tel. 533M1; ORT Netanya,
TeL 33744.

American MizracM Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243108.

Pioneer Women — Na'amaL Morning
tours. Call for reservations: Tel Aviv.
258096.

Plant a Tree With Your Own Hands, with
the Jewish National Fund every Tuesday
morning. For details and reservations cal!

03-234449 or 02-635261, exL 13.

Haifa
puiftt Museum, National Maritime, Tel.

538822. Illegal Immigration, TeL 586249.

Japanese Art, Tel. 83554. Mane Han. Tel.

83482. Dagon Grain Collection, Tel. 584221.

Music, Tel 644485. Artists' Bouse, Tel.

522355.

What’s On In Haifa, dial 849840.

Rehovot
The Wetzmann Institute open to public

from 8.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. Visitors Invited

to see film on Institute's research ac-

tivities. shown regularly at 21.00 a.m. and
3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only.

Tours of the Wetzxnann House every half

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. and until

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission

to Welzmann House.
For Tours of the House please book: Tel.

054-83230. 054-83328.

TRAVEL 11 fi w ' SITUATIONS VACANT

MISCELLANEOUS

-

"Plant a Tree with year Own Hands with
the Jewish National Fund and visit the
famous Stalactite Cave every Sunday mor-
ning. For details and reservations please
call: 02-635281. ext. IS or 08-234449.

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!

CINEMAS
JERUSALEM. 4. 7, 9

Unt Breakthrough ; Bdlin:
Hwmmker; RaMrah: The Magnlfl-

WtA T; 4, 8,45, 8; Wirt International

Veto*: 4. 6.4a, 9; MttcheD: Get Out

Your Handkerchiefs; 7, 9, Wed. alio

at 4; OrgU; Going Steady; 4. 6. 8:

Orton: Goodbye Emanuel: Onai
Block and White In Color: Ren: The
Dear Hunter: L 8; Semadar: Beater

Street: T. 9; Small Auditorium
Btuyeael Ha’ooata: Same Time Next
Year; 7, 8; Israel Museum: The

; Famous Five; 1L Ctoema 1:

The Exorelrt 7. 9J3

TELAVIV, LM, 7.15, Mf
ASsaby: The Warriors; Ben Yehuda:
See How She Runs; Cbm: They Call-

«d Hfzn Bulldozer; Cinema It Jimmy
Hendrix; «, 7, 9.30; Cinema it Corn-

tag Home; Dekel: La Cage aux
frottfo* 7.15. 9.30; Efther: The Dog:
-Oat*. The Shaggy DJL.1 Cordon:.

Spider Man: ii, 4.80. 7.18, 9.30; Hod:
Breakthrough; 4. 7. 9; Umov: Almost
Sommer; Maxim: The Muppeta: M.
4-3fc7*. MograM: The Deer Hunter; 3,

MO; OpWrs Jimbock; Orly: Movie
MWie; Paris: Wedding; 10, 23, 2.15,

4*86. TJ5.fl.JW; Peer: Agatha; Bnntot
Avtv: Autumn Sonata* Royal:

H
of Copenhagen; Sfaahafl:

ty; studio: Wife Mlatreaa:

iya of Huavent Tel Avtos
•: Tel Aviv Museum:
nderrui Man with the
Wooden Gun; 12; zaiu;
our Handkerchiefb; 7.15.

HAIFA. 4. 6.48, 9
Amphitheatre: The Thief of
Baghdad; Armon: Moauraker; 4,

6.30, 9; Atzmon: Breakthrough;
Chen: Grease; 4, 6.30, 9; Galor:
Scorchy: 10. 2, 7; The Police Looked
on Helplessly; 12. 3, 9; Miron: Edge
of Fury, 6 nonstop pert*.; Moriah:

My Mother the General: 6.48. 9; Or-

dan: West Side Story; 3.45, 6.30, 9;

Ormh: The Deer Hunter; 4, 8; Orton:

Duel of Masters; 8 nonstop perfa;

Orly: Dona Flor and Her Two
Huabandi: Ghltty CW tty' Bang Bang;

4; Peer; International Velvet; 4,6.80,

9; Bon: Going Steady: Shavit:

Agatha; 8.45. 9. .

2130 El Al 512 Johannesburg, Nairobi
2160 El A] 542 Athens
2248 El A] 536 Malaga
2325 El Al 320 Paris

REQUIRED PERFECT Germau-Engtlsb-
Hebrew typist dally, 8 a.m.-2 p.m„ Ramat
Gan. Good conditions. TeL 03-702141.

SHOWS
A Stone In David’s Tower. Sound and Ugbt
show in English, every evening (except

Friday and festival eves) at 8.45 p.m. at

the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

Thi* xchcdulc to subject to change without

prior notice. Rcadern are advised to eaU
Bcn-Gurion Airport Flight Information,

(Ml 97I4M-2-J (or 03-8994+4 for El Al

flights nniyJ for changes in time*, of

Arrimto arid Departures.

HOLON
Mlgdal: Dog Soldier

RAMAT GAN
Annan: Concorde Affair.

Hadar: See How She Runs; Oasis:

The Sham D-A-.L 7.15,9^: °™»*
Going Steady; Rama: Coming
Home; 7,i», 9.30! Bamat Gan: Mid-

night Express; 7. 9-*>

HERZLIYA
David: Jaws 2. 4. 7. 9JO: Tlferet: The
Boys from Brazil ; 7.18. 9.15

FETAH TWVA
Shalom: Going Steady; 7-15, 9.15.

Tuea. 7 only. Wed. 9.30 only.

NETANYA
Esther: Going Steady: 7. 8.15.

WEDNESDAY
ARRIVALS
0013 El Al 5574 Bucharest

0025 El Al 316 London
0120 El Al 320 Paris

0500 Alitalia 763 Melbourne. Sydney.

'Singapore. Bombay
0B55 E! Al 008 Miami. New York

1155 El Al 004 New York

1340 Aurtrlan 711 Vienna

1355 El Al 386 Rome
1400 Tarom 245 Bucharest

1450 Lufthansa 604 Ftomklurt

1520 El Al 842 Rhodes
1540 El Al 322 Marseille

1600 TWA 806 San Francisco. New York,

Paris
1615 SAS 771 Copenhagen
1640 Tamm 1245 Bucharest

1855 Air France 130 Paris

1705 TWA 846 Washington. Boston, Rome.

Athens
1725 K1JW 525 Amsterdam
1753 El Al 362 Munich. Vlcnnn

1805 Swissair 332 Zurich

1850 British Air 576 London

1000 TWA 848 Chicago. Paris. Rome
1905 El Al 340 Geneva, Zurich

isiq Olympic 301 Athens

3923 El Al 358 Frankfurt

, 1940 El A> 334 Brussels
' 2100 HI A! 324 Paris

2110 El Al 582 Istanbul .

DEPARTURES
0100 Eh Al 511 Johannesburg
0600 El Al 385 Rome
0605 TWA 847 Athena, Rome, Boston,
Washington
0635 Alitalia 763 Rome
0650 El Al 321 Marseille
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 849 Rome. Paris. Boston,
Chicago
0740 El Al 361 Munich. Vienna-

0745 Olympic 302 Athens
0810 KLM 326 Amsterdam
DK20 El Al 349 Geneva. Zurich
0840 El Al 581 Istanbul

0850 British Air 577 London
09M) El Al 039 Amsterdam, New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris, New York
0920 El Al 331 Brussels
1000 El A) 357 Frankfurt
1020 EJ Al 5395 Malaga
1040 El Al 323 Paris

2100 EJ Ai 547 Rhodes
1300 El Al 3lS London
1320 El Al 327 Paris

1440 Austrian 712 Vienna
1520 TArom 248 Bucharest
1550 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt

1630 K3 AI 581 Istanbul

1730 SAS 772 Copenhagen '

1740 Tarom 1246 Bucharest
1810 El AI 301 Lisbon
3H40 Air France 137 Paris

2010 Olympia 306 Rhodes
2020 El Al 541 Athens
2130 El Al 3578 Bucharest
2135 El Al 549 Hcmkllon
This flight infnrmntuw Is supplied bp the

fkrt'VuritiH iHlrrnntbouil Airport C«»r*

diimthiii Centre.

ENGLISH SPEAKING YOUNG ladies
wanted for work In pub. TeL 03-451007, after 6

p.m.

EARN 1L530 PER DAY in Interesting tem-
porary typing jobs, 2-3 days a week; half

days also acceptable. See us today.
Translators' Pool, 1 Rehov Rachel, Tel Aviv,'
Tel. 03-241780, 03-230574; Jerusalem, 6 Rehov
YanaL 02-228572, 02-225155; Haifa, 8a Rehov
Lotus, Tel. 04-84268.

mSEMUl
emergency
PHARMACIES

FIRST AID

METAPELET WANTED, Anglo-Saxon fami-
ly. 7ycar-old child; full time, Kiryat Moshe.
TeJ. 02-520220, evenings.

T.v. & RADIO

Jerusalem: Central Bus Station, 234 Yafo.

620190; Azsahra. Azzahra PL, 283543.

Tel Aviv: YanJ. 67 Yehuda Halevi, 612474.

BriYam: Mazur, 20 H&viva Reich. 883360.

Ramat Gan: Herzl. 02 Hen! , 722872. Kfar
Saba: Grind, 34 Welzmann. 28826.

Netanya: Gcva. 14 Shaar Hagai. 22696.

Hadera: Yafa, 62 Welzmann, 22122.

Haifa: Tshcrnicbovaki. K. Stella Maris,

533145.

Beenheba: Aviv. Shlkun G.. 38688.

Magcn David Adorn first aid centres are
open from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. Emergency
home calls by doetors al fixed rales- Sick
Fund members should enquire about
rebate.

TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day in
advanced laboratory. Special department for
colour T.V. Electron. Tel. 03-447030, OS-
443138.

DUTY HOSPITALS .
-'V

VEHICLES

CADILLAC SEVILLE 1978. passport to

passport, excellent condition. Tel. 03-930381.

room 208. Mizrahi.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE LTD. buying
and selling duty-free ears. Tel. 03-623417.

VOLVO 144. Safe comfortable family car.

Wtmdcrful condition. 120.000km. Market

,

Wonderful condition. 120.000km. Market

,

vgJuc 35,200. Will accept sincere offer im-
mediate passport sale. Mike, Tel. 053-38372.

Jerusalem: Mt. Scopus (pediatrics,
obstetrics, orthopedics) Hadaaaah (inter-

nal. surgery, ophthalmology). Blkur
Hcllm lE.N.T.)
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), Ichiiov
( internal, surgery i.

Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics. Internal).
Haifa: Rumbam.
“Eran" — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.
Jerusalem 689911, Tel Aviv 253311. Haifo
53888, Bccrahcbn 32m. NctonyA 33316.
Mixgav I.ariafrfa: Open line 4-6 p.m. every
Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems.' TeL 02-63336.

.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem. Tel Aviv.
Halfn — 101. Dan Region (Ramat Gan,
Bnel Brak. Civ-atayim. Kiryat Qno) —
781111.

Aahdod 22222 Nazareth 54333

Ashkclon 23333 Netanya 23333

Bat Yam 885555 Pciah Tikva 912333

Bccrsheba 78333 Rehovot 054-51333

Eilat 2333 Rishon LcZlan 942333

Hadera 22333 Sa fpd 30333

Holon 803133 Tibertna 2M11
Nahnriya 923333

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Dial 1(W In must parts of the country. In

TjlH*ri.isi!im "'M 144. TCiryat Shmona 40444.

I.



tJastme notaside in oldage’

The retired person who continues

working loses half his pension
The age of retirement should be individualized, not based
on bureaucratic decree, says Histadrut official Ya’acov
Vilan. He has harsh words for the National Insurance
Institute’s policy on pensions for those who continue work-
ing beyond retirement age. MACABEE DEAN reports, in
the second of a series of articles.

TEL AVIV. — The policy of the
National Insurance Institute regar-
ding the "healthy elderly who want
to work and who can work" Is called
“pure Idiocy" by Ya’acov Vilan,
chairman of the Social Security Cen-
tre In the EQotadrut.
In fact, Vilan uses another word to

describe this policy, and It is
.'"cretinism", a word defined In the
Webster dictionary as “a congenital
morbid condition, characterized by
deformity, with goiter or virtual
absence of the thyroid gland,
commonly, Idiocy”.

Elderly bookbinder who has not
forgotten any of his skills.

"The pensioners, men past the age
of 69 or women over 60, who go out to

1 work and get a fair salary, get their
1

social insurance pension cut in half. -

Why? The Institute believes if these
' elderly persons get both wages and a
pension they will have too much
money. „ .

i "And if they indeed have “too
1 much money’ — although I’ve met
> very, very few pensioners with *too

,much money’— so what? The elder-

; ly man (or woman) who works
benefits, for he feels useful and

:
wanted. The economy benefits, for
he increases the productive output of

the National Insurance Institute
loses. After allftbe penafoirthejrgive
a working pensioner consists only of
returning to Mm the money which
was deducted from Ms pay cheque
for decades."

Vilan, who himself is approaching

65, and who lives In Kibbutz Negba,
is personally not worried about los-

ing Ms National Insurance pension,

or any other one. When he returns to
the kibbutz he will continue to work,
as have so many other "elderly"
persons there.

“At Kibbutz Negba? An under-
taking to make ready-to-wear-
clothes was set up for those who
could no longer take the hard
physical work outside. One-third of

the SO persons employed in this plant
are past the age of 70, only three are
real ‘youngsters.* And let me tell.

you, these elderly persons, who
would have been thrown on an ‘old-

age scrap pile' in the city, are an in-

spiration to everybody else in the

kibbutz. They have a high work
morale and they display that old

'

pioneering spirit."

Vilan has no idea how many pen-

,
siemens are working in Israel, and
how many are not working due to the
halving of their National Insurance
pensions. He does not believe that
anyone has any statistics, and if

there are such statistics, they are not
accurate.
He does know that about eight per

cent of all Israelis are above the age
of 60 for women and 65 for men, and
that the percentage is steadily In-

creasing. This gives a figure of about
800.000 persons.
According to Kupat Holim figures,

85 per cent of these 800,000 function
excellently or quite well for their

age, another 18 per cent can take
care of themselves In most cases,
although they are more or less

house-bound, that is, they must live

within a family circle where some of

their needs can be supplied by
•others. Only two per cent of the
300.000 are actually bed-ridden.

"Accurate figures on pensioners
who work are impossible to obtain,
he claims, for two reasons: both they
and their employers "simply lie in

order to cheat the National In-

surance Institute”.

The employer says to the worker.
"Look, you want to continue work-
ing, and we need you. Work a full day
(or two^thlrds of a day) and I will see
toft thatyou receive onlycredit fora
few houra & day, so little, in fact, that

.

the National Insurance Institute will

net have any reason to dock your
pension. Thus, you v^recelV.e irOm"
meT£ogl?t£er with TK lflsflttrfe

1

gives you, the same amount ag if you.,

were working a full day.'**
* *

The employer is not likely to come
forward and announce that he is ex-

ploiting the worker or the Institute.

The employee is also happy with
this state of affairs. He works, he

IL25m. for tourism development'

projects in the north of the country
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Tourism development for the
north of the country will include
projects costing some U£5m.( the

tourism administration announced
recently.

. The projects, undertaken by the
Government Tourism Corporation,
will centre on the Jordan Valley,
Lake Kirineret and the Mediterra-
nean shore. They will include a large
national park in Beit Shean, encom-
passing the amphitheatre and the
Roman forum, with provisions for
picnics.
Another effort will involve

reconstruction of antiquities at the
hot springs of Hamat Gader, in-

cluding an ancient synagogue, a

Roman theatre and the Roman baths
themselves. At the mouth of the Jor-

dan, the corporation is to erect an
enclosed baptismal area for
pilgrims.

In Tiberias the boardwalk la being
extended along Lake Kinneret.
Along the northeast shore of the

lake, an area set aside for popular
tourism, roads are being laid as the
infrastructure is being prepared for

camping grounds and hostels.

Rosh Pina, one of the first Jewish
settlements in the country, is being
reconstructed, with Its old section to

I be a living museum. Among the
‘buildings to be reconstructed are the
synagogue, the baths, and a
farmer's home with all Ms tools.

$lb. a year for population problems
.COLOMBO (Reuter). — Developing
countries need a. minimum of one
billion dollars a year by 1084 to deal
with their population problems, a top
United Nations official said yester-
day.
Rafael Solas, executive director of

the UN Fund far Population Ac-
tivities (UNFPA) , warned of serious
national and International instability

if population trends were Ignored.
. In an address prepared for
delivery to delegates from 65 coun-
tries attending a UN Inter-
parliamentary Union Conference on
Population here, Salas said an ex-
penditure of a billion dollars a year
represented a 20 per cent Increase on
the current level of aid for popular

tion programmes. Neither the Soviet

Union nor China Is represented.
“There may be a need to

;
transform the social institutions of

our society and for a world-wide

redistribution of goods and ser-
vices," Salas said.

‘‘Not only to Improve the access of

nearly two-thirds of the world's pop-
ulatlon to the basic needs required
[for sustaining a tolerable human life,

but also to accommodate the needs
of a further two billion human beings
who will be added to the world pop-
ulation in the next 20 years," he add-"

ed.

Swiss bank deal

ZURICH (UPI). - The Swiss
National Bank announced yesterday
it has authorized the World Bank to

offer notes denominated In Swiss
francs to foreign central hanks, on
condition the operation does not

cause exchange rate disturbances.
The amount Involved and the date

of issue will be announced at a later

date,
1

the Swiss bank said.

GOTTEXMODELS LTD.

requires

ExportCM (f) , experience necessary

Import Cbrk (f) , experience necessary

Secretary «for export department. English typing essential

Asdstaot (m. or f.) to salaryaccountant

Disc Rucker for afternoon work

Telephonist with languages

Apply to Personnel Manager. TeL 03-857725.

feels useful, and he is continuing to

-contribute to society. The employee
. Is also not likely to tell the truth, for

;
his total income has not changed.

;
“So," Vilan says, “we have no

Idea, and we don't think we will ever
have an idea, how many such
situations exist in the country.”
Though he does not justify this

situation, Vilan says he understands
lit.

“Why should the worker living on
a pension, who is contributing to the
productive sector, be at a dlaadvan-

,

tage compared with the middle-class
person who has all sorts of private
investments which provide Mm with
an income wMchhe doesnot declare,
or even those who receive non-

! taxable reparations from Germany?
1 “They can sit at home and enjoy,
all their pension from the Institute

without working, without con-
tributing to the welfare of the coun-

try. Why should the productive
worker be penalized?"

Vilan would like the present
“system of idiocy" changed for one
of "sanity.”
“Let the workers enjoy tMer entire

Institute pension. Let them continue
to be productive and geta salary fit-

. ting their output. Moreover, adopt a
flexible system of retirement Some
persons, due to the work they per-
form and due to poor health, are
worn out years before they reach the
age of mandatory retirement.
Others have done easier work all

their lives and are in excellent health
at the age of 65. The age of retire-

ment should be individualized, not
based on a bureaucratic decree.'*

The strange thing Is that Vilan ad-
mits that he fought long years for the
compulsory retirement system.

“But then, things were different.

There was unemployment in Israel

and we had to retire the elderly so
the middle-aged men and women
could move up one grade in the

hierarchy of command, so the
youngsters could find work, get
married and start a family."
But the situation is different today.

We have over-employment on one
hand and plenty of pensioners who
want to work, but who don’t care to

cheat the Institute, he says.

.
But what will happen if the situa-

'J.

tjlon changes? If . tQatyqpfoyin^t*
returns? Or if even the thousands of
‘‘Mdden unemployed" in the civil

' service are fired and have to find

new jobs?
“We’ll solve that problem when

we come to it. But the worst that

can happen is that the situation will

,
return then to what It is today." •

Sale pi J’lem

Hilton may be

decided soon i

By BARUCH SAVILLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The long-delayed sale
of the Jerusalem Hilton may soon be
resolved by the Jerusalem District

Court, where protracted hearings
have been held.
The hotel, originally developed by

a group of U.8. Investors repres-
ented by Abe Fineberg and Philip
Klutznlfc. was reportedly acquired,
or should have been, by millionaire
businessman David Talc, who owns
40 per cent of the Tel Aviv Hilton.

Talc is also owner of Moriah Tel
Aviv and the recently closed Tel
Aviv Intercontinental Forum.
Talc said that he agreed to :

'purchase the Jerusalem HQton as i

long ago as 1074, before the hotelwas
even completed, and paid the owners
$2.8 million towards the $17 million
price agreed upon.
Part of the sum represented Talc's

.taking over of the government's
usual 65 per cent share of construc-
tion costs, plus an additional 10 per
e'ent special grant made to the
original owners in recognition of
their long devotion to Israel’s
development.
Following both sides’ agreement

.to the sale, the government refused
to allow it.

In a related development, the first

|

group ofTJ.S. airport construction
workers arriving to build the new
|Negev military airports have taken
up residence in the former Forum
Palace Hotel, also owned by Talc.
According to well-informed

sources, the property has been leas-

ed to the American contractors for

their three-yew: stay at a price of

,58m.

EGYPT. — A new textbook,
“Selected Chapters on the
Geography of Egypt," la scheduled
to appear this school year for use in

elementary and high schools, the

Ministry of Education has an-
nounced. It will Include facts and
figures about modern Egyptian:,
development and problems.
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Income tax rates up

25 per cent since 1975

Jordan Exploration had only

IL1.7m. earnings for 1978/79
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Jordan Exploration
and Investment Co. has justreported
net current Mminp of ILl.7m. for
the year ending March 31, 1970. The
earnings were nearly identical to

;

.those achieved a year ago.
The shares ofthis investment com-

pany, whose main assets are con-
nected with real estate investments,
were at one time the most talked
about securities registered on the
Tel Aviv Stock Exchange. In 1076

’ these shares yielded a return of no
less than 458 per cent. In 1077, a
record year for security prices, the
'shares yielded 82 per cent.

However, 1078 marked a serious
setback for theshares, as they show-
ed a net loss of 14 per cent. 1979 has-
also been a difficult year as far as
the yield on Jordan shares are con-

TBL has a major stakeJn Tel
Aviv*sDIzengoff Centre as well as in

industrial and commercial real es-

tate holdings in Jerusalem. Other in-

vestments include insurance agen-
cies as well as a stake in oil explora-
tion in the Sadot and Alma fields, as
well as in Texas.
The oil investments, listed at

Hjl2m., so far have yielded little in-

come and the Investment appears in
the balance sheet as a net expense of
ILBm.
Nevertheless, total consolidated

assets grew by more than 50 per cent
and stood at IL185m. at the balance
sheet date. Commissionsand income
from services are well ahead of last

year’s figures and reached IL9.6m.
Income from real estate advanced

and gross profits from rentals were
*

ILSxn., reflecting a 172 per cent in-

crease over a year ago. A capital
gain of ILS.Sm. was also included on
the Income side.

On the distaff side general ex-
penses were 185 per cent higher and
stood at JLl?m.
Earnings -pershare were four par

cent, as compared with fivepercent
a year earlier*.- Together with' the
capital ' gains'

1Item the >e&rnlUgs
duplicate those of the 1977/78 period.

Successful drive to get Israelis

to visit their own capital
Jerusalem Post Reporter

.
Israeli tourists visiting Jerusalem

feel like aecond-clasa visitors,
Yehuda Greenbauxn, president of the
Jerusalem Hotel Association told

The Post recently.
He said that the feeling was dis-

covered as a result of a survey taken
by the association as part of a drive
to attract more local visitors to the
capital He said that the Israelis
were put off by such standard hotel
practices as signs in English only
.
and prices in dollars.

He also noted that the Israelis

found it difficult to get around in
Jerusalem and complained of un-
clear street signs and direction
markers, a fact which no doubt has
implications for foreign visitors as
wen. _
The drive itself was a great

success, he said, and Israelis helped
fill the hotels this month. Before the

-publicity drive, he said, a market
research survey showed that most
Israelis were reticent to visit

Jerusalem because they assumed
that the city's hotels were filled with
foreign tourists. In fact, Greenbaum
noted, there art certain periods,

i even, in the summer, when there is

plenty of room.
June, for example, one of the most

pleasant months in the capital,

shows a regular dearth of foreigners.

The results of the publicity drive also

showed that it had been a mistake
not to run such a project before. Now
the hoteliers are planning a similar
effort for the winter.
Another project which it is hoped

will fill the city's hotels in the slack
periods is a special drive to en-

|
courage elderly people from abroad
to visit the city. The “Golden Age in

Jerusalem" project would offer a
complete package tour to clubs for
the elderly in Germany and France.

Baifa bnilding workers out on strike
HAIFA.—Over 200 buildingworkers
employed on eight construction sites

in this area by the contracting firms
of Y&'acov Ritzker A Sons and A.
Aaronson stopped work yesterday in

a labour dispute between the
Histadrut and the private building
sector.
The labour council spokesman ex-

plained that the large public con-
struction firms, among them Solel

BanehandRassco,bad granted their
workers a 80 per cent wage Increase

as of May 1. The private contractors
had refused to follow suit and had
made unsatisfactory counter-offers.
To press for the Increase workers

employed by them had staged war-
ning strikes recently. As a result of
the pressure, some of the employers
had already agreed to pay their
workers the Increase retroactive
from May, but others were still
holding out.

By SHLOMOMAOZ
Port Economic Reporter

Tax rates have risen by 25-29 per

cent in real terms since 1975, studies

by Knesset Finance Committee
economist Semadar Klhananl show.

The main reasons for the rise are

the erosion of tax brackets by the

rapid rate of inflation because of

their linkage by only 70 per cent to

the consumer price index: the time

tagto adjusting the brackets; and the

increase to National Insurance con-

tributions from 3.S per cent to 4.4 per

cent.

A worker who to July 1975 earned
.the equivalent in today's values of

ILlS.200, paid an average of 21.6 per
cent of that sum in taxes. Including

his National Insurance contribution.

Today he would pay 27.1 per cent of

his salary to tax.

And someone earning XL24.200 a
month today has to pay an average of
3A.2 per cent to the state, while to 1975
on an equivalent sum the proportion

paid in tax would have been only 28.1

per cent.
Moving op the scale, an executive

earning XXAS.OOO a month pays 39.3

per cent In tax, while to 1075 he paid
80.7 per eent,

A working mother who earns XLil»-

200 pays some I'M per cent of it in

tax, as against 15 per cent of the
equivalent sum to July 1975, when the
Income tax reform took effect. Tfcii
represents a rise to the real taxation
level of 28 per cent. Working mothers
have benefited by ttateCMuuje in tax
credit points.

The minimum taxable Income La
July this year was XL3,108. as against
(the equivalent to current tarns of)

IL3.9S4 in July 1975.

In more down-to-earth terms, if

you earn ILS^tOQ a month now, you
spent (ho first IS days ofthi* month
icorkingJot the taxman. In July J87J,

on an equivafewt sum, by breakfart

on the 20th of **0 pen would
hate bepun earning for your oim
needA

SEC sues Meshulam Riklis
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Port Finance Reports

TEL AVIV. — Meshulam Riklis. the
Israeli who became a mul-
timillionaire In the UA,has been ac-
cused in a suit filed by the American
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion of inadequately disclosing a
number of transactions in which
there was & conflict of interest.

Riklis is chairman of Rapid-
American, a retail conglomerate
based to New York, whose shares
are registered for trading on the
New York Stock Exchange.
At the heart of the suit are

allegations that Riklis negotiated or
approved transactions between
Rapld-Amerlcan and Individuals to
whom he either owed money or with
whom he had personal business
dealings. The SEC contends that
these transactions took place in 2977'

and at a time when Riklis' personal ^
liabilities stood at about 860m.
Riklis

-

did not make any comment *

as to the charges levelled against
. t

him.
*

More specifically. Riklis la being
charged with ordering Rapid- -

American or one of its subsidiaries ~

!

to pay finders fees or to enter into
i ,

consulting agreements with people •

to whom he was Indebted. Further- j
more, it is alleged that Riklis, on j

nine separate occasions, either 9
negotiated or approved employment]?
arrangements for executives who*]
either were then or later becAtnc his |
personal creditors, or who had some J
business relationship with Mm. " j

Rapld-American, for its part, .2

stated that the Securities Exchange*!
Commissions’ complaint "did not#
allege fraud, venality or mlsap-J
proprlatlon of any assets ofRapid or1
Its subsidiaries." 9

On and off the boycott lists
ABU DHABI (UPI). — Four top
Japanese manufacturers of elec-
trical goods have been removed
[from the Arab boycott Ust. the semi-
official Emirates News Agency said
yesterday.

It quoted a Ust released by the
government of the emirate ofDubai,
one of the seven component parts of
the United Arab Emirates, as saying
Matsushita Electrical, manufac-
turers under the National brand
name, Hitachi Ltd., Nippon Electric
and the Sharp Corporation bad been
removed from the official boycott
list.

'•‘They had been bander- “partial
boycott," the pHUMfhm. f *r

il m
[ift | | 8

|T[IUR jj
rTTm

The Dubai list, issued following
proval from the Damaacua-ba
Israel Boycott Office, also cleared
further 500 companies, Includl
Honeywell Information Systems a
its subsidiaries. Hau-Thermotank,
James Scott A Co., and the manufac-
turers of Samsonite suitcases.

The paper said 24 companies had»
been added to the boycott Hat. to’*
eluding the giant British printing
machinery manufacturer. Linotype
Machinery Ltd., whose Americas,
holdingcompany, the Eltra Carp., it
already under boycott.

. Eight Asian subsidiaries

Colgate-Palmolive, also already cni*f

the; list, have been added to thsr
boycott, the paper said. '

*a{Si

English Teacher

required for secondary school
(morning hours) to Tel Aviv.

Tel. 625805, 449330

Young people and students, guys and girls

Part-time Waiters and Waitresses

No exp. but brightness, pleasantness and English a must. Choose your
own schedule (sum. or p.m.) 3-4 hrs. daily.

Apply: Mr. Israel Beebes, TeL 65446111, or Rachel, TeL 05403888.

Vacancies:
British Embassy

fTli -T" T-'- [l*. J.f l
v .|

'• iIIkII
t . r ~W('iHt

9!
1 . Commercial Assistant

Applicants should be able to prepare statistical abstracts and
market reports on a wide.range of commodities; to handle cor-
respondence with Israeli and British firms; to assist in organizing
promotional events and help to arrangements for visiting trade mis-
sions etc. Fluent written and spoken English and Hebrew are essen-

tial. - •

Administration Section .

- ' -

Abbeas. 14. Asm.

2. Typist/Clerk
Fluent English and Hebrew
Apply in writing to:

.Administration Officer, cirttish Embassy, 19* Haynrium Street,

Tel Avtv.'
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Improvement in equities as linked bonds rise
-j. “ ^dex-llnJied bonds rose

,
per cent Pe^wce Loans,

‘r .
double-option and 100 per cent linked

'•

- \ •bowingr gatoa of M mucK „
r

a; ,W? •Sh*^ ***«» up w^ewhS^ ^ it was quite moderate/
^

- In the currency market the Ttmai - , j
. 7 tv for the third time In the past Mdats
.

: ; ^ the American dollar to a Itan^ toS£J
.y jts price unchanged.

waving

-*2E Monday’s drubbing, the equities
•• .. > < market showed signs of improvemem,-^S

.. -f. ' commercial as well as morurare bank*
:

'! ^ ffiVSSV wI
Se 016 bf the sectors put In a

• mixed performance. Unlike Mond^Tverv‘
f

,
,

teW ,u**eped sharp drops and a" '-*£ "ESI™
1 i?Uefl Mc*«* eonvtacL- gains

• ^ “?*^P^vep«SanS
-T. B*** °* Israel. Last week its shares ad-- -. - vsneed by more than * per cent, and so far

this week they have already matched that
; 552*’ J**

terday' tbe bank gained a full 10'

. S« points; 2 per cent. Several financial analysts
' “**»«*£ ttat the Price run maybe

connected with the announcement of ex-
. .-cellent mid-year results to be followed by a— new financing issue. *

Stocks & bonds—
the market report

By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN
Post Finance Reporter

For the time being. FEHFls providing the*
best performance among commercial
shares. General Bank added two with ethers
advancing by one point. Union Bank and
Leuml traded imehmigf^ ,

' Mortgage banks showed some small gains,
though many Issues did not show any price
changes.
The Securitas group of securities led a ris-

ing insurance market with a gain of 4.6 per
cent, while the 80 per cent dividend shares
Jumped by 6.7 per cent Securitas options
showed the best performance with a rise of a
full 10 per cent Phoenix IL6 shares were
"buyers only.” and were fixed at 272. Zur (r)
fell by5.3 per cent, but the bearer shares add-
ed 3.4 per cent to 244.
Perhaps in a reaction to sanctions imposedb>« p-- - .w.u»»w wuiiuuiut unpgsea lost 8.6 per cen

^ Closing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

by Electric Corporation workers, which have
resulted in power blackouts throughout the
country. Investors sold its shares, resulting In
a 4.4 per cent drop to 302.
Land development and real estate shares

were mixed, with a tendency for prices to
move lower. Azorim (r) was down by 5 per
cent while Africa-Iarael Hi fell by 10 per
cent.

;

Pri Or gained 83 to.1068. Basaco pref. was
down by 4 per cent, and the ordinary shares
were •‘sellers only” and were established 8
per cent lower at 322.
Industrials were mixed. Argaman pref. (r)

gained 7.1 per cent. Moller was up by 5 per
cent as a result of a "buyers only" situation.
Little Arad Jumped by 6.8 per cent to ill.
There was an offer of more then IL500.000 of
Frutarom shares, but its price remained un-
changed at 1S7.S.

Investment company shareswere also mix-
ed, though a number of stocks suffered sharp
drops. Among these was Elgar, its registered
stock. 1 ‘sellers only” and bearershares falling
5.1 per cent on only a IL3.000 turnover!
Investment of Pas. a recent sharp gainer,
was hit by profit-taking. The registered
shares fell by ?,4 per cent while the bearer
lost 8.6 per cent.

A- ’August 28, 1919 vu™.
.. . \*j Ctounwclal Batiks price I1.1.M

k BankhohBng Oo."»
LD-B. pref. 1690.0 at.o

IpJL “B"
> » .,> LDJB. pref. "A”

- - LDB. opt. 4
. ^'uxa opt. s

epL 6
.,'K V Union

; \i\' Uakrn opt.

n Union opt. S
'•rjf-

.
‘‘ Union opL 4

•
.-x, Oak

»

13% S-C.
•VJ Union 18% s.c. 5

-ptacoont
^Dtocount *'A”

* t Weeoimt “A” S% s.c.

Jdkrahl r
Mizrahi b> Jflzrahl opt. 1

‘

v
- Mizrahi opt. 3

. v ..5. WsriM opt 8
' iq Mizrahi opL 4

_ Mizrahi 1B% s.c. 2
-S Mizrahi 20% Z.C. 4

el* !

Mizrahi 18% s-c. 5
1 IlCir Mtxrahl 18% sx. fl

* Mizrahi S.C. 7

....... HapnaHm pret.
-••-t; pupouHwi r

• Hapoalim b
- r Hapoalim 50% dlv.

• :« • T gsposHm opt 8
- - Hapoalim apt 4

^ Hapoalim opt 5
..^BnpoaHm opt. 7

Hapoalim 10% s.c. 1
’• *

«B . Hapoalim 18% s.o. 8
•» '

~:z.i Hapoalim ig% a.c. 8
: v: - Hapoalim opt. 9

General
.... ^General 18% *.c. 4

t , ti
Leuml

.. .“^Lsumi opt l
Leuml opt i
'Lctuni opt 4

’ •’—'i leuml 18% s.c. s
. •. ;

.u- Leuml 18% s.c. 7
...

‘ Leuml 18% sjc. 8- r
D.H.H. r *" „

'

—
international 6% s-c.l

1690.0

512.0
540.0

433.0
623.0

948.0

265.0
440.0

644.0

905.0

150.0

181.0

118.0

868.0

. 609.0

172.0
’ 908.0

800.0

801.0
655.0

285.0
258.0

660.0

265.0

229.0

185.0
163.0

585.0

526.0

528.0

621.0

1040.0

616.0

478.0

288.0
540.0

231.0
' 166.0

428.0

438.0

150.0

425.0

935.0

532.0

238.0

289J)

249.0

358J),

514.0..
ai»;fr;

. 177A

50A +1.0

.

nu n.c.

145J —4.0
879J +2.0
305.0 +4.5
872.0 me.

B.O +4.0
213.5 +1.0
488.2 D.C.

15.0 mo.
148.7 me.
-88-8-1* Mx.
'^55.
8,107.7 +8.0

ten,
YI-B.I- 504.0 809.6

.Mtttgftfe Banks
Gsn‘1 JO*, r 826.0 345.1

Genling. b 330.0 240.7

Genl Mtg. opt. 114 B05.0 38.0

mess
Genl lQg. opt. 117
Gul Mtg. 18% deb. 118

333.0

102.0

74.4

29.4

Ctrmelr 2455 842
-.camel b 305.0 —
.^Carmel + apt. -A’*

Carmel 18% deb. 10
Mortg. ft tov.

s^-Dbv. ft Ktg. r
si- i-Dev. ft Ktg. b
.i Dev. ft Mtg. opt' 88
f^Dev. ftMtf. qpt.90
_ Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 87

;f
Dev. ft Mtg’. 18% debi 94

‘/Bouiing Mtg. r
' Housing Mtg. b

Housing Mtg. opt i
Housing Mtg. opt 2
Tefabot pref. r
Tefabot pref. b
Tefahot

r

Tofahot b
Merav
Merav opt 1
Specialised Financial
- insUtuttoas
Shilton r
-Shilton b
Shilton opt “A**
Shilton opt .“B"
Shilton 18% deb. 1
Shilton 18% deb 2
Otaar Utuilya r
Otrar La'taaMya b
Ampal
Agriculture "A”

* Lid. Dev. pref.
Insnnuiee Companies
Aryeb
Aryeh opt

r
1

Himraph b
Hassneb opt

.

Phoenix 1
Phcienlx 5
Tardenls.1
Tardenla 5
Sahar

r

aiiiiw b ‘

Sahar opt.

Sahar 18% deb.
.Securitas

.
Securitas 50% dlv. 78

. Securitas opt
Zur r
Zur b x

.

Commercial Services
ft UHUttes

Motor House
Delekr
Delekb
Delek opt 1
Delek 20% deb. 2
Cold Storage 1

. Chid Storage.10 .

Cold «mBgn,03?t- TAX'
Cold Shragem% deb..l.
Israel ISactrio
Lighterage
Lighterage 0
lighterage opt 2 * •

lighterage deb.
Rapac 1

Rapac 5
i«~»i Building,
Deveispment ft Otna

Axurins
Axorlm opt “A” •

Azorim 20% deb. 1
Africa-Iarael 1

Africa-Iarael 10
*

UUD.C. r
LLJD.C. b
LLD.C. opt "A”
I-LJ5.C. opt “B”
ILD.& 20% deb. 2
IJUD.C. 20% deb. 4

Bole! Boitsh b
'

Ctaotaf;

prtre

Tdtan* Change
JUIN

. 293.0 5.0 +5.0
106.0 J. +5.0

. .326.0 19.4 +6.0
338.0 242 n-C.
334.0 49.8 n-C.
317.0 88.7 n.c.
'3175 —
178.0 23.0 —lj)

93.0 38/) +2.5
995 5-0 —1.0
60.0 93.5 —1.0
695 25.0 —2.0
78,0 138.0 +4.0

. 78.0 16.6 —1.5
344.0 140.9 n.c.

343.0 180.7 n.c.

6845 L0 +5.0
• 315.0 22.8 —.5

139.5 16.8 n.c.

480.0. 141.

d

U.C.
5684 10.0 +10.0
282.0 80.4dx +6.0
285.0 88.7 +5.0
132.0 . 87.2 +5.0
360.0 . . 9.3 n.c.
272.0 b.0. +13.0

•
'

185.0 9.0 +5.0
168.0 43.7 rue.

' 297.0 8.9 U.C.

197.0 10.8 —1.0
73.0 43.0 —2/)

86.0 141/) n-c.

340.0 73.5 +15.0
320.0 26.0 +20.0

• 3274) 62.5 +11/5
218.0 25.6dx —12.0
244.0 4.0dx +8.0

700.0 9.0 —1.0

230.0 835.1 n.c.

25TA — •'+7.0

66L0 22.9 —40
241.0 24.4c +12.0
940J) — —

.,*55.0 • 329.8: n.o.

Jc*«£7i;k+1.0
.161.0 ' 178.7 • M.
302.0 : -117J.' —14.0
3D33.0 816

"
n.c.

876.0 50.0 n-c.

198.0 111.0 n-c.

118.0 462.7 h-o.

459.0 ,
31.0 —7.0

401.0 16.4 —2.0

532.0 92.3 —28.0
456.0 42.8 —20.0
192.0 43J —2.0
1700/) 1.3 —190.0
1058.0 40.0 +20.0
190.0 220.9 +J
200.0 30.7 U.C.

320.0 .
48.8 —8.0

180.0 139.8 U.C.

132.0 50.0 —2.0

139.5 97.0 S.C.

1725/) 9.7 +10.0
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Bayatde 5
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Neat Aviv
Pri Or
Rassco pref.
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Oil Exploration
Oil Bxplo. Pas
Industrial
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Urdan 5
Urdan opt
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Elco 1
Elco 2.5 r
Elco 2A b -

B3co opt "A” '

Elco 20% deb. 1 .

. Electra 1
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Electra opt 2
Electra 16% deb.
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Elron 1
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Argaman pret r
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Argaman r
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,

f.
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,
•.
'
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Frutarom
Investment ft HoUUog
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Elgar r
Elgar b
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Inv. of Paz b
Wolfson l

Wolfson 10 r
Wolfson io b
Ampa •

DISC. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt “A”
Disc. Inv. opt “V”
Dims. Inv. 10% deb. 72
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130
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Mizrahi Inv. r
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Mizrahi 18% deb. 48
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Haasuta 20% deb. 1
Byport Inv. r
Export Inv. b

Claeluc Votsair Chup

Lfl me.
83^ —2.0
10.0 me.
13.1 n.c,

28.5 +23.0
4.4 +20.0

23.7 me.
29^ —10.0
125.7 me.
5.0 +10.0
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bond prices
' a-s% Defence loan
:to (Ayln)

|
75 (Ayin Heh)

• 81 (Peh Aiepb)
90 (Tiidl)

1 4% Govn development
Group 1. Yield:

Group 3. Yield:

Price

1025.0

976.0

962.0

gfi-O

—3.08
854.3

788.8

—0.98
7T1.3

67B.1

Change

+5.0

+10^
+9.0
+2.0

B.O. —44.0 Group 5. Yield: —LOT
2.0 —45.0 3020 598.1

38.5 rue. 3025 583/1
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48.S —7.0 0032
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56.8 —20.0 3301 435.5
96.5 —40 8106 381.2
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42.0 —2/) 3115 M.B
30.0 U.C. 4% Gov’t (80% C-o-L)

• — —
3201
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55.7 n.c. 3206 262.0

235.4 me.
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CUI Ind. s.c. opt. 1198.0 1U n.c.
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landeco 233.0 236.0 +11.0
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Pirytm Inv. 307/) 218.1 +1.0
Firyon Inv. opt. 2

Share* Traded In
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By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Foot Reporter

A LIGHTWEIGHT portable ex-
plosives detector, which responds
within oue second to explosives
vapours, has been developed by A-
One Security, London Road, Pam-
pisford, Cambridge.
False alarms caused by other

.
vapours, such as those emitted by
drycle&ning fluid or petrol, are
eliminated by using an ion drift

detector in which the ions present in

the vapours emitted by explosives

modify an electrical circuit. It can
pinpoint explosives such as dynamite
and gelignite through packing
materials mH clothing.

Operation is by one “off/on/ad-

just" control and the instrument is

ready for use within two seconds of
switching on. An audible alarm is

given when explosives are detected,
together with the flashing of an l.e.d.

lamp visible only to the operator. The
audible alarm can be switched off for

discreet security work.
The solid state electronics and

impact-resistant case are designed*
to provide protection against misuse.

WHAT IS CLAIMED to be the
world's first 40-gauge single-Jersey

machine is available form Camber
International Ltd., 860 Melton Road.
Leicester UE4 7SL.
Finer than a 400-needle ladles' pan-

tyhose machine, the circular knitting

machine can be used for all chiffon-

type fabrics produced for making
lingerie, blouses, evening wear and
dresses. Another potential applica-

tion is in suit linings since the

cross/miss fabric constructions are

suitable and. when printed, can look
highly attractive.

Stainless-steel modular baking
ovens that can be stacked to save

floor space so that they are par-

ticularly suitable for small bakeries

Or shops selling hot bread, are
available from HCatrae Catering
Equipment Ltd., Rosebery Street.

Loughborough, Leicestershire.
LE11QDY.
Another advantage of the modular

system is that it enables a bakery to

match
'
production to consumer de-

mand for freshly baked tolls, bread,

pastries and similar products.

A .CASTOR-MOUNTED, liquid
petroleum gas room-heater is stated

to combine economy in use with safe-

ty and good looks while providing a
blond of radiant and convected heat.

Fbur radiant panels axe fitted to

the Radiation Snugbug, which
weighs about 18.5 kg (40 lb) when
empty, so that it can be moved from

room to room as required. Heat out-

put ranges from 1.2 kW with one
burner in use to 4^2 kW when all four

are lit. Contact: Radiation-Ascot
Ltd., A Division of TI Gas Heating
Ltd., Nottingham Road. Belper, Der-
by DE5 1JT.

RADIOGRAPHY equipment baaed
on a specially developed small-
diameter X-ray source to produce a
magnified Image significantly
sharper than is normally possible

can be obtained from Thor
Cryogenics Ltd., Thor Research
Instruments Division. Henley Rd.,
Berinsfield, Oxford.
Compared with a conventional

.source, which is usually at least 1

mm in diameter, the beam of the

Microx 60/1 can be as small as 10
micrometres using a power of less

than 10 W at all values of magnifica-

tion up to X25. Resolution is thus also

10 micrometres, but higher
resolutions can be obtained at low
magnification values by using fine-

grain film and long exposures.

A MINI-COLLATOR to produce
crimped packs of continuous
stationery is offered by John Morgan
Printing Ltd., Abbey Mill,
Kingswood, Wotton-under-Edge.
Gloucestershire GL 12 8KL.
The equipment can handle all stan-

dard sizes of business form from
about 176mm to 305mm wide, accep-

ting either carbonless paper or packs
with press carbons attached.
Operated by one maiL the machine
takes less than five minutes to setup
and can be run at speeds of over 105

m/min.

A FIRE HYDRANT with a body
made of ductile iron which is highly

resistant to impact damage can be

obtained from British Steel Corpora-

tion, POB 72, near Nottingham NG10
SAA.
Said to have a low hydraulic

resistance, the screwdown-type
Eurovalve has a strong stainless

steel spindle, precision-machined to

ensure & good sealingsurface for the

nitrile rubber ring seals which are

claimed to give a highly effective

hydraulic seal with exceptionally

long life and low maintenance costs.

The plunger is faced with neoprene.

Produced as standard in copper

alloy, outlets can be made in various

alternative materials, to different

designs, meeting a wide range of re-

quirements.

A QUICK, easy and safe method of

moving 205-litre (45-gal) oU drums in

garages and industrial workshops

has been developed by Tecalemlt,
Belliver Industrial Estate, Rox-
borough, Plymouth,Devon PL6 7BW.
When full, a 205-litre drum weighs

approximately 200 kg (460 lb) and
can present a major handling
problem if mechanical assistance Is

not available, or if the drum cannot
be rolled from one point to another.
Hie device consists of a circular steel

frame, which is fitted with three
nylon castored wheels, each with an
inbuilt Jacking point.

DESIGNED for liong-reach stapling
requirements, a stapling machine
combines fingertip operation with a
large throat depth of 275 mm (10%
in). This permits the centre-stitching
of publications with up to 24 pages,
according to paper thickness.
Contact: Rexel Ltd., Gatehouse

j

Road, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
HP19 3DT.

A SIMPLE non-return valve for fluid
pipelines incorporates a reinforced
neoprene door which' is claimed to
reduce maintenance by eliminating
the usual-hinge pins, metal-to-xnetal
door seating and other metallic com-
ponents that might corrode or seize.

-

Contact; British Steel Corporation
(Stanton and Staveley), PO Box 72,
Ilkeston, near Nottingham NG10
5AA.

Local firm refuses

to insure huge
building project

in Saudi Arabia
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Sahar Insurance
Company has refused to accept an
offer to insure the Kl-Noxnaia con-
tractors, who are building the Abdul

.

Aziz Military Academy, some 60 km.
from Riyad, in. Saudia Arabia.
Sahar announced yesterday that it

bad been approached by a British in-

surance company with which it has
considerable financial dealings. But
after weighing the request, Sahar

' decided to refuse, since Israel "does
not have diplomatic relations with
Saudi Arabia."
The El-Namala company is carry-

ing out various projects estimated at
2,400 million Israel pounds.
The Abdul Aziz Military Academy

project will include the construction
of 50 buildings of one and two stories,

at a cost of about one thousand
million Israel pounds.

CHILD CARE. — Two new centres
for care of exceptional children, in

Or Yehuda and in Sderot, will be pot
into operation with the opening of the
school year, the Special Education
Division of the Education Ministry
axmounced. Existing facilities in

other locations will also be expanded.

Call Tel Aviv222231
and get the NewYork

Stock Exchange.
through the open telex line to

our New York broker
The Telex Is open from 4.00 p.m. to 10-00 p.m.

(10 a.m. to 4. p.m. New York time

stock exchange hours)

A complete brokerage
service is available.

Phone 03-222231

or visit us at Tel £viv, *105 Ben-Yehuda St.
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Gold soars to $316.75
LONDON (Reuter). — The price of
gold soared to a record 6310.75 an
ounce at the afternoon price-fixing
session on theLondon bullion market
yesterday.
Anxiety over the prospects of ris-

ing worldwide inflation was thought
by dealers to be the main reason for
the metal's high price.
With prices going up and up In

many countries and paper money
consequently buying leas, market
speculators are moving their curren-
cy into gold as a form ofsecurity and
investment.
Last week gold was reaching

peaks of 6311.50 an ounce, last Fri-
day it went to 6314.75 an ounce, and
yesterday morning it was fixed at
6316.20 on the London market.
Dealers said some speculative

buying from New York was believed
to have given gold an extra boost.

Traditionally, the dollar is weak
when gold prides are strong, but the
dollar is currently steady on world
foreign exchange.
The dollar ia being helped by an

upward trend in interest rates in the
U.S., which gives foreign holders of
dollars a good return for their
money.
This trend continued yesterday

when the Chase Manhattan Bank an-
nounced it was raising its prime len-
ding rate to a record 12.25 per cent
from 12 per cent. The First National
of St. Louis made a similar move
later and other major banka were ex-
pected to follow.
The markets have also noted that

the U.S. Federal Reserve (Central
Bank) has been tightening monetary
policy recently and short-term in-

terest rates have been pushing
higher.
Dealers on European foreign ex-

change markets said the dollar firm-

ed slightly, when the bank interest

rate announcementa were made
yesterday afternoon, but soon settled

back to show little net change as the
move had been expected.
The markets were waiting to hear

news of U.S. trade figures for July,
which were due to be released later

yesterday, and this led to cautious
trading in currency.
The dollar yesterday afternoon

traded at 2.2508 to the pound sterling,

1.8305 West German marks, 1.6592

Swiss francs, and 4.2707 French
francs.
The dollar rose against the

Japanese yen for the sixth straight
trading day yesterday, closing at
220.625 yen, slightly higher than its

finishing rate of 220.175 yen Monday.

Prime lending rate
for U.S. banks
raised to 12V4%
NEW YORK (UPI). — Chase
Manhattan Bank yesterday became
the first American bank to raise its

prime lending rate to 12K per cent.
The quarter-point increase by

Chase, America’s third-largest
bank, was .effective immediately and
was expected to be followed by the
majority of the banking industry.
Moments after the Chase announce-
ment, First National Bank of St.

Louis followed the move.
The prime rate, charged a bank's

most credit-worthy corporate
borrowers, has been at 12 per cent
since August 15, when Chase also in-

itiated the industry-wide increase.
The rate had been at 12 per cent

only once before, in 1974. during
America's worst economic downturn
since the 1930s.

Tn CONTINENT-ISRAEL

SCHIFFAHRTSGES. m.b.h. A Co. K.G.

At the Service of

ImporterS'Exporters
An efficient, independent shipping line

operating modem multi-purpose vessels

built in 1978/79

DONAR — WOTAN —
HELENE WALLER— THIASSI— THUNAR

Efficient personal service! Weekly sailings.

to and from Ashdod/Haifa — Antwerp —
Ipswich Rotterdam — Bremen — Hamburg

General agents for Israel:

ALLAL0UF & C0.r SHIPPING LTD.

04 Allenby Rbad. Tel Aviv. Tel. 613380. 811757, 614040.

6 Khayat St.. Haifa. Tel. 087758/3.
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Costly violence

MORE THAN ONE citizen of this country must have muttered
to himself, or to his friends, angrily yesterday as the lights

suddenly went out at his home or his workplace, that “there
ought to be a law against this sort of thing."

In point of fact there' is, though evidently it is not effective

enough. Israel Electric Corporation employees manning sen-
sitive posts were issued court orders not to Join their comrades
in any work stoppage yesterday. Yet a concerted attempt was
made to bar their entry into the power stations.
An anonymous “works committee" took it upon itself to dis-

rupt the power supply to the nation, as part of a labour dispute
with the company's management and the government.
Members of that committee should perhaps have been

sentenced to a term in an elevator caught between two floors in
the suffocating heat of an August day, so that they could get
some true taste of their own violence. For costly violence
against their countrymen, and not a wage struggle with the
bosses, is what they were practising yesterday.
Their action would have been worthy of condemnation even if

they were fighting for their bread-and-butter. Their actual con-

cern, however, haa been with status, as expressed in wage
differentials. In defence of their claims they have Cited hoary
"historical" rights — which include free, untaxed electricity.

The employees of the Electric Corporation, like most
workers, are probably very strongly opposed to any notion of

compulsory arbitration. Yet if proof were needed that some In-

dustries, such as their own, are so vital that their labour
relations cannot be left to the more-or-less free play of market
forces, it was amply provided by yesterday's arbitrary power
shutdowns.
Indeed the argument against a union for policemen — that it

might produce strikes, and thus threaten the social fabric Itself

— could now easily be turned at the electrical workers as well.

There is Just one thing that can he said in favour of the elec-

itrical workers, that their irresponsible action was not entirely

lout of keeping with the spirits of the time. For at a time when,
for example, Yamit settlers can with impunity threaten the

state authority with literal mutiny unless their conditions for

. resettlement are fully met; when Gush Kinunim devotees at

Kedumim can be invited for a friendly conference after they
have announced a plan to illegally seize Arab land unless it is

handed to them; when Kiryat Arba women can take virtual

possession of Hebron's Hadassah building after being denounc-
ed as law-breakers by the Prime Ministerhimself— why should

the electrical workers be denied the pleasure of their wild little

party?

Saving public funds
APPALLED by the shortage of classrooms facing them as the
new schoolyearapproaches, the local authorities angrilyblame
the Treasury for its parsimony. Yet this time the keeper of the
public purse is' not altogether at fault.

~

It is true that promises have beenmade and then unmade, as
budgetary cuts become imperative. It is also true that inflation

renders routine bureaucratic delays insufferable. The Treasury
goes through: the ponderous motions of preparing and submit-
ting a Supplementary Budget to cover rising expenses, while
city halls run out of funds; and bridging loans cost a fortune of
money.
On the other hand it should not have been beyond the intellec-

tual capacity of Israel's mayors to foresee that the
Government’s traditional overspending could not last forever.
Instead of preparing for short commons, they have gone on ex-
tending their commitments, as if the day of reckoning would
never come. And they have done so with the active encourage-
ment of the Ministry of Education. • _ _
.Figures tell the' tale. During the years 1970 to 1977, the
number of schoolchildren increased by 2.8 per centannually —
and educational staffs by 5.1 per cent.

It is good to improve and expand instructional faculties,

'

provided money is available to pay the bill. If money is short for
the regular classes, the time is evidently not ripe for introducing
supplementary classes. Yet the Education Minister, having
agreed to reduce his supplementary long-school-day scheme
from 1,200 classes to 600, refuses point-lank to Shelve the project
altogether.

In Hod Ha'Shanon a religious school contains 90 pupils, divid-

ed Into six classes. Ibis year it will have seven children in Glass
A. The place should be closed and the students passed to another
school. The Ministry's Department of Religious Education will

not hear of it.

Ibis disparity is widespread. Ness Ziona had last year 30.6

children per class (on the average) in Its general schools— and
14.3 in its religious schools. (Standard class size is 33 children.)
Ramat Hasbaron had 32.8 in its general schools, and 16.1 in the
-religious ones; Kiryat Tivon 30.8 and 13.6; Arad 82.2 and 8.6.

Consolidating small schools into fewer full-size units would
save classroom space and millions of pounds of money. Israel
would not be the first civilized country to send its children on a
short bus Journey to their place of learning.
Something like ILBOOm. of public money goes to subsidize

school meals, although the health authorities are satisfied that
these are no longer strictly necessary. And there are other ways
of saving.
Saving public funds is an absolute necessity If the country is to

survive its present economic crisis. This is as true of the coun-
try's municipal and social services as of many others.

Newsweek
Septembers, 1919 Issue
Revelations about the
M088AD and Its activities in

the UJ3.A.

NOW ON SALE .

SINAI TOURS
S Day Camping TourtoJUnai

Departures
every Sunday

Full Board, Kosher
Price 1125

for overseas students

Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.

23 Rehov Hillel, Jerusalem.
TeL 02-227740, 233147.

“It Can’t Happen in America!”
Are you really so positive?

Visit The Museum of the
Potential Holocaust

u Usslshldn Street, Jerusalem
Guided Tours and Lecture at Z.86P3I.

SJMPM., 4.30P.M. ' 5.30P3L

and Sunday and Wednesday evenings atb.00 pjn-

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS!

NAMIR SOUNDS
THE ALARM

Post Political Correspondent MARK SEGAL talks to Ora
Namir about her concerns over the education system.

IN A FEW days' time school bells

will be heard once more throughout

the land as classes reopen. But an
even louder bell — an alarm bell —
has been rung by Knesset education

committee chairman Ora Namir at

the direction In which our
educational system Is being propell-

ed. Making her account midway
through the government’s term,
Namir gave a warning that the

education system Is being infiltrated

by militant young members of the

National Religious Party, many of

whom have pronounced Gush
TCmimim sympathies.

The Labour MK acknowledged the

right of a new minister to introduce
bis own people into bis department,
but she held that education could not

be treated like any other ministry.

She did.not doubt mat the minister,

NRP youth circle leader Zevultm
Hammer, was devoted to his duties.

And th*t .despite their profound
ideological differences, they main-

tained a proper working
relationship.

Namir’s main complaint waa that

in the two years since the NRP has
handled the education portfolio, un-

due favouritism has been shown to

the minority state religious network
to the detriment of the major state

system. Moreover, she charged,
while general education waa un-

dergoing cut-backs, hundreds of

millions of pounds were being
funnelled in an uncontrolled manner
to the Agud&t Ylsrael Independent,

|

school system and to anti-Zionist'

yeshivot and talmudei tora by'

Aguda's Knesset finance committee
chairman. Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz.

She pointed out than the religious

parties speak for 14.17 per cent of the
nation, and their schools cater for 27
per cent of the children.

She feared there was a stealthy

attempt to subvert the general
nature of the system the majority

had chosen, noting that with one

. noticeable exception, 20 senior
Education Ministry appointments,

such as departmental directors and
the pedagogic secretariat head, had
ibeen filled bymen of the ultra-right.

“There Is muchroom for concern,
as their Influence begins to filter

down through the country's
educational hierarchy right into our
homes,'* she warned. . “With-, them,
education and Indoctrination arc'

READERS’ LETTERS"

BEGIN SHOULD
RESIGN

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Poet

'

Sir, —Now is a golden opportunity
for Mr; Begin to resign for health
reasons — for his own good and for
the good of our country.
This would pave the way far new

elections: the sooner, the better.

|

This country has had enough of
Herut and the Liberals.

NATHAN GERSHONI
GIvatayixn.

LARGE FAMILIES
• To the Editor ofThe JerusalemPost

Sir, — If a child is a blessing tp the
parents, many children are
blessings multiplied. Their develop-
ment is a source of Joy and their ex-
istence becomes a staff of comfort to
ageing parents who have born the
burden of their upbringing.
But ther_e_are many members of

society who are not so blessed and (he
question may be asked, why should
single people or childless couples,
living out their own particular
frustrations, be obliged to carry the
burden of supporting children to
whom they have no affiliation? For
the child's sake the State may con-
sider It necessary and desirable to
subsidize large families. However, I
don't think prolific parents have any
right to demand it.

N. M. SA8BA8H
Kiryat Ono.

THE HOUSING
PROBLEM

; To theEditorafThe Jerusalem Poet

; Sir, — In disposing of old-
{newspapers, I- came across a sub-
headline I'd like to share with other
readers: “Israel is experiencing an
unprecedented boom in western im-
migration, but it could turn into a
colossal bust unless the government
moves quickly to solve a critical

lahortage In housing.”
! We all know what has happened
[With western altya and is now
happening to Soviet aliya —
tragedies In which housing prohlefns
[played a part. The previous and pre-
sent governments must share the
blame for the tragic fiasco in hous-

.

ing, but only the present one can act.
'

Will it?

That headline was from 1969.

22. GREENGAUD
Holon.

Ora Namir (AviBen-Oat)

often indistinguishable.

“I am certainly not against our
youth being taught about Judaism,
but what kind of Judaism will be
taught? Reform, Conservative or
Orthodox? And will teachers other
than from the Orthodox trend be
allowed to teach?
“The dominant Orthodox move-

ment here treats the non-religions as
if they are in constant need of being
rescued. They are seeking to save
onr souls, for do they not argue thata
Jew who does not perform all the
mitzvot is not a proper Jew?”

WHAT WORRIES Namir is that
those officials seeking to remould
the general educationel system are
both religious and political ex-
tremists. As for the experimental
Bar-Mitzva course, introducted last

year, she was concerned by its open-
ing section, entitled: “Arid now we
repent." This inspired the wry com-
ment: "I can only ask what seventh-
graders have to repent of?”
Noting that the ministry recently

reduced school hours by 10 per cent
in Junior high and 4 per cent in
primary schools. Namir feared lest

Hammer's men introduce their
schemes at the expense of hours
devoted to social studies, Zionism
and Jewish history.
No, she responded firmly to my

NEW BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGIES
To theEditorofTheJerusalemPost

Sir, — Your economic reporter’s
by-line appears on a story evidently
emanating from the Treasury's
Budget Department, atput momen-
tous imminent TV developments
threatening to make currently
bought TV sets “obsolete in four
years" (August 21).

Though, in all modesty, I may
claim — as a mere electronics,
engineer — soine knowledge of the
subject, I dare not share in the
“Treasury Officials" clairvoyance.
In fact, what meagre data do appear
in the story in no way warrant the
“obsolescence" prediction.
More specifically, direct reception

from "broadcasting satellites require

the addition to existing receivers ofa
special aerial and converter, not a
different kind of receiver. Moreover,
such reception will only be possible
from “national” satellites; inter-

national satellite broadcasts are not
Intended (except possibly from an
experimental satellite for a couple of
days a month for a limited period)/

Similarly, other new broadcasting

technologies, inasmuch as they will

he available in Israel — and I agree
that thought should be given to their

Introduction — will not make ex-
isting sets obsolete. Thus, teletext

(information pages displayed on the
screen as selected by the viewer)
transmissions can be ' received
through a fairly simple adaptor.
Computer feeds (as well as TV
"games"), can be.wired into current-

ly distributed sets by any competent
technician (and some sets have a
ready-made outlet for such pur-
poses).

It is in fact inconceivable that any
new broadcast system mhke hun-
dreds of millions of receivers ob-
solete overnight. (In the U.K. the an-
cient "405 Line" system is still in.use
as a certain number of receivers still

exist In serviceable condition.) I
come to the sad conclusion that your
reporter's source is either not very
well versed in the subject or obsess-
ed with the idAe fixe of dissuading
people from buying colour sets.

Z. 8TOCKHEIM
Jerusalem.

WARNING OF DANGERS AHEAD
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I wish to call wttwnHmi to the
issue of August 2, 1B79 of the
prestigious scientific magazine
"Nature" (p. 800), in which cor-
respondents from Egypt and Israel
address themselves to the "possibili-

ty of scientific links” being es-
tablished between the two countries
after the signing of the peace treaty.

The glaring contrast between the
views from Cairo and Tel Aviv Is

summarised in the captions:
"Egypt: divided and uncertain,"
and "Israel: a one-sided love af-

fair." Specifically, the Egyptian
point of view, expressed by a high-
ranking scientist, Is based on the
fear that "cooperation with
Israel...will seriously damage the

possibility of further collaboration
with the Arab OPEC countries,” and
the fact that ."most Egyptian scien-

tists would rather wait for their
'Arab brothers' to make up with
them, than actively cooperate with
Israel.”
As to the other side of the coin,

"the Israelis go on hoping and
talking." Readers of this paper sure-
ly are well aware of the far-reaching
plans for scientific cooperation
proposed by Josef Tekoah, president
of Ben-Gurion University, and Amos
Horev, president of the Technlon.
This is another Instance of the.

gross asymmetry characterizing
the relationship between Israe 1 and
Egypt—and this in a sphere not In-

volving sensitive political Issues,
such as "Palestinian rights," the
sta'tus of "territories," or the
legitimacy of Jewish settlements in

Eretz Ylsrael.

KURT STERN. JfJX
Tel Aviv.
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To theEditorofTheJerusalemPost

Sir, I,was- aghast to read your
report of August 8 concerning the In-

‘.dlctment for premeditated murder
,of a Kiryat Arba man who fired Into

4 crowd of stone-throwing
schoolgirls, killing one of them'.

!• Stones are weapons, exactly like

bullets. A stone, well aimed, can
malm or kill its victim Just like a
hand grenade ora bullet. Peoplewho
attack others with stones have
themselves to blame for the conse-
quences of unprovoked aggression.

•'

The foot that the aggressors were
16-year-old females makes no
difference. Arab wo1 Vaf 18 are not

Nab— and
^U-grown

<lr ae-
#
^fan of

'con-

sidered detrimental to her family's
.honour: her next-of-kin will put her
mercilessly to death.
During our War of Independence,

more. than one Jewish 16-year-old
participated in the fighting and suf-

fered the consequences: hoys and
girls were wounded, killed or taken
prisoner.
* If these Arab young ladles prefer
war to their studies, war they will

have. And if there Is talk of
'-'murder," there should be no doubt*

who the murderer is.

DR. BVA DANBLIUS
Hereliya.

TIME
September 3, 1979 .

Veto on Palestinian
Resolution Averted

, Bronfman's Agency Ltd.

DryBones

question whether she was not being
overly alarmed.
“We are being confronted by a

concerted and gradual bid to subvert
the wishes of the majority of
parents. These senior Education
Ministry officials belong to a clearly
defined religious-political camp,
where we have already witnessed a
shift to extremism cm such bunting
political issues as the future ofJudea
and Samaria and Arab minority
rights. Now we hear talk in the Bnei
Akiva youth movement of
separating the sexes.”
Moreover, 'she Insisted, the 8tate

Religious system was far from being
the kind of success Its advocates
claimed. It contained the largest
concentration of children in need of
special attention — the national
average was 42 per cent, with the
State school rate 22-26 per cent and
the State Religious 67 per cent.
There was a decided correlation
between those statistics and the un-
usually high percentage of un-
qualified teachers In those schools. It

was a deplorable situation and cer-
tainly required urgent rectification,

but notby loweringthe State schools'
shc^lards.

'

'The NRP-controDed Ministry had"
already showed its colours by the
preferential treatment of its sector,
with results already seen in the last
school year, charged Ora Namir.'
She said she had material Indicating
that the Ministry officials bad en-
sured that State Religious schools
had smaller classes than general
schools, and that school inspectors
.had an easier work load in State
Religious schools, where their quota
was much smaller that that of their
colleagues supervising the general

.
system.

Namir differentiated between
State Religious schools and the
smaller ultra-Orthodox network.
The former were educated to Zionist
principles and their graduates serv-
ed in the forces, whereas the latter

had mostly not yet recognized the
State of Israel and their school-
leavers certainly never performed
any national service. Yet, under the
present coalition, MK Lorlscs had
handed over millions of taxpayers'
money to these institutions. These
allocations she put. "at a highly con-
servative ifincomplete estimate,” at
IL300m., but would not confirm
Knesset lobby reports that lavtoos
•had wangled three to four times that

'ate«vc

amount out of Finance Minister
Ehrlich.
She deplored the fact that these

millions were being given as a
reward to thosewho opposed the ex-

istence of Israel, especially as the

moneys were being funnelled to.

talmudei torn and yeshivot over

which neither the ministry nor the'

State Comptroller had any jurisdic-

tion. As far aa anyone knew, the

money might even end up In

someone's private bank account.

THE STRONGMUfDED and tough-

apoken Ore Namir la not exactly a
favourite of the ministry
bureaucracy, for she believes that

her committee must act as the

Knesset watchdog over their dis-

posal of taxpayers' money and the'

application (A laws pertaining to

education and culture, not forgetting

the protection of the Broadcasting
Authority’s Independent status.

Other reasons why she la not loved

by ministry officials are her fre-

quentparliamentaryquestions to the
minister and her refusal to rely sole-

ly on their reports. Instead, she
prefers to see things for herself, and
each Thursday travels to another
part of the country sounding out

local authorities, teachers and
parents.
She waa the first Knesset Educa-

tion Committee chairman to take on
thAjninfetzy's cultural coyomtogar,
'Leah Forat, querying what she
regards as the latter's capricious
budgeting for the arts.

Namir 'a elegant Tel Aviv 'flat

reflects her own good taste and the
impressive art collection of her late

husband, Mordechai Namir. He was
at various times Histadrut
secretary-general, ambassador to

Moscow, minister of labour and,
before his death, mayor of Tel Aviv.
.Ora Namir has made her own
political mark In the Labour Party
by virtue of her strong personality,
her integrity and her diligence aa an
MK.
-Under the premiership of Yitzhak

1

Rabin she steered the committee on
women's status through all Its

stages, but under the Likud, its

report has been shelved. She mourns
the rise of Agudat Ylsrael In the

Ninth Knesset and the resultant'

retreat over women's rights.

Namir retains close contact wttfc

women's interests, if only because!

she was for many years secretary of
the Tel Aviv branch of Na'amat, the

: Histadrut women's organization. ,

And she has an influential foUovM
ing in Labour’s Tel Aviv branchy

aligning herself to those who are nob

convinced that the Labour Party beak

yet recovered from the causes of tta

downfall. Her strength of chmctss.
is shown by her loyalty to Yltshtifi

and Lea Rabin, yet she cleaves to fin
party consensus about ShimoR
Peres* leadership. 1
To Ora Namir. the personahre.

Issue is much less Important than thtf

party's finding its soul again. Only
then, she believes, will the lost

voters be won back. Nor does she
think Labour should return to power
as a result of Likud's failures^

rather, It should attract support
because It has more to offer the eleo-.

terete.
I

The party's spokesman on oduez*
tion la gratified that file jt#boon
leadership bureau is Anally dtecw
tag Its educational programmaf
after devoting most of the time dnog
the Elections to foreign affairs amf
defence. The education plank 1*
Labour's programme will now fct

drafted by Shalom Levin, Abttkg
Ehan and herself,

Ora Namir believes education it <

the key to her party'a future.
The present school system gifts

the country’s youth little opportunity
to consider the values and prindpla v

of the Labour movement. They have -

thus drifted away, partly to tha

right, more often than not Into a
vacuum.
"These youngsters have been

educated away from us. No wonder'
the polls show that our lowest sup-

port la among the younger age-
groups. If we do not do something7

about this, we will be admitting that

we have lost the future."

iru'
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AT IT THISWAY
You pick up The Jerusalem Post from your local shop
every day and you like what you read. The feature arti-

cles, the news reports, the Today pages, the Dry
Bones cartoon, the readers' letters -and especially the
weekend magazine.

But, owing to continuing price increases things are

- getting tight.

*

Here's what you doi
5

Take the plunge and subscribe for one year.

It'll cost you IL2.800 incl. VAJ.

But. for one year you'll get the paper delivered direct

to your home every- morning and here's the most im-

portant thing. ALL FURTHER PRICE INCREASES
DURING THE YEAR WILL BE BORNE BY US. Can
you beat that, Mr. Ehrlich?

Fill in the coupon below, send it with yourcheque and

we'll start delivering.

m<%"
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THE JERUSALEM

.

p.O.B. 81. Jerusalem.

Please deliver The Jerusalem Pest to me for

D one year IL2800
6 months ILISOO

3 months . JL775

My cheque is enclosed.
* ^AT included.
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